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Abstract 
This thesis examines the potential for using tactile feedback to reduce the visual load that can 
be associated with interacting with controls. Using the automotive context as a case study, the 
thesis describes the process followed in the design of a prototype tactile interface (PTI) for the 
control of in-car secondary functionality (navigation, entertainment and climate control). There 
have been many examples of the use of active and passive tactile feedback to provide 
information to visually impaired people. There is however a paucity of previous research into 
the field of tactile feedback in mainstream product design. A literature review was performed 
examining various issues that are associated with tactile design including cognitive processing 
of tactile inputs, the use oftactile feedback in products used by visually impaired people and 
standard control design recommendations. This was followed by the generation of initial 
concepts and the first study, which examined how visually impaired people interact with 
electronic products that are unfamiliar to them, and also examined how they used their own 
equipment. The results from this study, and the literature review findings were combined into a 
series of design recommendations for the production of tactile interfaces that aim to reduce the 
visual load on the driver. These design recommendations were the basis for an iterative design 
process that resulted in the first, non functioning PTI interface model. The first PTI was 
constructed using rapid prototype technologies. 
The first iteration PTI was examined in the second study, a user trial in a driving simulator. 
The study produced encouraging results with a >90% success rate for correct control selection 
without vision, whilst performing a driving task. The results from this study were used to refine 
the design of the PTI and a working, hi-fidelity prototype was constructed for use in the final 
study. This study involved 'on the road' user trials comparing the glance durations made to the 
PTI and to a baseline system using a 'repeated measures' structure. The data from these user 
trials were examined to determine if the PTI exhibited a reduced visual load when compared to 
the baseline system. The results showed the PTI fostered significantly reduced summed glance 
durations for 7 of the 11 tasks performed when compared to the baseline system. Three of the 
11 tasks that were performed in the study produced a reduction of summed glance duration of 
>50%. The PTI was also shown to foster non-visual interaction, with all participants 
performing at least one control interaction without looking at the control arrays. The tactile 
coding and symbolic layout of the PTI have been shown to be beneficial in terms of reducing 
'eyes off road time' and therefore reducing the risk of distraction related accidents. 
A review of the results from the three studies described in this thesis has enabled the 
development of generic design guidelines for the production of tactile interfaces where a 
reduction in visual load is required for the safety of the operator. 
The thesis has made a contribution to the understanding of the use of the tactile sense during 
product interactions, and highlighting the benefits as well as the limitations of the tactile sense 
as a feedback mechanism. 
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1 Chapter 1: Background, aims and objectives 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis concerns the design of interfaces that reduce the need for vision 
for control interactions through the mechanism of the tactile sense. A case 
study example is used that involves the design and build of a Prototype tactile 
Interface (PTI) for use in the automotive environment. 
Driving a road vehicle is a task that requires a high level of visual attention to 
the road ahead, enabling the driver to determine the proximity of other 
vehicles and other hazards. Secondary in-car functions such as In-Car 
Entertainment (ICE) and Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) 
have traditionally been controlled using switches, sliders and rotary knobs. 
The operation of these controls diverts the attention of the driver away from 
the road ahead during control interactions. The advent of satellite navigation 
systems (SATNAV), in the automotive environment has provided an 
alternative control methodology to car designers. 
In addition the inclusion of a computer and the associated screen that are 
used to display maps and direction of turn information for the SATNAV 
system, gives the option to control other secondary functions associated with 
ICE and HVAC within a graphical user interface (GUI) with interaction 
provided through touch screens or joysticks. This reduces the number of 
physical controls in the interface. This option has been taken by a number of 
automotive manufacturers, presumably to reduce the cost associated with 
adding -buttons to a dash board and to improve aesthetics. Research has 
shown that these systems can further divert the attention of the driver away 
from the road when compared to the operation of traditional physical controls. 
An example of the reduction of the number of physical controls can be seen in 
Figures 1.1 and 1.2. These figures show the interior of the BWM 5 series 
vehicle in the 1996 and 2009 models. The 1996 model has 37 physical 
controls on the dash board, controlling approximately 37 functions. The 2009 
model has 21 physical controls and the ability to control over 700 functions 
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through the GUI and haptic (active force feedback) rotary controller 
combination . The use of GUI based interaction inherently requires the driver 
to look at the screen, distracting the driver from looking at the road ahead and 
raising potential safety concerns. 
Figure 1.1 1996 BWM 5 series (37 controls on dashboard) 
Figure 1.2 2009 BWM 5 series (21 controls on the dashboard) 
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These safety concerns relate to the number, and duration, of glances that are 
made into the car when interacting with the menu structures that are inherent 
in GUls. The potential of having an accident has been shown to increase with 
larger glance durations away from the road, and controlling SATNAV systems 
whilst driving has been shown to produce relatively long glance durations 
when compared to the operation of other in-car secondary systems. The 
concern expressed by the ergonomics community has be,en reflected in an 
initiative by the International Standards Organisation (ISO 16673,2006) to 
standardise the assessment of the glancedurations that are elicited by 
SATNAV systems. 
Ideally interfaces for secondary functions should minimise the number and 
duration of glances to reduce the risk associated with having the 'eyes off the 
road'. This thesis examines the potential of the tactile sense to provide stcite-
of-the-system feedback to the user, reducing the need to use vision for control 
interactions. The tactile sense is currently under-used in the design of 
products (J.M. Porter, 2005), and has the potential to provide information to 
the user that does not require the use of vision. The concept of using the 
tactile sense to aid product interactions where vision is required for other 
tasks is not new. One of the first 'ergonomic' studies ever performed by 
Alphonse Chapanis in 1947 was the design of tactile knobs that allowed 
aircraft controls to be discriminated by touch alone; however, there have been 
no mainstream examples of the use of tactile coding to allow control 
discrimination since this work. 
The thesis uses the design and evaluation of a Prototype Tactile Interface 
(PTI) for controlling secondary functions in the automotive environment as a 
case study. It has been suggested that there are similarities between the 
driver of a car, and visually impaired people, as they are both· resource-limited 
with respect to vision (Prynne, K. 1995). This suggests that any exploration of 
tactile coding could be informed by observing visually impaired people as they 
interact with products, noting the strategies used and the tactile features that 
allow successful product use. 
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The following thesis describes a case study design process with the aim of 
reducing the number and duration of glances made into the car whilst 
performing secondary in-car tasks, through the mechanism of tactile coding. 
This case study also formed part of a research project called BIONIC. 
The BIONIC (Blind Operation of iN of In-car Controls) project was performed 
at Loughborough University between 2001 and 2005. The project was set up 
to explore the possibility of reducing the visual load associated with interacting 
with secondary in-car functions such ICE, SATNAV and HVAC. The BIONIC 
research team consisted of four members. The author was hired as a 
research associate to work on the project as a designer and ergonomist whilst 
also registering for a part time PhD. The other team members were Prof. J. 
Mark Porter, a professor in design ergonomics at Loughborough University 
and the author's project and PhD supervisor, Dr. Gary Burnett, an expert in 
the assessment of in-car technology such as SATNAV systems and a lecturer 
in the Computing department of Nottingham University, and Katharine Prynne, 
an engineer working for Honda R&D in Swindon. The project was funded 
under the Foresight Link programme (EPSRC). The project collaborators were 
Honda R&D, the Honda technical development centre based in Swindon, 
Visteon, a third tier automotive parts manufacturer, ARRK, world leaders in 
the rapid prototyping and manufacturing, the RNIB (Royal National Institute 
for the Blind) and ESRI, the Ergonomics and Safety Research Institute based 
at Loughborough University. As part of the project brief Honda R&D set a 
bench mark of project success of a 10% reduction in the length of glance 
durations made when interacting with secondary functions. 
1.2 The aim and objectives of the thesis 
The aim of the thesis is as follows; 
• To examine the potential of the tactile sense to reduce the visual load 
on the driver of road vehicles 
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The objectives of the thesis are as follows; 
1. To explore the strategies used by visually impaired people when 
interacting with electronic products in order to examine the use of the 
tactile sense 
2. To generate design recommendations based upon the results of this 
exploration and a review of the literature 
3. To build a working, high fidelity prototype tactile interface that allows 
the user to control secondary automotive functions based upon these 
recommendations 
4. To test this prototype tactile interface in a 'simulator study' and finally 
an 'on the road' study 
5. To generate generic design recommendations for the production of 
controls and control arrays that employ tactile coding 
1.3 The structure of the thesis 
The thesis contains the following chapters and content. 
Chapter 2. Literature review 
This chapter reviews the literature examining the use of the tactile sense in 
control design, the opportunities and limitations of the tactile sense, and the 
methods used to evaluate in-car interfaces among other issues. 
Chapter 3. A study examining the strategies used by visually impaired 
people when interacting with electronic packages. 
This chapter describes a study that examines the strategies used by visually 
impaired people when they interact with familiar and unfamiliar electronic 
products. 
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Chapter 4. Building a design specification for the Prototype Tactile 
Interface based on the literature and the experience of visually impaired 
people 
This chapter describes the combination of the recommendations from the 
literature and the study described in Chapter 3. This, combined with various 
studies and design exercises, informed the design process described in the 
next chapter. 
Chapter 5. The design and initial testing of the prototype tactile interface 
This chapter describes the design exercises that generated version 1 of the 
PTI, with a subsequent testing of the interface using a driving simulator. The 
lessons learnt from this process are described and applied to the design of 
the second and final PTI. This version was used in the 'on the road' user 
trials. 
Chapter 6. Final PTI experimental trials methodology 
Chapter 6 describes the methodology used to undertake 'on the road' user 
trials that compared the performance of the PTI to a baseline system. 
Chapter 7, Results from the analysis of the road trials data 
This chapter reports the results that were produced by the 'on the road' user 
trials. 
Chapter B. Discussion 
Chapter 8 discusses the results from the previous chapter and derives design 
recommendations for the generic production of tactile interfaces. 
Chapter 9. Conclusions 
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis, describing the contribution to knowledge. 
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2 Chapter 2: Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter has introduced the concept of using the tactile sense to 
reduce visual demand on drivers when operating secondary in-car controls. 
The following review of the literature has been designed to provide baseline 
information for the design of interfaces that use tactile feedback to provide 
system state information to users. The review of the literature has been split 
into sections that deal with the following issues: 
• The assessment of in-car interfaces 
• Designing to exploit the tactile sense 
• Control design recommendations 
• Why use the tactile sense? Alternative options for reducing 'eyes off 
the road' time 
2.2 The assessment of in-car interfaces 
2.2.1 Background 
It has been shown in a study by V.L.Neale et a/ (2005) that 93% of road 
vehicle crashes that occur are due to inattention to the road ahead. 
Distraction related accidents have been linked to the increasingly complex 
driving environment that prevails at the start of the 21 st century. The 
environment external to the car has become more complex in relation to traffic 
density and traffic management systems, including speed cameras, which 
increase the workload on the driver. This workload takes the form of 
increased visual interaction with the speedometer and the signage indicating 
the current speed limit. 
The internal driving environment has become more complex due to the 
. introduction of devices such as navigation systems, mobile communications 
and entertainment systems. Each of these devices has the potential to 
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increase the cognitive workload on the driver when placed in the automotive 
environment. This workload takes the form of a dialogue between the user 
and the various system input and output devices. For example a navigation 
system may require the user to regularly look at an image on an LCD screen 
that will instruct them as to which direction they should take. This kind of 
interaction increases the time that the user spends with the 'eyes off the road', 
and therefore distracts the attention of the driver away from the primary task, 
safe driving. The 'technology push' ideology (So R. Chidamber, 1994) that can 
be found in the design of mobile phones (e.g. adding functionality such as 
cameras and MP3 players, increasing the perceived 'usefulness' of the 
device) is also evident in the design of vehicles. In-vehicle 'technology push' 
has taken the form of adding functionality such as Satellite Navigation 
systems to the automotive environment. The advent of screen based , 
technology within the automotive environment, initially to present navigation 
instructions to the user, has allowed automotive manufacturers to embed 
other functions within a graphical user interface which replaces conventional 
dash mounted controls. These new in-car technologies are generally called 
ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems). According to Galer Flyte (1995) these 
systems can be sub divided into 3 main categories: 
Category 1 
Systems that "directly impinge on the driving task", i.e. active systems 
that affect the speed and direction of travel of the vehicle using sensing 
technologies. Examples of these systems include intelligent cruise 
control, which will maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front 
using RADAR technology. These systems have been included in 
Mercedes, Audi and VW automobiles, and have been included in Ford 
vehicles in 2008/9 (inautonews 2008) 
Category 2 
Systems that "provide information relevant to components of the driving 
environment, the vehicle or the driver", i.e. traffic and travel information, 
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vision enhancement e.g. night vision systems (Bellotti 2004) , and route 
guidance/navigation systems. 
Category 3 
Systems that "are unrelated to driving", i.e. entertainment devices, 
email , and internet browsing. 
These devices generally require some form of manual control from the driver, 
ranging from simple on/off selections, to alpha numeric data entry. 
An example of the integration of computer technology into the automobile is 
the 2001 -present Model BMW 7 Series (see Figure 2.1). The combination of 
an LeD screen and Haptic (active tactile) force feedback controller, known as 
the I-Drive allows the operation of over 700 separate functions. The 700 
separate functions are subdivided into different functional groups. All of the 
700 functions embedded in the I-Drive system are accessible whilst the 
vehicle is in motion, including complex interactions such as 'typing ' a name for 
a destination within a navigation system. 
Figure 2.1. An example of a GUI in the automotive environment. The 2001 model BMW 7 
Series with the I-Drive system 
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BMW is not the only manufacturer implementing graphical user interfaces 
within the automotive environment. A number of other brands including Lexus, 
Mercedes, Volkswagen, and Nissan use an LeD screen as an opportunity to 
embed non-navigation functions within a graphical user interface (GUI). 
It is suggested that the selection of functions from a GUI, with its inherent 
menu structures, will generally take longer than selecting one physical button 
from the dashboard. It is the navigation through the interface to find the 
desired option that increases the interaction time with the system. The 
potential for these new technologies to demand too much of a driver's visual 
and mental attention has fostered a range of research studies that look to 
quantify and regulate the amount of time that users spend looking into the car 
when driving (Tijerina et al1998, Tsimhoni, o. 1999, Green 1999, ISO 2006,). 
These new GUI technologies have been implemented in high end cars and 
the percentage of vehicles on the road that use them is assumed to be small. 
However, the proliferation of the technologies to lower priced, more widely 
available vehicles is likely when one considers the common implementation of 
functions such as air conditioning to low end cars, once the preserve of more 
expensive vehicles. There is potential for these interface technologies to 
proliferate to lower end models, increasing the number of vehicles using the 
systems on the road, with an assumed increased risk of accidents. 
A more recent cause for concern is the availability of low priced after-market 
navigation systems that can be attached to the windscreen of a car, and 
which utilise small touch screens. There has been an increase in the sales of 
the devices with no apparent discussion of their safety implications. For 
example, in the fourth quarter of 2008 sales of TOMTOM portable navigation 
systems hit 3.4 million units (Reuters 2009). 
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2.2.2 Evidence for the link between driver inattention to the road ahead 
and the prevalence of accidents 
The implementation of category 2 and 3 ITS technologies in the automotive 
environment has raised concerns by researchers for many years with the first 
studies being performed in the early 1990's. The first study that examined 
navigation system use on a test track was performed by Tijerina, Parmer and 
Goodman (1998). The study examined the ability of drivers to enter alpha 
numeric data into four navigation systems on a test track. During this study it 
was found that 90% of participants left their lane (a measure of driver 
inattention to the road ahead called lane exceedance) during a destination 
entry task, when using a particular system. This illustrates the concern that 
these systems distract drivers from the primary task of safe driving. In the 
Tijerina study the mean task times for entering destination information ranged 
from 40 seconds to 120 seconds depending on the age group, with older 
drivers taking longer to perform navigation-based tasks. This study showed 
that navigation systems contain functions that can involve task times for 
completion that greatly exceed those for standard vehicle controls and 
displays (checking the speed with the speedometer, turning on the lights of 
the car or increasing the volume of the radio). This concurs with other 
research that has demonstrated the negative effects of ITS technologies on 
the driving performance of young and older drivers (Reed & Green, 1999, and 
Fox, 1998). 
Direct evidence for the link between distracting in-car technology and an 
increase in accidents was lacking until 2005, when a novel study was 
performed which recorded the driving behaviour of 100 individuals over a 
period of a year. The "1 O~-Car Naturalistic Study" performed by V.L.Neale et 
8/ (2005) explored the causes of accidents that occurred in a one year period 
for 100 drivers in a metropolitan area of the United States of America. This 
was done by adding equipment to the vehicles owned by the participants that 
recorded five video streams of the driver's face, road ahead, interior and rear 
view. This was combined with equipment that recorded vehicle kinematics 
(lateral and fore-aft acceleration), and proximity sensors that were capable of 
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detecting 'near-crashes'. The data produced by the video recorder and 
sensors was subsequently analysed to determine the cause of crashes and 
near crashes. Vast amounts of data were collected from the study (43 
terra bytes of data). Further analysis of the data is ongoing, but the first round 
of data analysis has been completed by the US Department of Transportation. 
The data analysis has been performed in two separate ways. Any accident or 
'near miss' has been isolated from the data and the behaviour of the drivers 
involved prior to the accident has been coded in terms of categories of 
inattention. This was followed by the ranking of the participants in terms of the 
prevalence of the accidents, and a subsequent random selection of 5000 time 
periods. This data was then analysed to determine to how prevalent accidents 
were for each type of driver inattention. 
The key findings of the study were that 93% of accidents were caused by 
inattention to the road ahead caused by interaction with in-car technology, day 
dreaming, eating, smoking etc. It is therefore considered important to reduce 
the 'eyes-off-road time' (the combination of the number of discrete glances 
required to perform a task such as entering a navigation destination, and the 
direction of those glances) that is elicited by the use of secondary functions. 
2.2.3 Methods for the assessment of driver distraction from ITS 
systems 
The assessment of the distraction potential of new technologies is a 
developing field. The methods that are reported in the literature for the 
assessment of secondary control interfaces all focus on objective and 
subjective measures that are gathered in user trials, hence taking a human 
centred design approach. The following sections discuss the different 
experimental methods that are used to assess the interfaces. 
2.2.3.1 Experimental methods for the assessment of ITS interfaces. 
A human centred design approach is generally applied to the assessment of 
eyes-off-road time elicited by ITS systems. 
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'~s with many other consumer products, there will be a large 
variability in user characteristics (e.g. in perceptual and cognitive 
skills, computer experience, anthropometry) to consider when 
designing in-car computing systems. "Burnett (2008) 
It is only by performing empirical user trials with a wide selection of 
the population based upon age, level of education and gender of 
participants, that a true picture of user variability in task 
performance can be gained. The following section describes the 
Human Centred Design methodologies that have been used in this 
field of research. 
2.2.3.2 Measurement of 'Eyes-oft-road' time 
The measurement of 'eyes-oft-road' time is an objective method that mostly 
uses cameras mounted in a vehicle to capture the eye movements of the user 
when driving. A typical assessment setup, such as Burnett (1997) uses a 
number of discreet 'lipstick' video cameras to record the movement of the 
driver's eyes, a view of the road ahead, and a view of the controls that are 
being interacted with. These video recordings are then coded by the 
experimenter using video play back technology that allows the recording to be 
examined frame by frame, allowing accurate (to 1/24th of a second) 
measurement of 'eyes-oft-road' time. This can be a very time consuming and 
therefore costly process, with no options for the automation of the task .. 
Alternatively eye tracking equipment can be used to capture eye movements. 
Eye tracking systems have the potential to hasten video analysis to determine 
glance durations as they allow the experiment designer to see exactly where 
each participant is looking at anyone moment (see Figure 2.2). Two forms of 
eye tracking hardware exist (Zhiwei and Qiang 2004). Those mounted into 
helmets or goggles that monitor the position of the eye ball, and those that 
use an external camera that monitors the combined head and eye location 
using infra red light to highlight the pupil, and derive the direction of gaze. 
Figure 2.2 shows an eye tracking system being used in an assessment of 
head-eye coordination when driving (MacDougall 2005). The system shown in 
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Figure 2.2 can produce video clips and telemetry data, showing the direction 
of view from the goggle mounted camera, with a superimposed red cross 
indicating the centre of gaze, allowing the experimenter to determine the 
current viewing target. It is anticipated that this capability would allow the 
analysis of the visual search method performed by each participant when 
looking for individual controls. 
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Figure 2.2. An eye tracking system in use in the assessment of head and eye movement 
during driving in New York City (Source: MacDougall, 2005) 
The main benefit of these methods is that information can be gathered on the 
'eyes-oft-road ' time for specific functions, and comparisons can be made 
between systems. The method can be used in a driving simulator and in on 
the road trials. An example of this kind of glance capture technique can be 
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found in L, Tijerina (1998) and V.L.Neale et a/ (2005). The Tijerina paper 
describes a study in which cameras were used to capture glance durations 
exhibited by users interacting with a navigation destination entry task whilst 
driving on a test track. The experiment highlighted that glance durations in 
excess of 8 seconds were fostered by a navigation system that was tested. 
The method for collecting glance durations has been standardised by the ISO, 
in document ISO 16673 (2006). The standard procedure to measure a glance 
is defined as the time from when the user's eyes leave the road, until the eyes 
once again return to view the road ahead. 
The negative aspects of this method include high cost to setup, and lengthy 
post processing of the captured video to determine eyes-oft-road time for 
each function in the system being tested. The occlusion method, described 
below, was designed to reduce the cost of performing an assessment of eyes-
oft-road time, without the need to run user trials on the road or on a test track. 
2.2.3.3 The occlusion method 
The occlusion method was established in studies by Senders et al (1967). 
The premise of the occlusion method is that the task of interacting with in 
vehicle controls whilst in motion (sharing the visual attention between the use 
of interior controls, and monitoring the external driving conditions) can be 
simulated by periodically blocking the user's vision. The mechanism for 
blocking the vision of the user was a mechanical shutter system in the 
Senders study. This has evolved into the use of polarised glasses that can 
change state from vision, to blocked, in less than a second. The occlusion 
method therefore allows systems to be compared using the time required to 
complete the task, and number of glances that were made. This method can 
only be used whilst the vehicle is stationary, as the method requires the user 
to wear apparatus that blocks vision for set periods of time. 
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Figure 2.3: The use of Occlusion glasses in the automotive environment 
The occlusion method was re-introduced as a method for the assessment of 
new technologies by Green (1999) which included the definition of the '15 
second rule', that is, the task of entering a navigation system destination 
should not take longer than 15 seconds, in periods of 1.5 seconds. The 
method can be used to examine the interaction with other secondary functions 
such as ICE and HVAC functions. The measures used to examine ITS 
systems are TSOT (Total Shutter Open Time) and the value R, which is the 
ratio of TSOT divided by the TTT (total task time when the task is performed 
without Occulsion goggles) . A ratio of R above 1 is thought to indicate a task 
that is too complex to perform whilst the vehicle is in motion . R is also 
considered to be a measure of resumability, i.e. the ease with which the user 
can continue the task after the small break that is forced by the occlusion 
goggles. However it is noted by Horberry et al (2008) that large task times can 
still achieve a value of R below 1. 
This research led to the definition of a draft ISO standard, ISO 
TC22/SC131WG8 . This standard was designed to promote discussion in the 
research field regarding the occlusion method , and lead to the subsequent full 
ISO standard , ISO 16673 (2006) . As is acknowledged in the foreword of the 
ISO standard , the method is seen as a cheaper way to analyse glance 
durations elicited by ITS systems. 
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"This International Standard is not intended to preclude direct measurement of 
eye glances as a method to assess visual demand. Direct measurement of eye 
glances is always desirable. However, direct measurements of eyes-off-the-
road times, i.e. glance time measurements, are typically difficult and very costly 
to measure. The occlusion method estimates visual demand, including 
resumabifity, of a task using a means for intermittent viewing of the in-vehicle 
system. Evaluation by occlusion identifies driver interfaces that are likely to take 
the driver's eyes away from the road for excessively long durations. " 
ISO 16673 
The occlusion method has caused some concern within the human factors 
research sector. The arbitrary switching between vision and no vision states 
has been suggested to be unrealistic in terms of the interruption of the user's 
cognitive processing (Lansdown et a/2004). The requirement of the system to 
be used in a stationary context, or on a test track/driving simulator study also 
limits the realism of any tasks that are to be evaluated. Finally, the ISO 
standard fails to define a maximum limit for the number of glances that can be 
made which was not the case for the research upon which the standard was 
based, (Green 1999). Therefore, the measurement of 'eyes-oft-road' time 
during an on the road study is considered to be the 'gold standard'. 
2.2,4 Established glance duration limits 
One of the earliest and highly regarded studies on glance durations for in-car 
tasks was performed by Wierwille and Dingus (1988). This study involved on 
the road trials in an instrumented car with participants being given common in-
car tasks to perform at intervals. The lengths of the glances were recorded 
and means calculated. The list of tasks performed and the mean glance 
durations can be seen in Table 2.1. It should be noted that mean glance 
durations of nearly 11 seconds were recorded for a navigation task where a 
street name had to be read from the screen (Roadway name). 
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Range (s) Task Mean Standard 
total 
time (s) 
deviation (s) 
< 1.0 Speed 0.78 0.65 
Following Traffic 0.98 0.60 
1.0 - 2.5 Time 1.04 0.56 
Vent 1.13 0.99 
Destination Direction 1.57 0.94 
Remaining Fuel 1.58 0.95 
Tone Controls 1.59 1.03 
Inlo. Lights 1.75 0.93 
Destination Distance 1.83 1.09 
Fan 1.95 1.29 
Balance Volume 2.23 1.50 
Sentinel 2.38 1.71 
Delrost 2.86 1.59 
Fuel Economy 2.87 1.09 
Correct Direction 2.96 1.86 
2.5 -4.0 Fuel RanQe 3.00 1.43 
Temperature 3.50 1.73 
Cassette Tape" 3.23 1.55 
Heading 3.58 2.23 
4.0-8.0 Zoom Level 4.00 2.17 
Cruise Control 4.82 3.80 
Power Mirror 5.71 2.78 
Tune Radio 7.60 3.41 
>8.0 Cross Street 8.63 4.86 
Roadway Distance 8.84 5.20 
Roadwav Name 10.63 5.80 
Table 2.1 The mean glance duraiions found in Wierwille, Dingus study (1988) 
Paul Green (1999a) summarised the glance duration data literature and made 
the following statements. 
The shortest mean glance time that led to a lane 
departure was 1.58 s (determine remaining fuel) , 
The largest mean glance time that led to no errors was 
1.83 s (destination distance).' 
'This could suggest that tasks with total glance times of 
less than approximately 1.58 s will not lead to any 
appreciable lane drift when driving on mostly 
uncongested roads' 
'no departures did occur in some circumstances for total 
glance times of up to 1.83 s.' 
Green 1999 
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The premise here is that there is a length of glance duration for which a lane 
exeedance is less likely. This was based upon 1.58 seconds being the 
shortest glance that fostered a lane departure by a participant when driving on 
real roads in Virginia USA (Weirwille and Dingus, 1988). This interpretation of 
the data suggests that if the glance durations fostered by new in-car 
technology are less than 1.58 seconds, they are less likely to cause a lane 
exceedance, and less likely to cause an accident. There has been no 
definition of a 'safe' glance duration limit in the literature. If a user is driving 
down an empty flat road with clear visibility of the road ahead and behind the 
vehicle, glance durations could be longer than those used in heavy traffic. It is 
presumably the difficulty in defining the context of a glance duration that has 
limited the ability of the research community to define a 'safe' glance duration 
length. 
However, it could be presumed that if glance durations elicited from ITS 
systems do not exceed those for standard driving tasks, those ITS systems 
are not importing further risk into the driving environment. For example, the 
mean glance duration for determining the fuel level in table 2.1 is 1.58 
seconds. Therefore glance durations that are less than 1.58 seconds could be 
considered to have no further potential to cause an accident than the 
commonly performed task of checking fuel level. Glance durations of up to 
1.83 seconds can be said to import no higher risk of an accident when on a 
straight piece of road with light traffic according to Green (1989). The 
thresholds for glance duration can therefore be defined as less than 1.58 
seconds or less than 1.83 seconds in light traffic. 
There are many in-car secondary tasks tliat require longer than 1.58 seconds 
to complete as shown in table 2.1, and so multiple glances are often made to 
complete a task. The larger the number of glances that are required to 
perform a task, the more potential there is for the user to be distracted. This 
has been recognised by the definition of the '15 second rule'. The '15 second 
rule' established by Green (1999) was adopted by the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) in standard SAE J2365 (2002). The '15 second rule' places 
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a limit on the total glance time that is required to complete a navigation based 
task. e.g. zoom map view, and can be used to assess any in vehicle 
interaction. The 15 second limit for eyes on task time was defined by a review 
of the data from a number of studies examining task durations such as 
Tijerina, Palmer, and Goodman's (1998), Campbell, CarneY,and Kantowitz, 
(1997) The JAMA guidelines (Japan Automobile Manufacturers' 
Association,(1996). The recommendation from these studies was for task 
times up to 9 seconds. This was arbitrarily extended to 15 seconds by the 
SAE panel for use in standard SAE J2365b. It is recommended by Green 
(1999) that a 10 second threshold for total task time should be set. 
2.2.4.1 Conclusions 
The literature examining the prevalence of accidents due to driver inattention, 
combined with literature examining the specific use of ITS technology has 
allowed benchmarks to be set for glance durations that are considered to be 
relatively safe, combined with a limit on the number of glances based upon 
the total task time figures. The limits on glance duration that have been 
prescribed by Green (1999) are dependent upon the particular road conditions 
at the time that a glance is made. Glance durations that are longer than 1.8 
seconds may be completely safe when on a single track road with clear 
visibility of the road ahead, conversely, glances shorter that 1.5 seconds could 
be considered dangerous when driving past a school at the end of the day in 
heavy traffic. This points to the need of consistency in any on the road trial 
that attempts to measure glance durations elicited from a secondary control 
interface. The user trials should be planned to ensure that where possible, all 
participants experience a similar level of traffic density. This is generally done 
by driving the same route for each experimental trial, at the same time Of day, 
on the same day of the week. These effects can be removed by performing 
testing in a driving simulator, or on a test track, but these methods reduce the 
level of fidelity of the experimentation. 
In order to examine if the tactile sense can be used to reduce the 'eyes-off-
road time' exhibited by drivers when interacting with secondary tasks these 
bench marks are an essential analysis tool. The assessment of the glance 
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durations that are fostered by ITS systems should be assessed against the 
1.58 and 1.83 second benchmarks for single glances, with a total task time 
limit of 10 seconds. 
2.3 Designing to exploit the tactile sense 
One of the key aims of the project was to explore the experience of visually 
impaired people in terms of product interaction as suggest by Prynne (1998). 
The literature has been explored for any design process that produces a 
product that uses tactile output to provide information to the user. 
The most obvious tactile communication method used by the visually impaired 
is Braille as discussed by Sadato (1994), and yet only 5-10% of the people 
that are registered as blind or visually impaired in the UK can actually read 
Braille (personal communication with John Gill, Chief Scientist oflhe RNIB). 
This was attributed to the difficulty of learning Braille. Other methods of tactile 
interaction have been shown to be used by visually impaired people. For 
example, tactile representations of building layouts have been designed to 
allow visually impaired people to conceptualise three dimensional spaces 
(Espinosa, M. A . 1998). ATM control panels use tactile symbols to allow the 
user to differentiate between cancel and accept buttons. There are also a 
range of vibro-tactile displays that use arrays of pins to present patterns to the 
visually impaired user. There has also been research into the use of pin 
matrix displays for the presentation of imagery to visually impaired people. 
These devices use pin matrix displays with variable pin height that allow the 
presentation of three dimensional structures. 
The following section discusses the research that has been performed in 
these areas and the relevance of the research for the process of designing 
tactile in-car controls. The literature has been divided into research examining 
static and active tactile displays and research examining the capability of the 
body to sense tactile input. 
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2.3.1 The tactile sense 
2.3.1.1 The body's ability to sense tactile input 
The design of a device that uses tactile coding to present information to a 
driver requires knowledge of the tactile sensing ability of the human body, and 
the variation of the tactile sensing ability across the population. 
The most sensitive area of the body for tactile input is the finger tip. The 
sensitivity of the skin at the tips of the fingers is attributed to five kinds of 
afferent nerve fibres (a nerve that carries signals towards the central nervous 
system) as described in Loomis,J.M. and Lederman, S.J (1986). 
These five fibre types are; 
• SA I : Slow adapting 1 
These afferents provide the finest level of spatial resolution, allowing 
fine detail to be explored with the finger tip. Sensitive to static stimuli 
such as pressure with a frequency range of 30Hz or less. 
• SA 11 : Slow adapting 2 
These afferents respond to stretching of the skin and detect the 
direction of the stretch 
• RA I : Rapid adapting 1 
RA afferents respond to dynamic deformation of the skin 
• RA 11 : Rapid adapting 2 
These afferents respond to vibration in the range of 40Hz to 500Hz 
• PC : Pacinian Corpuscles 
Deepest in the structure of the skin these structures respond to the 
highest range of vibration frequency (>500 HZ) 
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Figure 2.4: The different responses elicited by three kinds of afferents 
The figure above shows the results of an experiment performed by Johnson et 
al (1981). This study showed the output produced by three kinds of afferent 
nerve ending. The study used direct output from the nerve endings, as shown 
in Figure 2.4. In terms of the spatial resolution of the dot patterns at the top of 
the image, the SA profile best matches the stimulus input. 
The five kinds of afferents hint at the different capabilities that the tactile 
sense has in terms of tactile detection. The two main modes of tactile 
perception are spatial sensitivity and temporal sensitivity (Perera 2002). The 
spatial sensitivity describes the ability of a user to distinguish between two 
distinct inputs (e.g. two Braille dots). This type of sensation is detected by the 
SA afferents. Temporal sensitivity describes the ability of the user to detect 
vibration (e.g. that caused by running the finger over a textured surface, or 
detecting vibration used in mobile phones) and is detected by the RA 
afferents and the PC afferents. 
The two types of tactile sensing (temporal and spatial) indicate the two 
different modes of tactile interaction. These are; 
• Passive interaction: The finger in constant contact with a source of 
temporal stimUlation (e.g. Holding a mobile phone and feeling the 
vibration alert to a new call or message) 
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• Active interaction: The user moves the tips of their fingers on and 
around shapes that convey information (e.g. using a TV remote control 
in the dark) 
After reviewing the mechanisms that allow humans to sense tactile stimuli 
research has been sought that describes the resolution of the tactile sensing 
ability. The following recommendations were summarised in an internal 
document produced by the RNIB specifically for the BIONIC project (Perera 
2002). 
Stevens (1992) reports that the spatial acuity of the skin on the finger tips 
deteriorates with age. After empirical studies looking at the detectable step 
heights in textures the following thresholds were determined. 
• 1.95mm for young people (18-33) 
• 2.68mm for middle aged (41-63) 
• 5.03mm for older (66-91) 
This shows a marked reduction in tac;tile sensitivity with age, but provides 
useful data for the design of controls that must be distinguished from the 
surrounding surface if they are to be inclusive for the whole population. 
Other work has been performed looking at the ability of the tactile sense to 
differentiate between different patterns of texture. For example Kops and 
Gardener (1996) defined textures using three variables, when considering a 
texture that is created by using raised dots on a surface. These variables 
were; 
• Intensity (Dot density) 
• Spatial cues (Dot spacing) 
• Angular orientation (Horizontal, vertical, oblique orientation of patterns 
such as tracks formed by the dots) 
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Textures are distinctive if their elements are tightly spaced along one axis and 
widely spaced along other axes e.g. forming paths for the finger to follow. 
High and low density patterns are easier to distinguish from each other from 
those with medium density textures. Gardener also recommended the use of 
combined coding techniques such as the orientation of a tactile pattern, 
combined with the density of the tactile pattern. There is an interaction 
between spacing and orientation. Patterns that differ in both variables are 
discriminated better than those that differ in only one variable. Also Lechelt 
(1985) found orientation deviation for patterns from horizontal and vertical 
positions rather than diagonal ones were more accurately discriminated. 
2.3.2 The limitations of the tactile sense 
There are a number of limitations of the tactile sense as described in the 
following sections. 
2.3.2.1 Resource sharing of the visual cortex between the visual and tactile 
senses 
One of the most important findings from the literature was the work of Sathian 
et a/ (2002) which showed that the visual cortex is used to process tactile 
inputs that use spatial and orientation coding. The implication of this resource 
sharing is that the driver could be interacting with a tactile interface, with their 
eyes on the road, but they would not notice an incident that would require 
them to take action due to overloading of the visual cortex (both tactile and 
visual inputs being processed in parallel by the occipital lobe (visual 
processing centre of the brain)). 
Further work and a summary of occipital activation by Kosslyn and Ochsner 
(1994) has suggested that there is variability in the use of occipital lobe in 
tactile discrimination between subjects. This was emphasised by the work of 
Astur, Ortis and Sutherland (1998) which showed a gender difference in the 
brain centres used during navigation tasks, with males using the visual 
processing brain centres more than females when visualising routes. This 
suggests possible gender differences in tactile discrimination tasks that use 
the visual processing capacity of the brain. 
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It was also suggested that in a task where different locations must be 
identified physically (e.g. pointing to different locations) that over learning of 
the task can result in a shift of the neural processing of the task from the 
occipital lobe (whilst learning the interaction) to the motor centres of the brain, 
in effect using 'muscle memory' (the kinaesthetic sense) instead of the visual 
processing recourse. This indicates that different physical locations will prove 
a strong coding technique for object location, as the more the task is 
performed the less that the occipital lobe will be used to process control 
location, with the motor skills of the user taking over. 
2.3.2.2 The serial nature oftactile interaction 
Another limitation of the tactile sense is the serial nature in which information 
can be gathered as discussed in the design of the Shinohara display 
(Shinohara et aI, 1998) and the Optacon device (Arezzo, 1980) see section 
2.4.2.3. These devices present a single stimulus at anyone time that must be 
interpreted using the tactile sense. No tactile displays have been found that 
attempt to present multiple tactile 'messages' at the same time. This is 
understandable when one considers the tactile link to the visual sense 
discussed above. It is not possible to view two discrete displays at anyone 
time to gather information unless that information is of a peripheral nature, i.e. 
looking at a screen with alpha numeric data that is being read, with the 
background colour changing to display a warning or change of state. 
An analogy of the tactile sense in the automotive context would be to restrict 
user vision to a viewable area that only allows a single control to be seen, 
thus removing the contextual cues of the panel layout in the peripheral vision. 
This is equivalent to using the sense of touch for control identification, which 
inherently requires the user to focus the touch sense on one object at a time. 
The work discussed in section 2.4.2.2 above suggests that distinct control 
location centres for specific functional groups can act as 'tactile peripheral 
vision'. This is highlighted in the literature in the discussion of tactile stimulus 
'masking'. That is, two simultaneous tactile stimuli can interfere with each 
other, cancelling out one or both of the signals that is perceived (Loomis, J. 
(1986). 
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2.3.3 Devices that attempt to use the tactile sense to convey 
information to users 
A number of devices have been designed that attempt to use the tactile sense 
as a communication channel. These devices have, in the main , been used to 
convey information to visually impaired people. 
Figure 2.5. A 3D pin matrix display that is used to present tactile symbols and diagrams to 
blind people. Shinohara (1998) 
2.3.3.1 Haptic devices used by visually impaired poeple 
The term haptic originates in the Greek term haptikos 'able to touch or grasp'. 
Haptic interfaces generally provide some form of active tactile feedback to the 
user. Shinohara et al (1998) designed a three dimensional (3~) tactile display 
which allows people with visual impairments to explore information such as 
maps, scientific illustrations and circuit diagrams. The display took the form of 
a matrix of pins that combine to produce a display size of 200mm by 170mm. 
The pins are able to be programmed to display an image in three dimensions 
using different levels of protrusion of pins from a mounted surface (see figure 
2.5) . The experimenters used the 3D tactile display to present structures that 
represented scientific illustrations, Chinese Kanji characters and a tactile map, 
to visually impaired users in three empirical studies . 
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In the first study (n=6, blind participants with no level of vision) the visually 
impaired subjects were ask to recognise 10 Chinese Kanji symbols. An 
example of two such symbols is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6: Two Chinese Kanji symbols 
The size of the Kanji symbols was varied using three conditions, 26mm x 
27mm, 51mm x 52mm and 96mm x 99mm. Each display size increment used 
a portion of the display shown in Figure 2.5. The resolution of the symbols 
presented therefore increased as the character size increased, effectively 
using more of the pins as the character size increased. The table below 
shows the results in terms of size of display, response time, and correct 
identification of the symbol being presented. 
Character size Response time Correct I. D. rate 
26mmx27mm 32 sec 0.63 
51mm x52mm 17 sec 0.85 
96mm x 99mm 13 sec 0.93 
Table 2.2. The response time and success in identification of Kanji symbols of different sizes 
The results showed that response time was less than half with the largest 
Kanji symbols presented when compared to the smallest. 
The second study looked at the recognition of a three dimensional schematic 
of the brain. The six subjects were asked to explore the 3D diagram and then 
produced illustrations using a tactile drawing technique to demonstrate that 
they have received accurate information from the display. The visually 
impaired users were able to reproduce the structure of the 3D tactile image 
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with great accuracy, showing that they had gained a suitable level of 
information from the device. The paper does not describe the user trials in 
great detail , but does show a reproduction of the tactile image produced a 
visually impaired person. The main aim of the paper was to demonstrate that 
the resolution of the 3D tactile display was high enough to allow detail to be 
discriminated by visually impaired users. This was achieved. The final study 
performed with the six participants examined the use of a tactile map to 
provide navigation and layout information that related to the campus in which 
the participants studied. The participants were accustomed to navigating 
around the campus. 
The study showed that the participants were very good at differentiating 
between the elevation of ground level and the height of buildings, but poor at 
identifying orientation and distance between locations. There have been two 
dimensional (20) tactile displays in production for some time, such as the 
OPTACON (Optical Tactile CONverter) device. 
Figure 2.7: The Optacon vibrotactile display. The red dots on the image illustrate the pins that 
would vibrate to show a letter H 
The OPTACON device uses pins that vibrate to allow users to feel letters are 
being scanned into the device using a scanner as shown in Figure 2.8. The 
user keeps the finger in one position , and , with training is able to read 
standard text. 
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Figure 2.8: The Optacon vibrotactile display in use 
The use of these devices relies upon extended training and practise periods. 
The Shinohara display and the OPTACON device have shown that active 
tactile feedback can provide information to the user using the tactile sense 
only. 
2.3.3.2 Other Haptic interfaces 
Very little research has been found which directly relates to the use of haptic 
interfaces in the automotive environment. The research showed a focus on 
haptic interface research in the field of virtual reality applications, such as 
providing force feedback gloves which allow the user to 'feel' virtual objects, 
and providing virtual CAD modelling tools . The BMW I-Drive is the single 
production example that uses haptic feedback in the automotive environment. 
The BMW I-Drive was developed in collaboration with Immersion, a company 
that had previously produced force feedback joysticks and steering wheels for 
computer gaming applications. The I-Drive system predominantly requires the 
user to look at the screen during interactions, but does include some tactile 
coding produced through the interaction with the haptic knob . The knob 
provides res istance to the twisting of the knob that attempts to communicate a 
number of variables. Appendix 1 shows the full range of haptic cues that are 
built into the I-Drive system. Figure 2.9 shows the top level functional groups 
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that can be accessed by I-Drive users, by pushing the controller in the 
direction of the indicating arrows. 
Figure 2.9: The eight sets of functions that can be accessed when using the I-Drive system 
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Figure 2.10: Three of the haptic cues built into the I-Drive system 
Figure 2.10 shows three of haptic cues that can be experienced whilst 
scrolling through options or changing variables , by rotating the device. No 
studies have been found that examine the I-Drive interface, or publications 
that describe how the tactile feedback was designed and tested . 
Many papers have been found that examine the use of haptic devices applied 
to improving software interfaces, or simulating real world activities. For 
example, a Virtual Reality system was combined with haptic forceps in a 
paper by Burdet, E. (2004) . The haptic forceps provided force feedback that 
simulated the forces experienced by the surgeon when performing micro 
surgery. Chi-Cheng, C. (2006) described the design of a haptic device that 
allows designers to perform freeform CAD operations, effectively carving out 
of a virtual piece of clay. The aim of this work was to allow freedom to 
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designers in the initial stages of CAD development of a product, when 
compared to parametric CAD software such as Pro Engineer or Solid Works, 
which were seen as too constraining . 
A more theoretical application of haptic technology was examined in a study 
by McKnight, S. (2004). The study examined the potential of a multiple 
fingered haptic interface as shown in Figure 2.12. This device allows the user 
to grasp virtual objects using three fingers, with each finger receiving haptic 
feedback from a Phantom device (a haptic force feedback controller, see 
figure 2.11) . The study demonstrated that a device that allows three fingers to 
be used for virtual object interaction improves the success of virtual product 
manipulations when compared to single or two finger systems. 
Figure 2.11 . The Phantom haptic interface 
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Figure 2.12. The device used in the McKnight study examining the use of three combined 
Phantom interfaces to provide three finger haptic feedback for virtual object exploration 
A military application for haptic feedback takes the form of a body worn belt of 
vibration sources that the user wears around the chest. The vibration sources 
provide the user with navigation direction information by vibrating on the left 
side of the body if a left turn is required. The user knows that they are 
currently on the right heading when the vibration source in the centre of the 
chest is active. This work by Savick,S. (2008) aims to reduce the visual load 
on armoured vehicle operators by removing the need to look at a map display. 
This was achieved , with a significant reduction in response time and workload 
measures through the mechanism of tactile input. A similar piece of work was 
performed in the automotive context. The study aimed to investigate the 
feasibility of an in-car tactile navigation display with the emphasis on driver 
workload reduction , (Van Erp, J. B. F, 2004). The system used vibration 
sources or 'tactors ' under the left and right legs in the driving seat. The coding 
of the pulses from these tactors presented direction of turn , and distance to 
turn information. A left turn would be represented by pulses under the left leg , 
with the increasing frequency of vibration indicating the reducing distance to 
turn . The experimentation performed compared the vibro-tactile system to a 
visual system that presented the same direction and distance to turn 
information. An LeO display showing a direction of turn arrow, and a distance 
to turn in metres was used . The experimentation performed showed that the 
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mental effort required to interpret the navigation cues was significantly less for 
the tactile modality when compared to the visual. Also, drivers reacted more 
quickly to the distance to turn information from the tactile modality. The visual 
sense was being shared between the primary and secondary task when the 
LeO screen was used, resulting in higher mental workload, and poor 
recognition of visual information from the system. The tactile sense allowed 
the same resolution of data to be gathered by the user with reduced visual 
workload, and faster reaction to the signals from the system. It is 
acknowledged that the system is in the early stages of development; however, 
there is no current strategy for presenting information such as which turning of 
a round-about should be taken. If this problem can be solved the use of the 
tactile sense could be a valuable addition to the automotive environment. 
The studies above show a number of instances where tactile coding has been 
used to convey state of the system information to the user. In most instances 
the tactile feedback received related to adding sensation to virtual 
interactions. The work by Van Erp, J. B. F, (2004) showed that the tactile 
sense can be successfully used to provide state of the system information to 
drivers. 
2.4 Control design recommendations 
The following section discusses the general control design recommendations 
found in the literature. 
2.4.1 Introduction 
As discussed by Overgard, K. (2007) in a paper discussing 'Knobology', 
ergonomics research can be separated into two related domains, the classical 
ergonomics research tradition and performance based ergonomics. Overgard 
suggests that the two research traditions correspond to the research basis for 
the recommendations for knobs and dials. That is, classical ergonomics has 
attempted to fit the workplace to the human using anthropometric data, and 
performance based ergonomics has focused on the aspects of control design 
that relate to shape, colour and mode of operation, using 'time' and 'error' 
frameworks. The 'time' framework refers to the time taken to locate and 
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operate controls. The 'error' framework relates to inadvertent operation and 
incorrect selection of controls. It has been noted by Dainoff (1999) that the 
applied performance based assessment of controls is rare and this has been 
reflected in this literature review. The recommendations that are discussed 
below have been drawn from both the performance based and anthropometry 
based approaches. 
Many ergonomics recommendations for control design were defined in the 
1940's, 50's and 60's as a result of military research into the design of devices 
such as aircraft joysticks. The impetus for improving the design of controls 
came from the number of accidents that were associated with incorrect 
identification of controls. For example, in a 22 month period during World War 
11 the confusion between landing gear and flap controls caused over 400 US 
air force accidents. This problem was resolved by Alphonse Chapanis, often 
considered the father of Ergonomics, who designed tactile caps for the levers 
of the landing gear and flaps controls of aircraft. Also in the 1940's, attempts 
were made to produce different shaped hand grips on levers to aid 
discrimination. Figure 2.13 shows two sets of these hand grips that were 
found to be easily differentiated from each other in user trials (Sanders and 
McCormick, 1992). 
Figure 2.13 Two rows of control hand grips that were rarely confused (Source: Jenkins 1947) 
The design exercise that produced the control hand grips shown in Figure 
2.13 is rare and no design recommendations for the form of tactile controls 
have been found. There are no examples of the tactile sense being exploited 
in the design of controls that have been published in the literature, but there 
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are numerous examples in general use that use simple tactile coding to aid 
discrimination. The tactile symbols used in the design of ATM key pads, and 
the seat adjustment controls used in some cars in cars are just a few 
examples illustrated in Figure 2.14. 
Figure 2.14 The tactile symbols used in the control design of cash machine keypads, and the 
shape coding used in the design of a Mercedes seat adjustment control 
2.4.2 General control design recommendations 
The standard ergonomics texts such as Human Factors in Engineering and 
Design (Sanders, M. and McCormick, E., 1992), and Fitting the Task to the 
Human (Kroemer K. and Grandjean E., 1997) provide general 
recommendations relating to issues such as the size, shape, mode of 
operation and operational force limits of different types of controls such as 
push buttons, rotary knobs, toggle switches, cranks and pedals. 
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Figure 2.15. Standard control recommendations for the separation between adjacent controls 
(Source: Sanders and McCormick, 1992) 
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Figure 2.16 Standard control motion recommendations when associated with a display 
(Source: Sanders and McCormick, 1992) 
It is noted that these design recommendations don't seem to be followed by 
many products that exist today. The recommendation to have at least 13 
millimetres of separation between adjacent push buttons is incongruous with 
the design of current mobile phones and many other devices, including the 
controls that are placed in current automobile interiors. The design 
recommendations that refer to the size and positioning of controls were based 
upon the design criteria for manufacturing environments,· and the operation of 
large scale machinery, where the safety element is critical. This is not the 
case for mobile phone use. It is certain that modern mobile phones were not 
considered in the definition of these recommendations. However, there are 
examples of control design recommendations that are relevant to the design 
of electronic products today. Figure 2.16 shows the direction of motion 
stereotypes that are associated with the motion of displays. These 
recommendations are still applicable to the design of products. For example, 
in order to increase the volume of sound from a HIFI system, the user would 
expect a rotary knob to be turned clockwise. It is considered to be important to 
design any physical controls that are included in the PTI using these 
'stereotypical' control motion stereotypes as they have the potential to provide 
non-visual coding that exploits the previous experiences of control usage held 
by users. 
Recommendations were found for the anatomical and anthropometric aspects 
of control design as follows Klarwowski, W. (1999); 
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1. The maximum strength, speed, precision, or body movement 
required to operate a control must not be exceed the ability of any 
possible operator 
2. The number of controls must be kept to a minimum 
3. Control movements that are natural for the operator are the best 
and least tiring 
4. Control movements must be as short as possible, while still 
maintaining the requirement for 'feel' 
5. The controls must have high enough resistance to prevent their 
activation by mistake. For controls that are only used occasionally 
and for short periods, the resistance should be about half the 
maximum strength of the operator. Controls that are used for longer 
periods must have a much lower resistance 
6. The control must be designed to cope with misuse. In panic or 
emergency situations, very great forces are often applied and the 
control must be able to withstand these. 
7. The control must give feedback so that the operator knows when it 
has been activated, even 
Standards such as SS EN ISO 9241-400:2007 (Ergonomics of human-system 
interaction - Part 400: Principles and requirements for physical input devices 
(BSI 2007)) that one would expect to contain control design recommendations 
actually only provide information on very specific aspects of human computer 
interaction input devices. A review of the literature has shown a lack of 
specific design recommendations for the design of controls. A number of 
studies have examined the design of specific controls. Some examples of 
these are discussed in the next section. 
2.4.3 Specific control design studies 
A study by Green et al (1987) examined the preferences of control location 
and type for a specific list of in-car functions. This was done by covering the 
surfaces of a car interior with Velcro, and allowing the participants to select a 
control type that they best associate with a particular function. The 
. participants then placing the dummy controls onto the Velcro dash in the 
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desired location. This effectively required the participants to design the control 
panel. Green found that certain functions were shown to be associated with 
certain control types and modes of operation. This is in line with ergonomic 
design principles discussed in section 2.2.2. Green (1999) also noted some 
differences between his results and the similar work performed by Black, 
Woodson, and Selby (1977). This focused on the preferred mode operation 
for a light switch found in 1977, which was shown to be opposite to the 
preferred mode of operation found in 1987. This was attributed to the common 
use of the counter intuitive method in Ford vehicles in the 1970's. This 
highlights an interesting point. That is, the stereotypical control motion 
associations that participants exhibit can be influenced by the poor design of a 
control that is found in wide spread use. It also shows that drivers base their 
expectations for control operation on previous experience. This is a point that 
should be noted in the design of the PTI. The PTI should exploit the 
preconceptions of users wherever possible to enable the previous experience 
of the user to support the conceptualisation of the PTI. The caveat to this is 
that if the expectations are based upon a control motion that is counter 
intuitive. This is a recommendation that can be inferred from the literature. 
Faerber, B. et al (1993) described the assessment offour novel interface 
designs that aim to reduce the visual load on the driver when interacting with 
secondary automotive controls. Figure 2.17 shows the four control layouts 
that were designed to explore this issue, with the a large control handle at the 
bottom of each image. This handle allowed the analogue control of contiguous 
variables such as fan speed, music volume etc. Different technologies were 
used to allow interaction with a screen based system. These were, a 
prototype speech recognition system, the use of 'Hard keys' (each button has 
a single function) 'Soft keys' (each button has a different action depending 
upon the current mode, reliant upon on screen feedback) and 'cursor 
positioning' (the handle is used as a joystick to allow function selection from 
on screen options). 
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Analog device for all continuous functions 
Figure 2.17. The four design evaluated in the study performed by Faerber, B. et a/ (1993) 
The four systems were tested using a driving simulator and users were given 
tasks to perform such as 'change the radio station', and 'increase fan speed '. 
The results of the driving simulator study showed that the use of speech 
recognition produced the smallest number and duration of glances away from 
the road whilst performing control interactions. This was followed by the 'soft 
keys ' arrangement, the 'hard keys ' arrangement and the 'cursor positioning ' 
arrangement. There were no specific design recommendations made in the 
study. The method of interaction with the system, and the design of the 
screen content were not included in the paper. It is therefore very difficult to 
derive any useful recommendations from the paper other than the use of 
speech recognition can reduce glance duration. 
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2.5 Why use the tactile sense? Alternative options for 
reducing 'eyes off the road' time 
The following section discusses the current eftorts by automotive 
manufacturers to reduce the eyes-oft-road time using new technologies. 
Speech control has been implemented in vehicles produced by Daimler 
(Mercedes Benz Models), Jaguar, Landrover, and Honda among others. The 
aim of speech control is to allow users to control secondary functions 
associated with communications, HVAC, ICE and SATNAV without taking 
their eyes oft the road. 
2.5.1 Speech control 
It is a natural assumption that speech control could solve the majority of the 
problems that are being addressed in this thesis. Speech is both hands free 
and eyes free in the context of the driving environment. Also, speech is an 
everyday activity, leading to the assumption that a control technology based 
on speech would allow for rapid learning of new control systems. 
Graham et al (2000) performed a study comparing a speech control system 
used in the Jaguar S-Type car, with and without feedback, to the use of 
steering wheel mounted, and conventional controls. The speech recognition 
system used was capable of recognising 49 command words, plus a number 
set. For the experimentation the set of 49 command words was reduced to 
those that only control the entertainment functions. In order to prepare for the 
experiment fifty participants were selected on the basis of the following four 
sample frame groups: 
• Female with age ranges from 21 to 35 
• Male with age ranges from 21 to 35 
• Female with age ranges from 50 to 70 
• Male with age ranges from 50 to 70 
The subjects were required to practice with the speech control system so that 
they gained a base line level of performance in order to keep experimental 
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variables to a minimum. Subjects with strong regional accents were therefore 
. excluded, as they were unable to reach the baseline level performance with 
the speech control system. Of those subjects that remained 10% were unable 
to reach the base line level of performance. 
The experimentation was performed using a driving simulator incorporating a 
pursuit task, i.e. the participant must maintain a safe distance from the vehicle 
in front, also known as a tracking task. This was combined with a reaction test 
based on 'C' shapes appearing on the periphery of the driving simulator 
screen, with the orientation of the 'C' determining if an action (such as 
braking) should be performed. The results recorded during the experiment 
were the success or failure of the reaction tasks, the time to complete tasks, 
as well as a rating of mental workload for the tasks. It was shown that 
conventional controls produced the lowest task completion times. The number 
of participants who were unable to operate the speech control in the study has 
shown that, in its present form, speech control exhibits technological problems 
that demonstrate that it cannot be used solely to control the secondary 
functions of a car. 
This has been reinforced by a literature review paper examining studies that 
have explored the use of different in-car speech recognition systems (Baron 
et al 2006). This paper discussed and compared the results from 15 studies. 
The conclusions from this literature review show that there are still problems 
with the percentage of participants that can attain a suitable level of 
recognition from the speech control systems, after six years of development 
since the paper by Graham et al in the year 2000. This was highlighted by the 
general methodological approach taken in the assessment of speech 
recognition systems, i.e. simulating the accuracy of speech recognition 
systems using 'wizard of oz' (a system simulation in which feedback is 
provided manually by the experimenter) system simulations (10 of the 15 
studies highlighted in the Baron Literature review used a simulation of a 
speech recognition system). Accuracy thresholds of 80-90% are routinely 
used in the design of speech control experiments, reflecting the word 
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recognition accuracy levels found in current systems. The vast majority of the 
more recent papers that examine the use of in vehicle speech control are 
focused on the ability of speech recognition systems to deal with extraneous 
noise from the driving task. This indicates that the technology is not mature 
enough for main stream use at present. 
2.5.2 Head Up Displays 
Another potential method that is being explored is the use of Head Up 
Displays (HUDs). HUDs, project information onto a piece of glass that can 
viewed by the user as shown in Figure 2.18, removing the need to look into 
the vehicle in order to view displays (known as the head down condition) . In 
the case shown in Figure 2.18 the current speed, gear and engine rev counter 
information is provided to the car driver. HUDs have been used to provide 
information to combat aircraft pilots since the 1940's with the use of a 
projected gun sight in fighter aircraft such as the Hawker Hurricane and Super 
Marine Spitfire (Tufano, D.R, 1997). These devices have developed over the 
years to include a greater level of information for the combat pilot, including 
altitude, rate of climb and descent, the G-Force being applied to the body, and 
weapons aiming and locking systems. The automotive industry has attempted 
to apply HUDs in a number of different vehicles over the past 10 years. 
Figure 2. 18. An automotive Head Up Display implemented in a 2007 BMW M5 
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Figure 2.19. An automotive Head Up Display showing direction of turn information produced 
by Seimens and implemented in BMW 5 and 6 series vehicles 
The advantages of the use of head up displays in the automotive environment 
are generally assumed to be; 
• The imagery displayed on the HUD is focused at infinity , therefore 
allowing the user to gain information from the display, at a focal 
distance that is the same as that required to scan the exterior 
environment 
• The location and focal distance projection of a HUD produce reduced 
data acquisition times when compared to those for a standard 
dashboard mounted display 
Ergonomics research performed for both the aviation and automotive contexts 
have raised problems with the use of HUDs which have not been addressed 
by automotive manufacturers who have implemented HUD strategies in their 
designs. The main problem that has been identified is the issue of mis-
accommodation as report by lavecchia et al (1988) . There is a high variability 
of resting focal distance in the general population. An undetermined 
proportion of the population will have a resting focal distance that will interact 
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with the imagery projected onto the HUD. This interaction, which has been 
empirically verified, will produce an effect where users can perceive objects in 
the outside world as being smaller, and farther away than they really are. 
There are obvious safety implications for the driving task, and the problem is 
far from being resolved, as the physiological effect is not currently well 
defined. The effect has been documented in the aviation field where pilots 
have had heavy landings because they thought that the runway was farther 
away than was actually the case (Tufano 1997). It is assumed that the 
application of HUD technology in the automotive environment will exacerbate 
this problem as the resting focal distance variability will be higher for the 
general driving population, than the pilot population. 
A further issue that has been raised by Weintraub (1987) is that of cognitive 
capture. The effect involves the user reacting more slowly to unexpected 
incidents when using a HUD. The effect can be best described using the 
aviation context. In a study by Wickens and Long (1994) pilots were placed in 
a flight simulator and asked to pass through a layer of cloud and indicate 
when they could see a runway below them. The experiment was performed 
using standard instrumentation displays (head down, looking at cockpit 
mounted displays) as one condition, and with a HUD as a second condition. 
As would be expected the HUD condition produced faster recognition of the 
runway than the head down condition, due to the fact that the HUD allows the 
user to keep his or her eyes on the external view. The pilots were then asked 
to land the plane. The pilots were asked to perform this experiment on a 
number of occasions. 
However, on the last occasion an obstacle was placed on the runway, and the 
time was recorded for the pilot to recognise the danger and abort the landing. 
The response to the danger was significantly more rapid for the head down 
condition than the HUD condition. Therefore the pilots were quicker at 
recognising an exterior danger situation, when using the technique that forced 
them to look away from the exterior view (head down use of displays and 
controls). 
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It is postulated by Weintraub (1987) that the action of moving the head, and 
changing focal distance when looking at the head down display, helps to 
switch cognitive 'modes' from scanning to information gathering. The HUD 
removes this step in the process, therefore forcing the user to perform both 
tasks at the same time, reducing the overall effectiveness for both tasks. 
The combined effects of HUD focal distance, cognitive capture, and cognitive 
switching produce a situation where the use of HUDs in the automotive 
environment may produce unexpected detrimental results for drivers. The 
understanding of the field will be improved with further empirical research. 
However, HUDs cannot currently be recommended for automotive use. 
2.6 Research questions 
The literature review has raised a number of questions that will be discussed 
in the thesis. These questions are as follows; 
1. Research question 1: Can the tactile sense reduce the visual load 
on the driver with a suitably designed interface? 
2. Research question 2: What mode of tactile interaction is most 
applicable for the design of in-car interfaces, active or passive? 
3. Research question 3: Can the experiences of visually impaired 
people help with design of the tactile device for use by people with 
normal vision? 
2.7 Conclusions 
The literature has provided very few examples of products that actively use 
the tactile sense to provide feedback to the user. However, the literature has 
identified the opportunities and limitations provided by the tactile sense. In 
addition, useful information has been gathered that refers to testing 
methodologies for in-car technology and has established glance duration, and 
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task completion times as the metrics for the visual demand of in-car 
interfaces. The use of stereotypical control operations has been shown to be 
ubiquitous in the design of many products and is considered to be a strong 
coding technique for non-visual use. The use of haptic feedback in products 
that are used by visually impaired people has the potential to provide modal 
feedback to the non-disabled user. These issues have been explored in the 
design of three initial concepts in the next chapter. 
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3 Chapter 3: Preliminary investigations 
3.1 Introduction 
The following chapter describes two preliminary investigations that were 
performed to support the design process that was proposed in Chapter 1. 
These activities were the generation of initial design concepts, and a study 
examining the tactile cues used by visually impaired people when interacting 
with electronic products. 
The development of the initial concepts was performed to provide models for 
possible methods of tactile interaction, and discussion amongst the project 
team members as the literature review was being performed. The criteria that 
were used in the definition of these design concepts were based upon the 
findings of the literature review that described the possible tactile interaction 
methodologies, i.e. the use of active or passive tactile feedback. The three 
concepts explore different methods of providing tactile feedback, whilst 
considering issues such as the level of modality of the interface, i.e. would 
controls perform different functions depending on the selected mode (modal, 
fewer controls) or would separate controls perform one function each (non-
modal, more controls). Three concepts were generated, two of which were 
highly modal, with pin matrix displays providing active tactile feedback. The 
third concept considered the use of passive tactile feedback in combination 
with a lower level of modality. 
In order to address research question 3 (section 2.8) a study was designed 
that examined the use of controls by visually impaired people. The hypothesis 
of the study is that design recommendations for the production of tactile 
controls can be derived from observing control interactions performed by 
visually impaired people. It was proposed that observing the controls that are 
used successfully without vision would allow the identification of controls that 
support non-visual interaction for people without visual impairment. 
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The following chapter describes the initial concepts and the study that was 
designed and performed with visually impaired people with the following 
sections: 
• The initial design concepts 
• The study with visually impaired participants 
• Discussion of the results from the study with visually impaired people 
This process provided design recommendations for control surfaces to be 
used with reduced visual load. A comparison is made between the initial 
design concepts and the subsequently produced design recommendations 
derived from the study with visually impaired people at the start of Chapter 4. 
3.2 The initial design concepts 
At the time of the design of the initial concepts the functions that were to be 
incorporated into the PTI were undefined. However, the definition of the three 
functional groups (ICE, HVAC, SATNAV) as discussed in the introduction 
provided a top level model ofthe PTI interface design process. This model 
was used to consider the level of modality of the interface, and the options for 
providing active or passive tactile feedback. 
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3.2.1 Design concept 1. Multi modal, dual interaction point with active 
tactile feedback 
The first multi-modal design was based on the premise that two separate 
devices could be used at different locations in the car. 
Select modes Determine the Change 
using these current mode modal 
controls using the pin variables 
behind the matrix display using the four 
steering that presents way switch 
wheel tactile symbols '-. 
Figure 3.1: The multimodal concept 1. The two images on the left illustrate a device that could 
be placed behind the steering wheel that could be used to select different modes (e.g. ICE, 
HVAC and Navigation). The two images on the right show the design of a device that could 
be used to adjust the variables associated with the selected mode. This device was placed 
alongside the seat 
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It was proposed by the author that multiple interaction locations for arrays of 
controls that are grouped by function could act as a coding technique to aid 
the recognition of controls . The design of concept number one included a 
device placed behind the steering wheel with which different modes can be 
selected (e .g. ICE, HVAC and Navigation). A second device is located next to 
the seat and is used to select and adjust the variables within the selected 
. mode. The device behind the steering wheel could be used to change mode 
with the right hand, without taking the hand off the wheel, and the left hand 
could be used to perform tasks such as increasing temperature, changing CD 
track, or scrolling through possible navigation destinations. The design of this 
concept considered the use of a pin matrix display to provide state of the 
system feedback to the user. This was based upon the work of Shinohara, M. 
(1998) that was described in the literature review (section 2.4.3) . The pin 
matrix display that was designed and built in that work used 64 x 64 pins with 
an overall tactile display size of 200mm by 170mm. The pin matrix display that 
is being considered in concepts 1 and 2 was designed to be interacted with 
using the finger tip only, and so the envisaged size of the pin matrix display 
would be in the region of 20mm by 20mm. The pin matrix display (mounted on 
the top surface of the device next to the seat) would be used to provide modal 
information such as the current temperature setting , the CD track number, 
and the location within a list of options. 
Figure 3.2: The figure illustrates how finger tip sized pin matrix displays were envisaged as a 
method for providing active tactile feedback to the user. The pins of the display have the 
ability to quickly change thei r protrusion levels w ith the combination of multiple pins making 
different symbols 
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At this point in the design process it was anticipated that the design of tactile 
symbols that could be presented to the user would be the most challenging 
design task. The airflow direction symbol used in automotive control panel 
design was presumed to be a well recognised symbol in that it is common in 
most vehicle interiors. The ISO symbol for airflow direction is shown in Figure 
3.3. 
Figure 3.3. The standard airflow direction symbol that represents airflow to the face and feet 
SS ISO 2575:2004 
It was proposed by the author that the airflow direction symbol could be 
replicated using a pin matrix display, with different protrusion levels of the 
symbol elements indicating the active functions. Figure 3.4 shows a possible 
design of a tactile symbol representing airflow direction. The top left image 
shows the airflow direction to the face, by the raised section that represents 
the head in the standard symbol. The top right image shows the symbol that 
would represent airflow to the screen and the bottom image shows the airflow 
to screen, face and feet. 
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Figure 3.4. An example implementation of the airflow symbol using a pin matrix display (the 
green pins show the active mode through higher levels of protrusion 
Symbols that were capable of providing navigation based information were 
also considered , as shown in Figure 3.5. These symbols could be used to 
present direction of turn information using arrow symbols as shown the in the 
left hand image in Figure 3.5, or more complex information such as the 
correct turning to take at a roundabout as demonstrated by the right hand 
image in figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5. An example implementation of navigation information including direction of turn 
arrows (left hand image) and direction of turn at a roundabout with three possible options 
(right hand image) 
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3.2.2 Design concept 2. Multi modal, single interaction point with active 
tactile feedback 
The second multi modal concept also used the pin matrix display concept, but 
in this iteration the display was located under the index finger as shown in 
figure 3.6. The mounting location for the device is shown in Figure 3.7. 
Select functions 
Thumb wheel 
Figure 3.6: The multi modal concept 2. The dev ice was located on the left hand side of the 
steering wheel 1. Functions would be selected via the white bu ttons 
Figure 3.7: The multi modal concept 2. The device was located on the left hand side of the 
steering wheel. Functions would be selected via the wh ite buttons 
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It was envisaged that the top level modes (ICE, HVAC and Navigation) could 
be selected by the thumb using the white buttons on the triangular surface. 
The thumb wheel could be used to select modes within the top level functional 
groups, and variables could be altered by pitching the handle forwards or 
back (+/- 15 degrees). This could allow all of the functions to be selected and 
altered using the left hand only. 
3.2.3 Design concept 3. Non modal, using tactile tracks to find 
functional groups and tactile indicators to find specific controls 
The third concept that was generated considered a non modal approach, i.e. 
each control has a specific function that doesn't change. It was anticipated 
that tactile structures such as those illustrated in Figure 3.8 could be used to 
subdivide functional groups and indicate the location of specific controls. This 
design would be located on the dash board control panel as shown in Figure 
3.8. 
IQ 
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Figure 3.8: Located in the centre of the dash board, the non-modal design uses finger tracks 
to subdivide functional groups and tactile indicators to allow the identification of specific 
controls 
At this point in the design process the most challenging aspect of the third 
concept was considered to be the form of the tactile markers that would aid 
control discrimination. It was thought that the sub division of the control panel 
would provide a strong coding technique to help with the identification of the 
different functional groups, and that the prominent location of the panel on the 
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dash board would help the user to conceptualise the control layout using 
vision. 
3.2.4 Summary 
The three concepts that were generated in parallel with the literature review 
have helped to define the following questions; 
• Should the PTI use multiple control locations to help divide the 
functionality and aid recognition of the available functions? 
• Can pin matrix displays be successfully used to provide information to 
the user in an automotive context? 
• Can static tactile symbols present a suitable level of information to the 
user? 
The three concepts were a tool for the consideration of the issues associated 
with providing tactile feedback to the user as is discussed in Chapter 4. The 
following sections describe the study carried out with visually impaired people 
that was performed in order to expand upon the knowledge of tactile 
interaction. 
3.3 The study with visually impaired participants 
3.3.1 Lessons from the literature 
It is the general consensus of opinion that visually impaired people do not 
have enhanced tactile perception when compared to people without visual 
impairment (Perera, S. 2002). Indeed, if diabetes is the cause of the visual 
impairment, tactile sensitivity can actually be reduced. It was considered valid 
to consider the tactile sensitivity of visually impaired people, and that of 
people with healthy vision as equivalent. In section 2.4 the literature has 
demonstrated that tactile symbols used in pin matrix displays, tactile maps 
and tactile control designs can convey information to the user through the 
mechanism of touch (Shinohara,1998, Espinosa,1998). It is therefore 
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considered important to examine the control shapes that best convey function 
to visually impaired people, as these control shapes would also have potential 
for non-visual use by road vehicle drivers. The literature has also 
demonstrated that control motion stereotypes should be maintained in the 
design of controls that are to be used non-visually, utilising the 
preconceptions that are held by users based upon their previous experience 
of interacting with controls. 
There are many causes for visual impairment, and there are different levels of 
visual impairment. The RNIB describe twenty seven main causes for visual 
impairment including Cataracts, Diabetic Retinopathy, Glaucoma, Macular 
Degeneration and Retinitis Pigmentosa. These conditions have different 
effects on the field of vision and the quality of the perceived image from the 
eye. This has made quantification of visual impairment problematic. A system 
for the quantification of visual impairment was devised for the OPCS (Office of 
Population, Censuses and Surveys) publication, The Prevalence of Disability 
Amongst Adults (HMSO 1988). The document produced described a survey 
performed with over 14000 participants. The data collection system used a 
pragmatic approach that rated the visual impairment of people by their ability 
to perform visual tasks. These tasks were placed in an ascending order of 
severity of visual impairment as can be seen in Table 3.1. 
OPCS: severity scoring for visual impairment Severity score 
S1 Cannot tell by the light where the windows are 12.0 
S2 Cannot see the shapes of furniture in the room 11.0 
S3 Cannot see well enough to recognise a friend if close to his face 10.0 
S4 Cannot see well enough to recognise a friend an arm's length away 8.0 
S5 pannot see well enough to read a newspaper headline 5.5 
S6 Cannot see well enough to read a large print book 5.0 
S7 Cannot see well enough to recognise a friend across a room 4.5 
S8 Cannot see well enough to recognise a friend across a road 1.5 
S9 Has difficulty seeing to read ordinary newspaper print 0.5 
.. Table 3.1. The clasSification system used to rate the seventy of visual Impairment (HMSO 
1988) 
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This demonstrates that the selection of participants that are recruited for the 
study should be carefully considered. For example, participants who could 
see well enough to read a newspaper headline, may also be able to identify 
control shapes visually, which would help to inform the user ofthe function, 
and mode of operation of the control. It was therefore recommended that 
participants with vision at or above the severity score of 8 in table 3.1 should 
be recruited for the study. 
There are established methods for the systematic assessment of the abilities 
of disabled people to perform tasks. Occupational therapists have established 
a structure for such assessments called AMPS (Assessment of Motor and 
Process Skills) (Baron K.B. 1994. Cooke, K.Z. 2000. Chard, G. 2005). The 
AMPS protocol aims to assess the abilities of disabled and elderly people to 
perform activities of daily living such as making a hot drink, cooking a meal 
and washing clothes. The AMPS method is used by occupational therapists to 
determine if elderly and disabled people are capable of living independently, 
and also to determine the suitable level of support services if these are 
required. The AMPS method uses a list of predefined tasks that have been 
broken down into assumed task stages by the authors of the method. The first 
stage of the AMPS method is a discussion between the occupational therapist 
and the person being assessed to determine which tasks can be realistically 
performed. The person being assessed is then asked to perform each of the 
selected tasks. The person being assessed would be given an instruction 
such as "make a cheese sandwich" with no other instructions being given until 
the completion of the task unless the participant struggles to know what to do 
next. The method used by the person being assessed is compared to 
assumed process stages. An example of this process can be seen below. 
AMPS Task: Make a cup of tea 
Assumed process stages 
1. Fill kettle (the kettle should be empty) 
2. Plug in kettle (the kettle should be unplugged) 
3. Turn on Kettle 
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4. Retrieve cup from storage 
5. Put tea bag in cup (or tea pot as appropriate) 
6. Fill cup (or tea pot) 
7. Retrieve milk from storage (if used by participant) 
8. Add milk and sugar as appropriate 
The list of tasks have been designed to represent different levels of 
complexity in both the motor (manipulate an object, lift an object, grip a 
handle, carry an object, and reach to interaction points) and process 
(cognitive) skills (sequences of task, notes feedback, use successfully, 
complete the task). This allows for the exploration of why the participant may 
stray from the assumed task stages. The reason for deviation may be 
because of a coping strategy (such as sliding the filled kettle along the work 
surface to avoid lifting it) that is used to overcome some aspect of their 
disability, or it may be an indication that the process skills of the participant 
are lacking. Any coping strategies used by the participant are recorded by the 
occupational therapist at the appropriate stage. 
The AMPS method demonstrates that by breaking a task down into assumed 
task stages, and noting the coping strategies used by the participant, a deep 
understanding of the interactions that are being performed can be obtained. 
The notion of coping strategies is an important one for the study design. 
Disabled people often demonstrate coping strategies when performing 
activities of daily living. It was anticipated that visually impaired people would 
also demonstrate coping strategies that could be illustrative. 
3.3.2 Study design 
It was proposed that visually impaired people would be video recorded whilst 
interacting with an unfamiliar electronic product. In doing so, the visually 
impaired participants would be able to demonstrate which controls convey 
function and operational feedback based upon their shape and motion 
characteristics. It was also proposed that by observing visually impaired 
people whilst they interact with their own equipment, that coping strategies, or 
learned behaviours, that allow non visual use may be demonstrated. It was 
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therefore proposed that after interacting with different electronic devices in 
everyday life, and therefore different control designs, visually impaired people 
would have preferences for certain control coding techniques that they find 
information rich, leading to the selection of products on the basis of interface 
design issues. 
Loughborough, in Leicestershire is the home of the RNIS training college. 
This college trains visually impaired people to live independently and gives 
training that allows visually impaired people to enter the work force. Visually 
impaired people at the RNIS college in Loughborough interact with electronic 
products on a regular basis, from browsing the internet using audio feedback 
on personal computers, to using washing machines. The RNIS College 
provided a number of willing participants for the study. 
The initial step in designing the experiment was to explore a methodology that 
would allow visually impaired people to express the skills that are used when 
interacting with controls. A study design that followed the basic structure of 
the AMPS process was defined i.e. breaking tasks down into assumed task 
stages, and observing coping strategies that are used by the participants. 
3.3.3 Selection of the electronic equipment 
The lessons from the literature, and need to examine both familiar and 
unfamiliar product interactions with visually impaired people were combined 
into four criteria for the selection of the test equipment as follows; 
1. The device should contain functions that are similar in operation to the 
those found in an automotive environment 
2. The device should contain both stereotypical and non-stereotypical 
control layouts and modes of operation 
3. The device should use as many different control types as possible 
4. The device should be portable to allow it to be easily taken to user trial 
sessions in the homes of the visually impaired people 
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With these criteria in mind a product search was performed on line. It was 
noted that portable electronic HIFI devices often contain controls such as 
rotary dials, sliders and push buttons, the same type of controls that are found 
in current automotive interiors. Initial discussions with the students at the 
RNIB College confirmed that all stUdents owned a piece of HIFI eqUipment. A 
portable HIFI was therefore sought that contained both stereotypical and non-
stereotypical control motions, whilst also utilising a number of different control 
types. The portable HIFI selected for the study is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. The portable HIFI equipment used in the experimentation 
The following section describes the functions and interface design of the 
selected equipment and the reasons for their inclusion in the tasks that were 
given to the subjects. 
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3.3.4 The task list derived from the analysis of the controls including in 
the test device 
The selected device provided three main functional groups (CD, Radio and 
Tape modes) that allowed scenario tasks to be generated as per the AMPS 
process. These tasks were then broken down into the assumed task stages. 
These functional groups defined the following tasks and assumed task stages 
based upon the design of the selected device. 
CD Scenario: Task 1. Tu rn the HIFI on 
This is done using the control shown Figure 3.10. The protrusion level of the 
power button is larger than the surrounding buttons. 
Figure 3.10. The power button on the selected portable HIFI 
CD Scenario: Task 2. Open the CD drawer 
The control for th is task has a textured surface as shown in Figure 3.11 
Figure 3.11 . The button used to open the CD draw 
CD Scenario: Task 3. Select CD mode 
The control for this function is a three option slider switch with detents for 
each of the options as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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· . . 
RADIO TAPE CO 
PHONES 
Figure 3.12. The slider switch used to select from the three modes of the portable HIFI 
CD Scenario: Task 4. Play the third track of the CD 
The 'Skip Up' button needed to be used to select the third CD track as shown 
in figure 3.13. 
Figure 3.13. The push buttons used to select the CD track 
CD Scenario: Task 5. Reduce the volume 
The rotary control shown in Figure 3.14 was used to reduce the volume. 
VOLUME 
MIN MA X 
Figure 3.14. The rotary control that was used to change the volume 
Radio Scenario: Task 6. Select the radio mode 
The radio mode is selected using the three option slider switch shown in 
figure 3.12. 
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Radio Scenario: Task 7. Tune in a radio station 
The rotary control used to tune the radio station is in the mirrored position of 
the volume control on the device. The only method of differentiation between 
these controls is the tactile marker that is placed on the volume controls as 
shown in Figure 3.15 
VOLUME 
MIN MAX 
Figure 3.15. The rotary control that was used to change the volume, and the same shaped 
and sized radio tuning control 
Tape Scenario: Task 8. Select Tape mode 
The tape mode is selected using the three option slid er switch shown in 
Figure 3.12. 
Tape Scenario: Task 9. Eject the tape holder 
This is performed using the second button from the right in Figure 3.16. 
- - -- -
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Figure 3.16. The cassette player controls 
Tape Scenario: Task 10. Insert a cassette into the cassette tray 
The participant is required to insert a tape into the cassette tray using the 
correct orientation of the cassette. 
Tape Scenario: Task 11 . Fast forward the tape and then play the tape 
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The participant was required to use the third control from the right to fast 
forward the tape, and the second control from the left to play the tape . These 
tasks required the participants to use all of the control types that are built into 
the selected portable HIFI. 
3.3.5 Experimental procedure 
The AMPS process requires the participants to work in silence once a task 
has been assigned to avoid inadvertent support of the task through 
conversation with the experimenter. This is particularly important when 
assessing the cognitive skills of the participant. It was decided that this was 
inappropriate for the study with visually impaired participants as it was 
considered important to analyse the preconceptions of the participants 
regarding the controls that would be associated with certain tasks. It was 
proposed that each participant would verbalise their expectations of the 
control types that are associated with the given tasks before each task was 
performed. The interviewer asked each participant to discuss which control 
type that they expected before each task was performed, and discussed the 
tactile interaction that allowed the correct control to be found . The interviews 
were video recorded to allow the transcription of the data after the study had 
been completed . A recording sheet was generated that allowed the recording 
of the success or failure of the control interaction, and any coping strategies 
used . An example of a task stage, and the information that was recorded can 
be seen below. 
Turn the HIFI on 
lNotes on coping strategies! Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control. Latching push button, or the first click of the volume rotary . 
He found the power switch almost straight away, and passed his finger from 
he power switch to the CD skip track buttons noting the difference in height. 
~hen he switched the device on he said "BINGO" when he heard the CD spin 
as it does when the device is powered). The sound allowed the participant to 
~etermine that he had successfully turned the device on. 
The procedure was performed with each of the task stages listed in section 
3.3.4. This was followed by an examination of the electronic equipment that 
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was owned by each participant. They were asked to demonstrate the use of 
the device, and highlight any tactile features that allowed non-visual 
interaction. Finally the adaptations made to the products used by visually 
impaired people by their support staff to enable easier use were examined. 
The final stage was added after a personal communication with Geoff 
Haynes, year tutor at the RNIB College in Loughborough . Geoff Haynes 
advised that students have their electronic products modified to help in the 
location of important controls. The full recording sheet including the data 
captured for each participant can be seen in Appendix 2. 
3.3.6 Pilot study 
In order to explore the issues surrounding the level of visual impairment, a 
pilot study using two participants was performed. One participant had 
complete visual impairment with an OPCS visually impairment rating of 
twelve ; the second participant had a severity score of eight on the OPCS 
scale for vision (see Table 3.1). In this way the control interaction 
methodologies of blind and partially sighted participants were explored . The 
experimental procedure that was defined in section 3.3.4 was used during the 
pilot. After analysing the video recording of the two trials a difference was 
noted between the methodologies that were used by the two subjects. The 
participant with some level of vision used a methodology that included the use 
of the limited vision available to her. The participant spent much longer than 
her counterpart exploring the device by attempting to determine the overall 
layout using a combination of the tactile and visual senses. The participant 
with no vision explored the device with a more methodical approach, and 
spent approximately half the time on the initial examination of the device, with 
no apparent detriment to performance in the tasks that followed . It was 
considered important to explore the use of limited vision further in comparison 
to the subjects with no vision at all. Both groups were included in the sample 
used in the study. 
The pilot also raised another issue, because the participants were allowed to 
explore the shape of the device before tasks were given , they had already 
formed some preconceptions on the shape and therefore the function of some 
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controls. In order to allow the observation of the behaviour associated with the 
first exploration of an electronic device the participants were not allowed to 
explore the device before the tasks were given during the main trial. 
3.3.7 The sample frame 
Table 3.2 shows the level of visual impairment, age and gender of the 
participants that were selected for the study. 
Participant 
Gender Age 
opes severity score of visual 
number impairment 
1 Female 17 10 
2 Male 19 12 
3 Male 21 9 
4 Male 42 8 
5 Female 23 8 
6 Male 19 8 
7 Female 29 8 
8 Female 21 8 
9 Male 24 12 
10 Female 24 12 
Table 3.2. The level of visual Impairment In the sample recrUited for the study 
Many participants were unable to name the medical term for their visual 
impairment making the use of opes scale particularly relevant. The sample 
included three participants with no vision , and seven participants with some 
level of vision . With all participants at opes vision impairment level eight or 
above, none of the labels on the test equipment were able to be read by the 
participants during the trials, and none of the button shapes would be 
distinguishable visually. 
3.3.8 Summary of findings 
The video recording of each trail was reviewed in order to capture the 
methodology used in the assessment of the product, the success or failure of 
the task, and the coping strategies used. Images were captured of the 
electron ic equipment that was owned by each participant. The following 
sections discuss the main findings from the analysis of the video and the 
notes taken . 
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3.3.8.1 The interaction methodologies that were demonstrated 
It was found that the initial inspection of the device was performed once the 
first task had been presented to the participant i.e. turn on the HIFI. There 
was a split in the methodologies used in this initial exploration of the controls 
depending on the level of visual impairment of the participant. Participants 
with no vision performed a very fast , but methodical examination of the device 
with the following stages; 
Figure 3.17. Initially gauging the overall size of the device 
Figure 3.18. An initial re laxed fiat hand exploration of the top and front surfaces 
Figure 3.19. Tracing the outlines of controls to determine their shape 
Figure 3.20. Testing the mode of operation of different controls 
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Participants with some level of vision all attempted to use that level of vision , 
which generally slowed down the process of control identification when 
compared to the subjects with no vision. During the initial inspection all 
participants tested the shape and motion characteristics by running their hand 
over the surface to identify objects that were protruding from the surface, and 
then tracing the control shape with the finger, and determining control height. 
The success of this process and the level of comprehension that is obtained 
were illustrated by the following example. On a number of occasions the 
participant would inadvertently leave the volume setting high after exploring 
the control motion. When the CD mode was selected as per the CD Scenario, 
Task 3 the first reaction of the participants was to quickly reduce the volume 
from the HIFI. In all of the three cases where this happened the participant 
quickly selected one of the two large rotary controls on the top of the device, 
and rotated them anticlockwise. The volume control was selected in two of 
these occasions , in the other the radio tuning control was incorrectly selected . 
This highlighted the strength of the stereotypical associations that are inferred 
from control shape and motion. 
When exploring the device six of the ten participants mistook the microphone 
grill for an active area due to the textured surface that is created by the holes. 
This suggests that the subjects were searching for a textured surface to 
indicate an interaction point. The phrase 'tactile noise' was coined by the PTI 
team and was seen as something to avoid in the design of tactile control 
interfaces i.e . avoid the use of textures on surfaces that are not interaction 
points. The participants indicated that different levels of protrusion of controls 
from the surface of the device gave clues as to the function , where there were 
two protrusion levels adjacent to each other. The power switch was identified 
using this cue by the majority of participants . 
None of the participants could identify the shape of the indented symbols on 
the cassette player buttons. Most participants stated that protruding symbols 
are better due to the fact that one could trace the finger tip around the shape 
improving identification. Nine of the participants cou ld remember the order of 
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cassette button function from previous experience illustrating the use of 
stereotypical control layouts as a beneficial control coding technique . 
3.3.8.2 The task completion data 
Table 3.3 shows the tasks that were successfully and unsuccessfully 
performed by the participants. 
ParIlCI pant 
lasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
o~ask 1 :Turn the HIFI Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
~~:! 2: Open the CD Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
Task 3: Selecl CD Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done mode 
~:~~ ~i ~:Yclge third Done Done Done Done Done 
~~I~~~ 'ou""" the Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
Task 6: Selecllhe radio Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done mode 
:t~~~~ : Tune in a radio Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
:~~ke 8: Selecl Tape Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
Task 9: Eject Ihe tape Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done holder 
Task 10: Insert a 
cassette into the Done Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
, tray 
Task 11 : Fast forward 
the tape and then play Done Done Done Done Done Done Done 
the tape 
9 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Table 3.3: A table of results for the success and failure of the tasks performed In the study 
The three failed attempts to find the third CD track in Task 4 were associated 
with confusion that arose from the non-standard circular array of controls 
shown in Figure 3.21 . 
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10 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Figure 3.21 . The circular array of controls that caused confusion for participants 
Two participants pressed the PROG button during the exploration of the 
product, which set a mode that is used to edit the playlist order for a CD. 
When this mode was activated the device would not respond until the user 
performed the correct action to select CD tracks. This stopped the two 
participants from proceeding in the selection of track number three from the 
CD. Both participants stated that they expected the circular array of controls 
to follow the standard pattern of play at the top , stop at the bottom , with skip 
track buttons in the left and right quadrants. As can be seen in Figure 3.21 , 
the left and right quadrants of the circular array contain a blank button on the 
right had quadrant, and two CD related buttons in the left hand quadrant. 
The only other two task failures were associated with participant number 7. 
This participant only used her own HIFI to play tapes. She could not find the 
power button during the experiment, and was expecting the power button to 
be on top of the device. She spent some time operating the controls on the 
top surface of the device and needed to be prompted to explore the front 
surface where the required control was located. When performing the 'fast 
forward cassette' task, the participant stated that she could not remember the 
order of the controls and was therefore unsure if she was fast forwarding or 
rewinding the tape when she heard the auditory feedback of the tape 
spooling . 
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3.3.8.3 The control types that provided feedback to the user 
The recording sheets used in the study (see Appendix 2) captured the control 
type that was expected by each participant for each task before the task was 
completed . Some participants stated a number of options for the possible 
control type for a particular function , and some only mentioned one type, 
based upon their previous experience. The control types that were most 
accurately predicted by the participants were the rotary controls for the 
volume and tuning of radio stations. The analogue nature of the function 
indicated a control that can be varied in an analogue manner. The other 
controls that were successfully predicted by the participants were slid ing 
switches for the selection of mode, and push buttons for the selections of 
discrete on/off options . As is suggested by the literature (see section 2.5.2.) 
the selection of control types depends on the function that is to be controlled . 
The visually impaired participants all predicted viable options for the controls 
types that were expected for each task. For example , participant number 
three suggested a rotary control for the volume function (turning clockwise to 
increase) , and then provided another option , namely, two buttons mounted 
vertically and placed next to each other with the top button increasing the 
volume, and the bottom button decreasing the volume. 
3.3.8.4 The examination of the equipment owned by the participants 
A range of devices where demonstrated by the participants . These products, 
and the way that they had been adapted in some cases were highly 
illustrative. Figure 3.22 shows a device that was owned by three of the 
participants (5, 7 and 8, who had independently selected this model). The 
small portable HIFI contained large buttons that were shape coded using 
standard symbol designs for play, stop , fast forward , re-wind and record . 
Participant number 5 stated that she found this design easier to use than any 
other HIFI she had owned previously, with the symbol shaped buttons being 
especially useful when she first obta ined the device and started learning how 
to use it. All participants expressed a preference for shaped buttons that 
described function. 
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Figure 3.22. A portable HIFI that was owned by 3 of the 10 participants 
Other participants owned much more complicated HIFI equipment such as the 
device shown in Figure 3.23. Three participants (3 , 4, and 9) owned static 
(non-portable) devices that contained many more buttons , and functions than 
the device shown in Figure 3.22. All three participants wanted to have a good 
level of sound quality with which to listen to their music, and were not 
prepared to accept the reduced sound quality available from portable devices. 
All three participants stated that they struggled with the more complex devices 
when they first purchased them, and that many of the functions that were 
available in these devices were not used as they required the user to read 
information from an LeD display. The functions that were not well understood 
or used by the participants who owned static HIFI systems included options 
for changing the graphic equaliser settings and building play lists , which 
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required the user to navigate sub menus. The visually impaired users were 
unable to do this. 
Figure 3.23. A portable HIFI that was owned by 3 of the 10 participants 
Some products were demonstrated that had been adapted by the support 
staff at the RNIS college to improve ease of use. The remote control shown in 
Figure 3.24 has been adapted to remove most of the buttons that are included 
in the device. 
Figure 3.24. Only 20 of the original 46 buttons remain after the customisation of the remote 
control, the remaining controls are highlighted by the yellow boxes 
Participant number 10 stated that she would often press the wrong button on 
the remote control before it was modified , which would require her to power 
off the TV from the plug socket if she was in a mode she did not understand 
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without the use of vision . This did not occur after the remote control had been 
modified. Only 20 of the original 46 buttons remain after the customisation of 
the remote control, the remaining controls are highlighted by the yellow boxes 
in Figure 3.24. Another remote control was demonstrated by participant 
number seven. The remote control shown in Figure 3.25 was used to control a 
portable HIFI. The participant only used the light grey buttons in the middle of 
the device that controlled the volume, and allowed the selection of the 
required CD track or Radio station. He had no idea of the functions that were 
operated by the dark grey buttons at the top of the device. 
Figure 3.25. A remote control device that was demonstrated during the user trials. Only the 
light grey buttons in the middle of the device were used 
Other adaptations to devices included the addition of tactile markers. For 
example, the washing machines that were used in the hall of residence of the 
RNIB College had been modified by the addition of stick on rubber markers. 
These markers indicated the dial positions of three popular wash cycles. The 
students are trained in the use of the coding when they arrive on campus. 
3.3.8.5 Coping strategies that were exhibited by the participants 
The analysis of the coping strategies used by the participants highlighted a 
key method used by visually impaired participants. Three participants (4 , 6 
and 9) located their hand in a consistent way when interacting with their own 
electronic devices. This was done by finding a particular tactile feature, which 
was then used to locate other controls. An example of this was the use of a 
bevel in a speaker grill. When wanting to change the CD track or volume on a 
portable HIFI , the participant would touch the left hand side of the device and 
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then run his thumb along the edge of the speaker grill. When the thumb hit the 
end of the speaker grill he could then reach the skip track and volume buttons 
in a consistent manner. The phrase 'Hand Control Reference Point' (HCRP) 
was coined to describe this method of interaction. The use of auditory 
feedback supported the participants in their use of the controls. For example, 
When the CD mode was selected the CD would spin momentarily, making a 
sound. When the users switched to the radio mode, white noise was heard 
from the speakers. This illustrated the need for feedback that confirmed that 
the correct selection had been made. 
3.4 Discussion of the results 
The study with visually impaired participants has highlighted a number of 
design issues that have the potential to influence the design of the PTI 
system. The experiment with the 'unfamiliar' portable audio equipment 
highlighted the association of particular functions with stereotypical control 
types , such as a rotary knob for controlling volume. The control designs that 
showed stereotypical control design characteristics were successfu lIy used , 
and the non-standard control layouts caused problems for participants . The 
discussion with the participants regarding the equipment that they own 
illustrated the use of tactile features to aid control location and discrimination. 
It was also shown that reducing control clutter can be beneficial , and that 
protruding buttons that are shaped as symbols can help in the process of 
learning a new interface. Section 4.2 contains design recommendations that 
have been derived from the results of the study with a description of the issue 
that highlighted the recommendation . 
3.5 Conclusions 
The initial concepts were defined to allow the consideration of the level of 
modality of the PTI whilst also illustrating the possibilities for both active and 
passive tactile feedback. Subsequently, the study with visually impaired 
people highlighted further design issues that relate to tactile coding and 
modality. These findings were considered in the production of a design 
specification for an interface that uses tactile coding to reduce visual load as 
discussed in the fo llowing chapter. 
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4 Chapter 4: Building a design specification for the 
Prototype Tactile Interface 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter brings together the recommendations from the literature and the 
study with visually impaired people to create a specification for the design of a 
tactile interface. The chapter compares the three initial concepts defined at 
the start of the previous chapter to the recommendations , and describes the 
selection of a design strategy for the PTI. This is followed by a description of 
the process that was used to select the functions that are included in the PTI. 
The chapter then describes the analysis that was performed to determine the 
possible mounting locations for the PTI device with a vehicle provided by 
Honda R&D. These issues are discussed in this chapter using the following 
structure. 
• Design recommendations that have been inferred from the literature 
review and the study with visually impaired people . 
• A comparison between the initial concepts and the recommendations 
• Determining the location of the PTI interface components 
• The function selection process 
4.2 Design recommendations that have been inferred from 
the literature review and the study with visually impaired 
people 
The review of the literature and study with visually impaired people has 
highlighted a number of design recommendations for the production of the 
PTI. These design recommendations are listed below along with their source. 
Recommendation 1: The visual and tactile model of an interface should 
be linked 
The work of Sathian et al (2002) demonstrated the link between the visual 
cortex and the processing of tactile inputs. It was therefore proposed that the 
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visual and tactile coding of control layouts should be linked. It was suggested 
by the author that tactile features could be used to subdivide functional arrays 
of controls, with the tactile model of layout mirroring the visual model. This 
has been demonstrated by the car seat controls shown in Figure 2.14. 
Recommendation 2: Tactile symbols have the potential to convey 
information to the user 
A number of examples influenced the inclusion of this recommendation . 
These included the work on pin matrix display designs discussed in section 
2.4.2.3 and the successful implementation of tactile coding in-car controls and 
the controls of large machinery discussed in section 2.5. The study with 
visually impaired people also highlighted the benefit of using button shape to 
indicate function as highlighted by the successful use of symbol based 
interfaces owned by three of the ten participants. 
Recommendation 3: Subdivision of an interface using different locations 
exploits the kinaesthetic sense's ability to 'over learn' 
The discussion of the physiological limits of the tactile sense in section 2.4.2 
included the work of Kosslyn and Ochsner (1994). This suggested that over 
time the action of reaching to a particular location can be 'over learnt' by the 
user removing the need to use vision . The use of distinct locations for portions 
of the interface has the potential to be a strong coding technique, with long 
term reductions in the use of vision to locate controls. The study with visually 
impaired people also highlighted interface subdivision through the use of 
HCRPs. 
Recommendation 4: Use the finger tip as the tactile interaction point 
Section 2.4.1 of the literature review highlighted the finger tip as the part of 
the of body that should interact with tactile coding . The finger tip is the most 
sensitive accessible part of the body for both active and passive tactile 
explorations. This was combined with the observation of the finger tip being 
used in the study with visually impaired people. 
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Recommendation 5: Two surfaces that are to be distinguished from 
each other should have a change of level of 5mm or greater 
Section 2.4 .1 also discussed the thresholds for tactile discrimination of two 
surfaces. The section highlighted the need to account for the degradation in 
tactile discrimination with age by using 5mm of protrusion between two 
surfaces that are to be differentiated by older users. The study with visually 
impaired people highlighted that a change in control mounting height when 
compared to the surrounding controls can be informative. For example, the 
use of the power button as discussed in section 3.3.4 . 
Recommendation 6: The PTI should allow the control of as few functions 
as possible 
This recommendation was derived from the study with visually impaired 
people. The examples of product adaptation to reduce function , combined 
with the long training times that were found by participants with complex HIFI 
systems, have demonstrated that the smaller the number of functions that are 
to be included in a tactile interface, the more likely it is that the user will not 
become confused between those functions. 
Recommendation 7: The PTI device should use embossed symbols to 
allow the user to trace shapes or recognise a location on the basis of 
the edges that surround it 
All participants in the study were unable to identify the cassette player 
controls using the indented symbols on the buttons. Instead they remembered 
the order of the buttons on the cassette player, or used trial and error to find 
the correct control. All stated that they preferred embossed symbols which 
could be traced by the finger, as demonstrated by the device in Figure 3.14. 
Recommendation 8: Tactile reference points should be employed that 
allow users to identify controls by their relative location whilst 
supporting the hand during control interactions 
Three of the visually impaired subjects used HCRPs when interacting with 
their own audio equipment, locating the hand in the same starting position 
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each time , using a tactile feature of the device control panel as a reference 
point. 
Recommendation 9: 'Tactile Noise' or the use of textured surfaces that 
are not related to control identification should be avoided 
The term tactile noise was derived from the confusion that was fostered by 
textured surfaces on the portable HIFI that was used during the testing . Figure 
4.1 shows the microphone grille that is built into the design. The texture of this 
grille was often mistaken for an active control area, and was most commonly 
mistaken for the eject CD button shown in Figure 4.2. This highlighted the 
need to avoid 'tactile noise in the design of the PTI. The use of textures 
should be planned carefully. 
Figure 4.1. A microphone grille that was often mistaken for the eject CD button 
Figure 4.2. The button used to eject the CD 
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Recommendation 10: Supplemental feedback that confirms that the 
correct control selection has been made should be included in the 
device 
The main form of feedback that demonstrated task success was found to be 
audio feedback in the study. It was anticipated by the author that the use of 
tactile coding could provide state of the system feedback. The study 
highlighted the importance of feedback from the system. 
Recommendation 11: The PTI should be visible to the driver 
The link identified between the tactile and visual processing centres of the 
brain (see section 2.4.2.1) indicate that the interface should be visible to the 
user to aid the conceptualisation of the layout. 
Recommendation 12: Design a non-modal interface where possible 
The accidental use of the PROG button (see section 3.3.8 .2) during the study 
highlighted the difficulty in performing modal control interactions without 
vision. This suggests that the PTI device should be non-modal where ever 
possible. An example of this low modality would be to use a separate control 
for every function . 
Recommendation 13: Exploit the stereotypes generally held by users to 
convey information 
The study with visually impaired people demonstrated that stereotypical 
control shapes and layouts can convey information to the user (see section 
3.3.8.4) . The non stereotypical use of the circular array of controls discussed 
in section 3.3.8.2 was shown to be counter intuitive and confusing for 
participants in the study. 
Recommendation 14: The components of the tactile interface should be 
within easy reach of the user 
It was presumed that if the user is required to change the posture of the body 
to reach a tactile interaction point (leaning forwards or sideways) that the user 
would tend to look where they are reaching. It was also noted that a reaching 
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location that requires the user to lean to allow reach has the potential to cause 
discomfort if the posture is held for a significant period of time. 
4.3 A comparison between the initial concepts and the 
recommendations taken from the literature and the study 
with visually impaired people 
4.3.1 Introduction 
The three initial concepts that were described in section 3.2 are compared to 
the design recommendations in the following sections . 
4.3.2 The implications of the recommendations on concepts 1 and 2 
Sel ect functions 
Figure 4.3. Concepts 1 and 2 
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Concepts 1 and 2 were both highly modal, using pin matrix display technology 
to present information to the user regarding the current system mode. These 
concepts relied upon the user of the interface being able to interpret the 
currently selected mode by the tactile icon that is displayed on the active pin 
matrix display. Recommendation 12 suggests that a modal strategy, inherent 
in the use of a pin matrix display should not be used . Concepts 1 and 2 also 
included locations that were potentially not viewable going against 
recommendation number 11 . The exclusion of concepts 1 and 2 is also 
supported by the need to use stereotypical icon designs as suggested by 
recommendation 13. The discussion of functions that have strong symbolic 
stereotypes in section 4.2.13 highlighted the potential of a pin matrix display 
to provide state of the system information of HVAC and SATNAV modes. 
However, when further functions were considered such as selecting a 
navigation destination, switching between CD and Radio modes, and 
selecting automatic air conditioning , there were no standard symbols that 
were considered to be easily recognised upon which to base the design of 
tactile symbols. These functions are labelled in a number of different ways by 
automotive manufacturers, with some using symbols, and some using English 
text, or abbreviated text. It was therefore considered unlikely that symbols 
could be designed to represent these and other functions that could be 
recognised by users without training. 
The pin matrix display that was proposed in Figure 3.5 would be smaller than 
any other produced and therefore potentially challenging to prototype, and 
based upon the reasoning above, would not be able to provide sufficient 
levels of feedback to inform the user of the current mode in isolation . The 
recommendations derived from the study with visually impaired people 
included the need to use stereotypical control shape designs, i.e. control 
shapes that exploit the previous experience of the user. With reflection on the 
conclusions of the study with visual impaired people and the reasoning above, 
the use of pin matrix displays to provide tactile feedback to the user would 
only be effective in certain circumstances and was deemed unsuitable for the 
project. 
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4.3.3 The implications of the literature review for the initial concept 3 
and the design of the PTI 
The third concept that was proposed included features of a non modal design, 
(recommendation 12) with a conventional control for each function , with a 
combination of tactile and location based subdivision of functional groups and 
individual controls (recommendations 3 and 8) . The design included ease of 
visibility and reach through its mounting location on the dash board 
(recommendations 11 and 14), and finger tracks that allow the selection of 
functional mode and individual controls. The design also included the use of 
protruding tactile symbols designed to be traced by the finger 
(recommendations 2, 4 and 7) . 
Figure 4.4. Concept 3 
All other design recommendations can be satisfied by a more detailed version 
of concept 3. It was proposed that like concept 3 the PTI should use a 
combination of coding techniques to foster non-visual interaction. The 
interface design should be divided into functional groups in distinct locations 
and use stereotypical 'symbolic' control layout within each functional group 
with tactile coding matching the visual coding of each group. 
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4.3.4 Summary 
The initial concepts have provided a focus for the discussion of design 
direction in terms of the use of active or passive tactile coding . The 
recommendations that have been derived and the discussion surrounding the 
initial concepts were used to define a structure for the design of the PTI as 
discussed in section 4.6. 
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4.4 Determining the optimum location for control interfaces 
within the 2001 Honda Civic 
4.4.1 Introduction 
The main industrial partner to the case study project, Honda R&D UK, 
provided the research team with a vehicle to which the final PTI controls were 
to be tailored . The year 2001 model Honda Civic was selected by Honda R&D 
as the test bed for the PTI. The 2001 Honda Civic utilises a relatively unusual 
gear stick location. This higher gear stick location, (shown in Figure 4.5 
highlighted by the yellow circle) has been designed to occupy the prime 
reaching location in the car, as would be expected for a device that must be 
reached by all drivers. It was considered important that a full range of users 
should be able to reach the PTI location with comfort as defined in 
recommendation 14 in the previous section . It was anticipated that knowledge 
of the available reaching locations within the Honda Civic would help to define 
the form of the control mounting points. 
4.4.2 Preliminary investigations 
In order to examine the available reaching and viewing locations a number of 
users were asked to sit in the Honda Civic, adjust the seat so that they could 
effectively operate the primary controls, and reach to the main control panel 
above the gear stick without leaning . 
. ~ JIII'...' I . 
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Figure 4.5: The interior of the 2000 model Honda Civic with the gear stick location highlighted 
with the yellow circle 
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This was done with a woman aged 23 who had a stature that equated to 
6th%ile UK data (94% of the UK female population would be taller), a male 
aged 29 with 50th%ile stature (50%of the UK male population are taller) and a 
male aged 30 with 99th%ile stature (1 % of the UK male population would be 
taller). This initial examination with users highlighted that most of the controls 
on the panel above the gear stick (the HVAC and ICE controls) could not be 
reached without leaning forward in the seat. This 'quick and dirty' analysis of 
the car interior illustrated that the main dash board was not appropriate for the 
location of the PTI. It was recognised that a structured analysis of the Honda 
Civic interior was required in order to locate suitable mounting locations. 
There are a number of options available for the process of identifying possible 
control locations in a car interior. Further user trials could have been 
performed inside the Honda Civic, with a wider range of size variation in the 
anthropometric variables of stature, sitting height, buttock knee length, knee 
height and forward reach . It is established that accounting for the variability in 
these five anthropometric dimensions is important if car interiors are to 
accommodate all users with comfort (Porter 2001) . However, it is difficult to 
accurately capture the reachable locations within a vehicle due to the confined 
space during user trials. Another option is the use of a human modelling CAD 
system. Human modelling CAD systems allow the creation of virtual 
environments including vehicle interiors, and the creation of virtual human 
models that are built using anthropometric data. These human models allow 
the representation of the size range of international populations. 
Figure 4.6: The range of virtual human model sizes used to evaluate the adjustability ranges 
of a new road vehicle 
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These CAD based manikins can be postured, using realistic joint constraints 
and data that has been gathered on the range of joint angles that are 
exhibited by drivers (Porter and Gyi (1998)) . SAMMIE (System for Aiding Man 
Machine Interaction Evaluation) is a human modelling system that was 
developed initially at Nottingham University. It is now developed and used in 
research , consultancy and teaching by the Design Ergonomics Group in the 
Dept. of Design and Technology at Loughborough University. Figure 4.9 
shows example images taken from the SAMMIE system illustrating its use in 
the design of a car interior during 2005. The left hand image shows a 99th%ile 
Dutch male human model (the tallest population on the planet) interacting with 
controls on the dashboard of the car. The left hand image shows a 20th%ile 
Chinese female (the smallest female that was accommodated by the car 
design) . The process that is used to perform an analysis of this kind is based 
upon the description found in Porter J.M. (2001). 
4.4.3 The analysis tools available in the SAMMIE system 
In order to explore the issue of reachable and viewable locations the CAD 
data for the interior of the Honda Civic as provided by Honda R&D was 
imported into the SAMMIE system. SAMMIE provides a set of analysis tools 
that relate to simulating reach and vision of interaction points. 
The core of the SAMMIE human modelling system is the method used to 
constrain the joints of the human model. The SAMMIE system uses joint 
constraint data collect by Barter (1957), who performed a study that combined 
data collected from subjects during user trials, and cadavers . These data 
describe the range of motion of the major joints in the body, providing limits to 
the range of motion data for both loaded and unloaded conditions. The ability 
to produce realistic postures, based upon actual driving postures exhibited by 
users, adds to the level of fidelity that is achieved in the assessment of 
automotive interiors. 
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4.4.3.1 Posture, reach and vision 
Figure 4.7: The reach contours and vision cones that can be used to analyse reach ability and 
view ability of interaction points in the SAMMIE human modelling system 
Figure 4.7 shows the reach contours (the black spherical mesh) and vision 
cones that are used in SAMMIE to evaluate the reach ability and view ability 
of interaction points. The SAMMIE system allows the use of Reach Contours 
to identify reaching locations for controls. The volume of the reach contour is 
limited by the postures that are allowed by the joint constraints. It is also 
possible to perform tests where the actual posture required to reach an 
interaction point can be manually driven. The vision cones are used t6 
highlight the areas that are visible for the user; there are a number of vision 
cone sets available in SAMMIE that represent different standards. The vision 
cone shown in Figure 4.8 is based upon data quoted by Deering (1998) . The 
green central cone shown in figure 4.8 shows the area within which fine detail 
can be resolved by the eye. The very centre of this cone illustrates the area 
where the full resolution of the eye can be exploited. The edge of the green 2 
degree cone represents the area where the resolution of the retina has 
reduced by 50% compared to the very centre of the cone. The blue , red and 
orange cones show the boundaries that equate to a 50% reduction in the 
resolution of the retina as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Variable resolution at the cone 
boundary: 
1/16@±12° (24 degree cone) ---I 
1/8@±5° (10 degree cone) 
1/4@±2° (4 degree cone) 
1/2@± 1° (2 degree cone) 
Full resolution / 
At centre of 2 degree 
cone 
Limits of peripheral vision 
/ The maximum field of 
/ view varies horizontally 
from _59 ° to +110°, and 
vertically from _70° to 
+56° 
Figure 4.8: A vision cone set available in the SAMMIE CAD human modelling system based 
upon Deering (1998) 
The assessment of the visible area that is possible through the use of vision 
cones is augmented with the 'humans view' tool. Figure 4.9 shows the 
assessment of a product design in progress using vision cones. The bottom 
image shows the view from the eye point of the human model or human's 
view. This allows for the detection of issues such as display obscuration . 
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Figure 4.9: The use of the human's view function to assess the exact area that can be seen 
by the human model 
4.4.4 The SAMMIE evaluation of the Honda Civic interior 
The following sections describe the method used to evaluate the reachable 
space within the Honda Civic interior, and the results that were found 
regarding potential mounting locations. Firstly, the digital human model 
sample is described, followed by the discussion of the protocol for the 
analysis of a car interior using a human modelling system. 
4.4.4.1 The digital Human Model sample 
The 2001 Honda Civic was designed to accommodate drivers ranging from 
5th%ile Japanese female to 95th%ile US male. It was decided to include a 
99th%ile Dutch male in order to account for the largest males that may drive 
the car. The lower limit of stature of Japanese 5th%ile female was imposed by 
the limitations of the driving package adjustability. The following human 
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models were selected for inclusion in the study. with a range of human 
models between the maximum and minimum as recommended by Porter 
(2001) . 
• 5'h%ile Japanese female 
• 50'h%ile UK female 
• 5'h%ile UK male 
• 50'h%ile UK male 
• 95'h%ile US male 
• 99'h%ile Dutch male 
Figure 4.10 shows the stature range of the human model sample used in the 
assessment of the Honda Civic interior. 
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Figure 4.10: The distribution of stature in the human model sample used in the assessment of 
reachable space with the 2001 Honda Civic 
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4.4.4.2 Method 
The SAMMIE analysis protocol used for this study contained the following 
stages. 
Importing of CAD data of the car interior into the SAMMIE environment 
This process involves converting the CATIA (a CAD tool used by automotive 
manufacturers) data provided by Honda R&D into WAVEFRONT object 
format. Any parts taken from the CATIA data that are required to move in 
SAMMIE (e.g. the seat and steering wheel) must be imported separately and 
adjustability ranges were setup to mirror those found in the real car. Figure 
4.11 shows the interior model of the Honda Civic in SAMMIE. 
Figure 4.11: The interior of the 2001 model Honda Civic modelled in the SAMMIE human 
modelling system 
Verification of the CAD data in the SAMMIE environment 
This process involves loading the original CATIA data into an industry 
standard CAD package (P ro Engineer Wildfire) and creating check 
dimensions for various parts which are compared to the same dimensions 
created in the SAMMIE system. 
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Setting up 'modifications' to allow realistic movement envelopes for the 
seat and steering wheel 
This process involves creating motion envelopes for the parts of the car that 
allow adjustability such as the seat and steering wheel. The definition of the 
motion envelopes was provided by Honda R&O. 
Creating Human models that represent the population range 
This process involves creating human models in the SAMMIE system as 
specified in the previous section. The anthropometric data used to build these 
models was sourced from Adultdata , a compendium of international 
anthropometric data (OTI , 1998). Adultdata is the most up to date 
anthropometric source that is freely available. 
Adopting suitable driving postures for the human model population 
selected 
The process of creating a posture and driver position within the Honda Civic 
model was driven by posture data from Porter and Gyi (1998), and seat 
compression data gathered by SAMMIE CAD Ltd . The postures that are 
possible with the constraints that are imposed by the adjustability of the 
seating package can be assessed by comparison to the joint range data. In 
order to determine how high the user population will sit in the car it is 
important to understand the amount that the seat compresses under the load 
of the driver. The process of determining seat compression uses the Society 
of Automotive Engineers (SAE) H-Point manikin (SAE 2006) . The H-point 
manikin is a physical device that can be used to simulate the weight and size 
of drivers in the assessment of automotive interiors. The SAE H-Point manikin 
can be seen in Figure 4.12. The seat compression values for any seat can be 
determined by comparing the loaded and unloaded seat surface angles. The 
seat compression values that have been gathered through the use of an SAE 
H-Point manikin described seat compression for different weights to allow the 
prediction of how much a seat will compress under the load of a range of 
driver sizes. The weights applied to the standard SAE H-Point manikin can 
be tailored to match key percentiles. Figure 4.12 shows an overlay of the 
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loaded and unloaded SAE manikin which shows how the position hip point 
marker (highlighted in green for unloaded and red for loaded) indicates the 
amount of seat compression . In the case illustrated in Figure 4.12 adding 
40kg to the manikin caused the seat to compress by 32mm. 
Figure 4.12: The SAE H-Point Manikin shown with a loaded condition superimposed over an 
unloaded condition. The green and red dots show the change in the Hip point due to seat 
compression under load 
The seat compression values that were used were 35mm for small Japanese 
females , 50mm for average sized people and 80mm for large males in the 
range of 95-99Ih%ile. These figures are applied by placing the hip point of the 
human model lower than the seat surface in the SAMMIE model. For example 
the hip point of a 99lh%ile male would be 80 mm lower than the position that 
would be adopted if the seat did not compress at all under load . Seat 
compression is an important factor to take account of the assessment 
process. How high the human model sits in the seat will affect reach to the 
pedals and steering wheel , and the eye point of the human , affecting vision of 
the interaction points , the road ahead and the vehicle displays. 
Table 4.1 shows the method that is used to compare a posture that is 
exhibited in the Honda Civic, to the data from Porter and Gyi (1998) . The 
human model shown in Figure 4.12 is the 99lh%ile Dutch male, which was 
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comfortably accommodated by the Honda Civic interior. The other human 
models in the sample were also suitably accommodated. 
Figure 4.12: A 99th%ile Dutch male in the Honda Civic Interior 
Male 
Difference 
Data Joint mean 
between the Mean 
from Angle Joint 
va lues and the 
Range Angle 
Posture adopted 
With each human model suitably postured in the Honda Civic interior the tests 
to identify reachable mounting locations could begin. Recommendation 14 
was implemented during this process, i.e. the human model was not allowed 
to lean forward or sideways to improve reach. 
Using reach contours to assess the reachable areas 
For each human model reach contours were generated for finger tip reach , 
associated with the use of push buttons, and thumb tip reach , associated with 
the use of rotary dials and sliders. Initially the control panel above the gear 
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stick was assessed . This was followed by an assessment of the rest of the 
interior of the car. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.16 with the 5th%ile 
Japanese female reaching to the control panel. The white mesh in figure 4.13 
shows the index finger tip reach, the yellow mesh shows the thumb tip reach . 
Figure 4.13: The analysis environment in the human modelling system SAMMIE, showing the 
postures adopted and the reach contours that are used to assess the reach-ability of various 
locations 
The results from this procedure can be seen in the following section . 
4.4.4.3 Defining the reachable and viewable locations within the Honda Civic 
The results for the reach-ability of the main control panel can be seen in figure 
4.14. The figure shows the area of the main control panel that can be reached 
(highlighted in green) for each human model that was tested. The analysis 
was performed for both finger tip reach (the left hand images) and thumb tip 
reach (the right hand images) as shown in figure 4.14. The figure shows that 
none of the human sample could reach the entire control panel with either 
finger tip or thumb tip reach. This confirmed that the control panel mounted 
above the gearstick was not suitable a location for the PTI. 
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Finger tip reach Thumb tip reach 
Fig 4.14: The results of the reach test performed for each human model reach i ng to the 
control panel with finger tip reach and thumb tip reach . The green areas show reachable 
surfaces, the red areas show the panel sections that are out of reach. 
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A further analysis of the rest of the car interior highlighted three potential 
control locations within comfortable reach of the user. These were 1, behind 
the steering wheel , 2 mounted on the driver's door interior panel and 3, the 
area below the gear stick, and between the two seats. The raised gear stick 
position left the space between the seats empty. The unconventional design 
of the Honda Civic interior was therefore challenging in terms of space 
availability for additional controls as the main control panel was beyond 
comfortable reach. The need to be able to view the PTI in order to aid 
conceptualisation that was defined in recommendation 11 suggested that the 
locations behind the steering wheel and on the door interior panel would not 
be useful. The SAMMIE system was then used to determine the useable 
space that could be reached and viewed between the seats and under the 
gear stick. This was done by examining the rearmost reachable position in the 
space available between the seats. The foremost position was shown to be 
reachable by all human models in SAMMIE. This process was only performed 
using the 5th%ile Japanese female human model as this model sits in the 
foremost seating position and was therefore the worst case for defining the 
rearmost reachable space between the seats. A larger user would sit more 
rearwards in the car and would therefore be able to reach more of the space 
between the seats. The joint data and vision cones were used to define the 
rearmost reachable and viewable location as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16 
respectively. 
Figure 4.15: The use of the vision cones to identify the rearmost viewable location in the 
Honda Civic 
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Figure 4.16: The volume of reachable space between the seats of the Honda Civic limited by 
the posture of the 5'"%ile Japanese female and the reach contour as highlighted by the yellow 
line in the bottom image 
All of the joint angles shown in the posture shown in Figure 4.16 were well 
within comfortable limits. The peripheral vision cone shown in Figure 4.15 was 
used to define the rear most viewable cond ition. The useable space for 
mounting controls was therefore defined as a volume that is 340mm 
rearwards of the gear stick base, 280mm high (limited by the height of the 
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gear stick base to avoid using space that would be required by the passenger 
or driver} and 160mm deep (the space between the seats) . The bottom image 
in Figure 4.16 shows how this cube was reduced by the worst case for 
forward reach , the 5th%ile Japanese female. This image shows how the reach 
contours limited the reachable volume (see the yellow line) , effectively 
removing the bottom left corner of the cube. The interface designs that have 
been produced and described in the next chapter were tested using the 
SAMMIE system to ensure that they meet these spatial requirements. As with 
any assessment that is performed within a human modelling system, the 
results of this analysis were tested in user trials with physical mock-ups as 
described in the next chapter. 
4.4.5 Summary 
The SAMMIE system confirmed the findings of the user trial performed in the 
Honda Civic in that the existing dash board is not reachable without leaning 
forward in the seat. The analysis of the usable space within the Honda Civic 
has shown that the options for the location of the PTI were limited. The 
reachable volume that was identified was bounded by the region that is 
340mm rearwards of the gear stick base, 280mm off the floor and 160mm 
between the two seats, combined with reach contours for the 5th%ile 
Japanese female . 
4.5 The function selection process 
The recommendations that were defined at the start of the chapter included 
the need to keep the number of PTI functions to a minimum, and to use a 
non-modal interface design. The function allocation process commenced with 
the creation of a list of available functions implemented in high end cars 
manufactured by Mercedes, BMW and Lexus. The function lists available in 
high end cars were taken as the starting point due to the 'trickle down effect' . 
That is , the prevalence for functionality that is installed in expensive cars to be 
incorporated into cheaper cars as the technology matures and becomes more 
cost effective. A good example of this is air conditioning . Available on a select 
few cars in the 1950's, it is now common to find air conditioning as standard 
or as an optional extra in most cars. 
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The resulting list contained over 100 separate functions. In order to explore 
which functions should actually be used in the PTI , brainstorming sessions 
were organised for the project team. The project team consisted of the author, 
a professor of design ergonomics, an ergonomics researcher and lecturer in 
computer science. Crucially, all of the team members had experience of 
regularly using satellite navigation systems, either through owning such a 
system, or by performing research into the safety of these systems in 'on the 
road' user trials. All team members had also been driving for over 5 years . 
The brainstorming sessions focused on scenarios that the project team 
members had experienced that required specific functions to be used. The full 
set of scenarios that were generated in the brainstorming sessions can be 
seen below. 
4.5.1 Scenarios 
4.5.1.1 Scenario 1: Airport hire car scenario 
The 'airport hire car scenario' was defined as; 
• You arrive at an airport early in the morning and it is cold and still dark 
• You go to your hire car and get in . The windows instantly mist up 
• Your first priorities are now to heat up the car whilst also demisting the 
windscreen 
• You want to set a navigation destination so that you can get to your 
meeting 
• You want to listen to the radio to find out the weather for later in the 
day 
4.5.1.2 Scenario 2: The dirty air scenario 
The 'dirty air scenario' was defined as; 
• You are travelling down the motorway and you want to leave at the 
next exit 
• You pull into the slow lane 
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• A HGV in front of you is producing black smoke 
• You want to stop the smoke entering the vehicle 
• You need to activate the 'recirculate air' option 
4.5.1.3 Scenario 3: Sleeping children in the back of the car 
The 'sleeping children in the back of the car' scenario was defined as; 
• You have children in the back of the car who are asleep 
• You want to listen to traffic reports but you don't want to wake them 
• You need to control the sound output from the speakers so that you 
can hear the radio but the children cannot 
• You need to change the sound output so that is only comes from the 
front speakers of the car 
4.5.1.4 Scenario 4: Hot day scenario 
The 'hot day scenario was defined as; 
• You arrive at your car which is parked outside on a hot and sunny day 
• You want to cool the car as quickly as possible 
• You need to turn on the air-conditioning , set the temperature as low as 
possible and select the automatic mode of the HVAC system to ensure 
that the car cools as quickly as possible 
• You also want to direct the airflow to your face and feet to allow you to 
cool down 
4.5.1 .5 Scenario 5: Favourite music 
The 'favourite music ' scenario was defined as; 
• Your favourite tune comes on the radio 
• You want to increase the bass and treble of the sound output to better 
enjoy the tune 
4.5.1.6 Scenario 6: Previous navigation destination 
The 'Previous navigation destination' scenario was defined as; 
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• You are leaving your house so that you can drive to visit your family 
who have recently moved 
• You are still unsure of the exact route to the new house 
• You have used your SATNAV system to get their previously 
• You want to set your SATNAV destination from a list of previously 
visited locations 
• You then want to see a map view of the route that you will take 
• You want to zoom the map view to show the final intersection of the 
route in more detail as you found it confusing the last time that you 
travelled this route 
4.5.2 Selected functions 
4.5.2.1 HVAC functions to be included in the PTI design 
The following functions were selected for inclusion in the PTI device based 
upon the brainstorming sessions and scenarios discussed . 
• Temperature (to allow the in-car environment to be controlled as per 
Airport scenario and the air conditioning scenario) 
• Air flow direction to the face, feet and windscreen and combinations of 
these options 
• An automatic mode that attempts to maintain the selected temperature 
• Front screen and rear screen heating 
• Re-circulate air within the car 
4.5.2.2 Navigation functions to be included in the PTI design 
The following functions were selected for use whilst the car is in motion. 
• On/off 
• Select map view on screen 
• Zoom the map view in and out 
• Select turn by turn arrows view on screen 
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• Select a previous destination from a list (including a method for 
navigating up and down the list) 
• Increase/decrease the navigation voice volume 
The following navigation functions were selected for use whilst the car is 
stationary due to the complexity of the tasks as illustrated by the literature. 
• Add a new destination by city, then street, then address number 
• Add a POI (Point of interest) as a destination e.g. a petrol station , 
supermarket etc 
4.5.2.3 ICE (In-Car Entertainment) funct ions to be inc luded in the PTI design 
The fo llowing functions were selected for inclusion in the PTI based upon the 
brain storming sessions with the project team members. 
• On/off 
• Volume level 
• Selection of radio or CD modes 
• Auto radio frequency scan 
• Manual radio frequency scan 
• Mute 
• Band selection 
• Store radio channel 
• CD 
• Play 
• Stop 
• Skip track 
• Increase decrease bass and treble 
• Fade and balance the sound output 
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4.5.3 Summary 
The function selection process resulted in the definition of 27 functions that 
were to be included in the design of the PT!. Table 4.2 shows the selected 
functions grouped into HVAC SATNAV and ICE categories . 
HVAC Navigation , ICE 
Temperature On/off On/off CD 
Air flow direction Select map view Volume level Play 
An automatic mode Zoom the map view Selection of radio or CD modes Stop 
Front screen Turn by turn arrows view Auto radio frequency scan Skip track 
rear screen heating Select a previous destination Manual radio frequency scan Bass and treble 
Re-circulate air Navigation voice volume M ute Fade 
Add a new destinat ion Band selection Balance 
Add a POI Store radio channel 
Table 4.2. The functions to be Included In the PTllnterface 
All of the selected functions were regularly used or found to be useful in 
specific situations by the brainstorming session members. As with a number 
of design issues that were explored during the project, the time pressures that 
arose from attempting to create a tactile interface in three years led to a 
number of 'quick and dirty' design decisions. It is acknowledged that various 
techniques could have been used to define the PTI function list. These 
techniques could have included focus groups with drivers with a range of 
ages, questionnaires sent to drivers, and user trials performed in the cars with 
participants demonstrating the functions that are used . These techniques may 
have defined functions other than those defined above. However, the 
functions that were selected by the project team were considered to be 
suitable to test a range of interface designs. 
4.6 Automotive control design using the tacti le interface 
design recommendations 
The design recommendations have been subdivided into those that relate to 
the design of controls and those that relate to the overall form and operation 
of the device. The following sections discuss the PTI design direction that was 
inferred from these design recommendations. 
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4.6.1 The design recommendations that relate to the design of controls 
of the surrounding mounting surface 
The following design recommendations relate to the form controls and the 
surrounding mounting structure. 
• Recommendation 1: The visual and tactile model of an interface should 
be linked 
• Recommendation 2: Tactile symbols have the potential to convey 
information to the user 
• Recommendation 4: Use the finger tip as the tactile interaction point 
• Recommendation 5: Two surfaces that are to be distinguished from 
each other should have a change of level of 5mm or greater. 
Differences in protrusion level of the controls from the mounting 
surface can provide coding that indicates and function . 
• Recommendation 7: The PTI device should use embossed symbols to 
allow the user to trace shapes or recognise a location on the basis of 
the edges that surround it 
• Recommendation 8: Tactile reference points should be employed that 
allow users to identify controls by their relative location whilst 
supporting the hand during control interactions 
• Recommendation 9: Tactile Noise' or the use of textured surfaces that 
are not related to control identification should be avoided 
• Recommendation 10: Supplemental feedback that confirms that the 
correct control selection has been made should be included in the 
device 
• Recommendation 12: Design a non-modal interface where possible 
• Recommendation 13: Exploit the stereotypes generally held by users to 
convey information 
The following design process was inferred from these recommendations : The 
design of the PTI should be based around the subdivision of the defined 
function list into the standard groups that are evident in car interiors (ICE, 
HVAC and SATNAV). Each functional group will have a distinct location with a 
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single control per function as per recommendations 12 and 3. The main 
feature of each functional group will be a symbolic control layout that indicates 
the function of the whole array by exploiting the stereotypes held by users 
(recommendations 2 and 13). Each control should be able to be differentiated 
from the surrounding the structure by a level of protrusion of at least 5mm, 
and should use shape coding to convey function where a stereotypical model 
exists (recommendations 5 and 7) . 
Controls should be subdivided by tactile markers that indicate location when 
the finger is used to explore the arrays of controls. The interaction with the 
arrays should be supported by visual and tactile cod ing that is complimentary 
(recommendations 1 and 4) . The controls surfaces should be easily 
distinguished from the surrounding structure to avoid confusion between 
structures that subdivide the array and control surfaces. The current state of 
each control should be identified using tactile coding (recommendations 9 and 
10). Each functional group will then be located within the vehicle using the 
following recommendations and specifications. 
4.6.2 The design recommendations that relate to the form and 
mounting structure of the PTI 
• Recommendation 3: Subdivision of an interface using different 
locations exploits the kinaesthetic sense's ability to 'over learn' 
• Design recommendation 11: The PTI should be visible to the driver 
• Recommendation 14: The components of the a tactile interface should 
be within easy reach of the user 
In addition to these recommendations the mounting location for the PTI was 
limited to the reachable and viewable space as described in section 4.4.4.3. 
The design process discussed in the following chapter was based upon these 
recommendations. 
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4.7 Conclusions 
The chapter has illustrated the start of the design process by defining the 
recommendations that describe the key findings from the literature and the 
study with visually impaired people. The consideration of the initial concepts in 
light of the design recommendations suggested that passive tactile structures 
are appropriate for the PTI. This has been supplemented with a list of 
functions and the definition of the reachable space with the Honda Civic to 
provide further design constraints that must be accounted for. The strategy for 
the production of a PTI for the automotive environment has been derived from 
these sources. The following chapter describes the design process that 
produced a fully working PTI. 
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5 Chapter 5: The design and initial testing of the 
prototype tactile interface 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the design process that was undertaken during the 
case study project. The design process used to create the Prototype Tactile 
Interface (PTI) described in this chapter used a wide range of design skills 
and resources including group brainstorming sessions, rapid prototype 
production , user trials with a driving simulator and the use of human modell ing 
software to assess designs. The initial plan for the project was to produce two 
iterations of the PTI, however, time and resources allowed for the production 
of four design stages using rapid prototype technology. The fo llowing sections 
are included in the chapter; 
• The first design iteration of the PTI 
• The second design iteration of the PTI 
• The third design iteration of the PTI 
• The design of the supporting structure for the control arrays 
• User trials to test the minimum useable size of the three functional 
arrays 
• Prototype design for evaluation with a driving simulator 
• Design changes based on the recommendations produced by the 
simulator tria l 
• Software design for the final prototype 
The first three sections describe the three iterations of the PTI design process 
5.2 The f irst design iterat ion of the PTI 
5.2.1 The initial design of the HVAC control array 
The functions that were included in the PTI HVAC array were defined in the 
previous chapter and are listed below. 
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• Temperature 
• Air flow direction to the face , feet and windscreen and combinations 
there of 
• An automatic mode that attempts to maintain the selected temperature 
• Front screen and rear screen heating 
• Re-circulate air within the car 
• Air conditioning (AC) on/off 
The aim of the design process was to incorporate these functions into an 
array of controls that could be explored using the left hand, as defined by the 
available reaching location between the seats . The combination of location 
coding and tactile coding should allow each control to identified using touch 
alone. The initial design that was produced can be seen in the Figure 5.1 
below. As discussed, each functional array required a symbolic layout of 
controls that helped to indicate function . In the case of the HVAC array the 
symbolic central section contained the controls for directing airflow. This first 
design attempted to use a model of airflow direction that related to a plan view 
of the car. 
Demist screen 
An to screen 
• Air to feel 
Demist rear Window 
Figure 5.1: The spatial model used in the first HVAC array iteration 
Each of the controls would be a latching push button, which when depressed 
would latch in place with the top surface being 5mm lower than the adjacent 
controls, and flush with the mounting surface. The surface texture of the 
button will be different to that used on surrounding structure. This would allow 
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the user to identify which control is on and which is off. The two analogue 
functions of fan speed and temperature were assigned to rotary controls with 
a clockwise rotation to increase the fan speed or temperature as per the 
stereotypical design recommendations. The approach of placing static push 
buttons within these rotary controls was implemented for the air circulation 
and air conditioning push buttons. These controls were placed on the right 
hand side of the array as the use of the left hand would allow the rotary 
controls and push buttons to be operated by the thumb. 
Windscreen demist 
Airflow to screen 
Airflow to face 
Airflow to feet 
Rear screen demist 
Re-circulate air 
Fan speed (rotary 
control) 
~ ______ AC on/off 
~ __ ------ Temperature 
Figure 5.2. Design iteration 1: The first desig n iteration of the HVAC array 
The initial design was tested amongst the research team and some confusion 
arose over the orientation of the airflow model i.e. if the plan view model was 
followed the feet would be above the head (see figure 5.1). It was evident that 
the arrangement of controls for the airflow direction did not match the planned 
location based coding. This was explored in the next design iteration. 
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5.2.2 The initial design of the ICE control array 
The following functions were selected for inclusion in the PTI in the previous 
chapter 
Radio 
• Auto frequency scan 
• Manual frequency scan 
• Mute 
• Band selection 
• Store radio channel 
CD 
• Play 
• Stop 
• Skip track forward and back 
Common functions for Radio and CD 
• Increase decrease bass and treble 
• Fade and balance the sound output 
• Use of preset buttons to access stored radio stations or a six disk CD 
changer 
• On/off 
• Selection of radio or CD modes 
• Volume 
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-U 1 ·In 
--
Figure 5.3. Arran gement of the play, stop, skip forward and skip back controls for a range of 
products. 1: Video cassette recorder controls. 2: I-pod controls. 3:Mp3 player controls. 4 
Remote control. 
As with the HVAC array, the aim of the design process for the ICE array 
involved identifying a stereotypical visual layout of the functions. A search was 
performed examining the products that use CD and radio controls and a 
number of control layout techniques were found . A layout that has been 
popular since the late 1980's is the 'play rounder as illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
The common features of the control layouts shown in figure 5.3 are the 
circular arrangement of controls with the skip left and skip right buttons in the 
left and right quadrants of the circle. This model was considered a strong 
visual cue regarding the function of the ICE array and was therefore chosen 
for the central location that was used for the airflow controls in the HVAC 
array. The first design of the ICE array is shown in Figure 5.4. 
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Presets 1-3 
Skip track back! 
Skip radio station 
Skip back within 
Play 
Presets 4-6 
Stop 
Skip track back! 
CD Mode 
Skip radio station 
Radio Mode 
Skip forward within track! 
Manual tune 
Figure 5.4. Design iteration 1: The first design iteration of the ICE array 
The play and stop symbols were seen as the key to a symbolic layout that 
indicates function, and were included in the design as shown in Figure 5.4. 
The preset buttons for the selection of radio stations were divided using 
structures that sat 5mm above the surface of the buttons. The radio and CD 
functions were selected using the buttons mounted on the front edge of the 
array, and the volume would be changed by running the finger along the top 
edge of the central dish, using touch sensitive surfaces. The fade and balance 
would be altered by depressing the whole of the central circular potion. This 
would then allow the user to increase or decrease the fade, balance, treble 
and bass using the play and stop buttons. 
The design was discussed with the project team members and it was noted 
that the low level of modality that was built into the design would make the 
use of symbols confusing when adjusting the fade!balance and bass!treble 
combinations . 
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5.2.3 The initial design of the SA T NAV control array 
The following functions were selected for use whilst the car is in motion. 
• On/off 
• Select map view on screen 
• Zoom the map view in and out 
• Select turn by arrows view on screen 
• Select a previous destination from a list (including a method for 
navigating up and down the list) 
• Increase/decrease the navigation voice volume 
The following navigation functions were selected for use whilst the car is 
stationary due to the complexity of the tasks as illustrated by the literature . 
• Add a new destination by city, then street, then address number 
• Add a POI (Point of interest) as a destination e.g. a petrol station , 
supermarket etc 
The design of the SAT NAV array was more challenging than that of the ICE 
or HVAC arrays in terms of the definition of an symbolic layout. This was due 
to the relatively small number of SAT NAV systems that were found in cars at 
the time of the design process , meaning that people had little or no 
experience of satellite navigation. This meant that there were no stereotypical 
control layout opportunities that were so useful in the design of the HVAC and 
ICE arrays. In addition to this it was decided to attempt to incorporate a new 
technology into the SAT NAV array. As has been demonstrated in the 
literature review voice recognition technologies are not suitably robust at the 
time of writing. However, hand writing recognition technologies have the 
potential to allow the user to enter alpha numeric characters into a satellite 
navigation system. This was inspired by the use of handwriting recognition 
systems that were built into PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant). At the time of 
the design process handwriting recognition technologies used in PDAs 
generally required the user to learn a different form of the alphabet that used 
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simplified symbols for certain letters of the alphabet (note the characters A, F 
and K) in the image below. 
/\ B C D 
Ck) aD ITU (IT) 
E r G n 
Gi) CID G:9:) CB:D 
I J s{ L 
OD CID CKD a::o 
!2D($how)(Cleor) O'Iext)o:;>one) 
Figure 5.5: An example of the GRAFFITI handwriting recognition language that requires some 
special characters to be learned by the user 
However, at this time (2003) a new handwriting recognition system was 
produced by A.R.T. (Automatic recognition Technologies) . This system 
allowed users to draw both upper and lower case letters into a PDA as they 
would on paper, removing the necessity to learn new characters. ART worked 
in conjunction with Seimens to produce a prototype system that could be used 
in a car. This idea was expanded by the author to include the ability to draw 
characters onto a laptop type touch pad in order to enter alphanumeric 
characters into a navigation system. The need to do this was defined by the 
systems for alpha numeric data entry that were prevalent at the time , e.g . 
touch screens with a virtual keyboard as found in the Lexus models of the 
time, or selection of characters from a virtual keyboard using a joystick. These 
systems were thought to be time consuming to use based on the experience 
gained through their use by the research team, and were certainly not 
considered appropriate for use whilst the vehicle is in motion . This was due to 
the visual feedback that is required to allow the user to know which character 
is being selected, potentially increasing the 'eyes-off-road ' time. The use of 
handwriting recognition technology presented the opportunity to allow the user 
to draw alphanumeric characters with the finger tip onto a suitably sized touch 
pad. The designs produced for the SAT NAV array therefore incorporated a 
standard Synaptics touch pad to allow for the possible inclusion of hand 
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writing recognition technologies. It was decided that this functionality should 
be available only whilst the vehicle was stationary. The design of the SATNAV 
array shown in Figure 5.6 was subdivided into the controls that were available 
whilst the vehicle is in motion (in the centre of the array) , and those available 
when the vehicle is stationary (the darker grey section on the left hand of the 
array. The centre of the array followed a stereotypical model for increase and 
decrease through the vertical orientation of the zoom map buttons. The map 
and nav buttons which allowed different display modes to be selected were 
arbitrarily assigned to the left and right quadrants of the array. The button 
used to repeat the current navigation instruction was mounted on the front of 
the array . 
Synaptics touch pad 
for alpha numeric 
data entry 
The 'Home' button 
which allows the user 
to quickly select their 
dwelling as the 
navigation destination 
The stored route 
which allows the user 
to select from previous 
destinations 
When in map mode th is 
button zooms the map 
out 
Repeat instruction button, 
which will repeat the last 
instruction given by the 
navigation system 
New destination button, 
allows the entry of a new 
destination (whilst the car 
is stationary only) 
Map view mode 
When map view is 
selected allows the user to 
zoom in on the map 
Joystick for selecting 
options when the car is 
stationary 
Navigation mode, presents 
the user with turn by turn 
arrows on ly instead of a 
map view 
Figure 5.6: The first design iteration of the SATNAV array incorporating the Synaptics touch 
pad technology 
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5.3 The second design iteration of the PTI 
Discussion amongst the project team had identified the need for improvement 
of each array. The following section describes the second design iteration that 
aimed to address these issues. 
5.3.1 The second iteration of the HVAC array 
The model for airflow direction shown in Figure 5.1 was found to be confusing 
based upon discussions with the research team. Another symbol was required 
to indicate the function of the HVAC array. Figure 5.7 shows the standard 
symbol for airflow direction and its implementation in a car control. It was 
decided that the symbolic feature for design iteration 2 would be the standard 
airflow symbol to allow recognition of the HVAC functional group. 
-+-
Figure 5.7: The standard airflow direction symbol that represents airflow to the face and feet 
BS ISO 2575:2004 and its implementation in a car control design 
The standard airflow options at the time of writing are ; 
• Airflow to windscreen 
• Airflow to face 
• Airflow to feet 
• Airflow to feet and face 
• Airflow to Windscreen and face 
• Airflow to windscreen and feet 
Many automotive manufacturers arrange these functions as options within a 
rotary dial. The problem with the use of devices such as multi option rotary 
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controllers is the ability of people to remember the location of the option that 
they require. Each manufacturer that uses a rotary controller desig n uses 
different ordering and location coding of the airflow options. Also, there is no 
apparent use of an orientation model that might be expected, such as 
ordering the airflow options as illustrated in figure 5.8 below, with a vertical 
ordering of options reflecting the in car vertical coding of the airflow options. 
High in the car 
Low in the car 
Figure 5.8. The concept of using space within the cap of a rotary control to mount a non 
rotating push button 
Following the PTI design recommendations, it was proposed that each airflow 
direction should have a button, with the user being able to select any required 
air flow combination . It was proposed that the simplification of a multi selector 
rotary control to three push buttons would allow users to more easily 
conceptualise a model of operation . The other new feature that was 
incorporated into design at this stage was the concept of the bezel. Design 
Iteration 1 used the concept of a rotary control whose centre was a non-
rotating push button. See figure 5.9 below. 
Re-circulate air 
Figure 5.9. The concept of using space with in the cap of a rotary control to mount a non 
rotating push button 
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In design iteration 2 this concept was expanded to include multiple controls 
within a static mounting surface, surrounded by a rotating ring (bezel) that 
could be used to increase fan speed. It was anticipated that this would allow 
differentiation between controls inside and outside of the bezel, as can be 
seen in Figure 5.10. 
Windscreen 
Demist 
Re-ci 
air 
Airflow to screen 
Airflow to T~r.,P./ 
Airflow to feet 
Auto 
demist 
(Bezel) 
AC on/off 
Figure 5.10 Design iteration 2: An example of the air fiow concept controls that allow any 
airflow combination by depressing the buttons associated with the required air flow direction 
The central airflow direction buttons used the ISO standard airflow symbol 
which protrudes from the mounting surface to provide tactile discrimination 
between the buttons. To the left and right of the air flow buttons are the push 
button contro ls that operate the front and rear screen demisters. These were 
placed to follow the spatial model setup by the direction that the ISO airflow 
model is facing i.e. the rear screen demist button is the right of the airflow 
symbol , and behind the head of the symbol. The push buttons for the re-
circulate air and AC options were relocated to the front of the array, and the 
temperature setting rotary control was mounted in a location that fostered use 
by the left thumb. 
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5.3.2 The second interaction of the ICE array 
The subdivision of the array using a bezel that was found in the second 
iteration of the HVAC array was also used in the ICE array. The rotary bezel 
controlled the volume of sound from the enterta inment system. Figure 5.11 
shows the second iteration of the ICE array. 
Presets 1-3 
Skip track back! 
Skip radio station 
(Decrease sound 
option treble and 
fade sound left) 
Skip back within 
Sound option 
Selectors (Fade, 
balance, bass, treble) 
Radio Mode 
CD Mode 
Play (increase sound option 
variables increase Bass fade 
forward) 
Presets 4-6 
Skip track back! 
Skip radio station 
(Increase sound option treble 
and fade sound right) 
Skip forward within track! 
Manual tune 
Volume 
Stop (Decrease sound option 
variables i. e. fade rearward, 
decrease Bass) 
Figure 5.11 . Design iteration 2: The second stage in the design process incorporating the 
bezel 
This design iteration assigned the fade/balance/bass/treble selection to single 
push buttons around the edge of the array. The options buttons would only be 
operable whilst the vehicle is stationary. The new shape of the central 
buttons would be used to change these variables when selected. The buttons 
also performed the function of play, stop, skip forward and back as with the 
first iteration if no other options are selected. The symbol based central 
buttons shown in design iteration 1 were replaced by buttons that were more 
general in shape. It was presumed that this would cause less confusion when 
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users were changing the sound options. The central buttons that are used to 
skip track, and skip within track still mirror the standard symbols for these 
functions. 
5.3.3 The second interaction of the SA TNA V array 
Figure 5.12 shows the second design iteration of the SATNAV arrary. As with 
the previous two array designs the SATNAV array progressed to include the 
bezel concept, with the bezel controlling the volume level for the navigation 
instructions. The touch pad was relocated within the bezel and the zoom map 
and mode switching buttons were located around the edge of the inner 
surface. 
Synaptics touch pad for 
alpha numeric data entry 
The stored route button 
allows the user to select 
from previous de,stinaticlns' 
When in map mode this 
button zooms the map 
Repeat instruction button, 
which will repeat the last 
instruction given 
The 'Home' button which 
allows the user to quickly 
destination 
Navigation preset 
__ pe,stinati()n buttons 
----
Map view mode 
When map view is 
selected, allows 
the user to zoom 
in on the map 
voice volume 
Navigation mode, 
by turn arrows only instead 
of a map view 
New route button, allows 
the entry of a new 
destination 
Figure 5.12: The second design iteration of the SATNAVarray incorporating' the concept of 
preset destinations 
It was at this stage in the design process that a design cue was taken from 
the ICE array. It was decided to incorporate the idea of radio presets in the 
SATNAV array to allow the selection of 6 predefined destinations that could 
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be assigned by the user. Using the model of usage that is prevalent with the 
use of radio presets, the user would press and hold a preset button to store 
the current navigation destination to that preset button. The repeat instruction 
button was located at the front of the array, and the new route, stored route 
and Home buttons were located where they could be accessed by the thumb. 
5.3.4 A review of the second iteration 
A review of the second design iteration was performed with the research 
team. The layout of each functional group was discussed in terms of the 
functions that it contained and the location of the buttons. The discussion 
relating to the HVAC array produced a consensus view supporting the further 
subdivision of the array, moving the auto , front screen and rear screen demist 
buttons outside of the bezel that controls fan speed. 
The discussion of the SATNAV array focussed on the HOME button. With the 
presets being able to store regularly used destinations the need for separate 
HOME button was suggested as redundant. 
It was also suggested that the centre dash area in the Honda Civic could be 
made reachable by the addition of shelf that could support the arrays that 
were designed in the second iteration. 
This was seen as a valid option and a design was produced as shown in 
Figure 5.13. The design was analysed in the SAMMIE system and it quickly 
became evident that the shelf would need to protrude beyond the top of the 
gear stick shown in Figure 5.13. The shelf height and protrusion from the 
mounting surface that allowed reach by all users clashed with the space 
required to operate the gear stick. 
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Figure 5.13: The design of a mounting structure that improved the reach-ability of the 
dashboard within the Honda Civic 
It was also noted that a potentially useful aspect of the first iteration had been 
removed from the second iteration. This was the concept of designing the 
location of some controls to foster the use of the thumb of the left hand. This 
idea would be re-instated in the third design iteration. The second design 
iteration was deemed appropriate in terms of the functions that were 
incorporated , and the layout of the controls. The next iteration in the design 
process focused on the addition of a hand rest, or HCRP, that would allow a 
consistent hand location for control interaction . 
5.4 The third design iteration of the PTI 
The work performed on the study to examine the use of electronic products by 
visually impaired people highlighted the benefits of Hand Control Reference 
Points (HCRPs) . These HCRPs were used by visually impaired people to 
promote a hand location and orientation from which tactile discrimination 
could be consistently started. It was anticipated that a hand rest incorporated 
into the array would promote a consistent hand location for control 
interactions. It was proposed that by adding a structure in front of each array, 
that the hand could be supported. A new array design was created that 
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incorporated a hand rest. This hand rest was located at the front of the array, 
with the presumption that the user would rest the heal of the hand upon it, 
and be able to reach the switch and controls with the fingers and thumb. 
Figure 5.14 shows SAMMIE being used to analyse one of the proposed 
designs. 
Figure 5.14: The assessment of a built in hand rest at the front of the array mounting 
structure. 
The location of the hand rest required all controls that previously located at 
the front of the array to be moved (the repeat instruction buttons, and select 
new and stored destination buttons on the SATNAV array. The options and 
mode switching buttons on the ICE array) . The testing of the postures 
adopted by the SAMMIE human model highlighted that the thumb was resting 
at a point above the right hand side of the array. Based upon this a surface 
was added to the right hand side of the array, and the controls that needed to 
be moved due to the placement of the hand rest were moved onto this 
surface. Figure 5.15 shows the redesigned array for the HVAC functional 
group, and highlights other changes that were implemented to improve the 
tactile coding . 
Each array includes a raised section that acts as a hand rest , and an 
additional surface on the right of the array to foster the use of the thumb to 
activate controls . As suggested by the research team feedback after design 
iteration two , all controls other than airflow direction were moved outside of 
the inner bezel surface for the HVAC array. The re-circulate air, Auto and 
demist rear screen controls were moved onto the surface at the rear of the 
array, following the same placement coding that was previously used in 
design iteration number two. The temperature and AC buttons were placed on 
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the right hand 'thumb' surface. For the ICE array, the only changes to the 
control placement between design iteration 2 and 3 were the placement of the 
radio, CD and power buttons on the 'thumb' surface. The SATNAV array 
changes involved the re-positioning of the new and stored destination buttons, 
and an on/off button onto the 'thumb' surface. The changes to each array are 
shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 
Integrated hand rest 
(HCRP) 
5mm height for the bezel above the 
inner surface 
Button latches on 5mm be low 
the off position 
Button latches on 5mm below 
the off position 
5mm high divider 
between temp 
buttons 
Figure 5.15 Design iteration 3: Design features following the recommendations 
Other features illustrated by Design Iteration 3 were additional locations 
where changes in protrusion level were used. These were added to promote 
control identification and differentiation. Design Recommendation 5 specified 
a 5mm step height between two surfaces to allow discrimination by the 
elderly. The recommendation was therefore applied to the following areas of 
each array; (See figure 5.15) 
• The protrusion level of a button above the mounting surface 
• The vertical distance between the bezel top and the mounting surface 
• Any controls which latch on and off must have a switch travel that is 
5mm creating a 5mm depression when the button is latched on 
• Tactile dividers were added between paired options such as preset 
buttons or temperature increase/decrease 
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Re-circulate air 
Airflow to screen 
Airflow to face 
Airflow to feet 
Auto 
Rear screen demist 
Temperature 
Fan speed (rotary 
control) 
AC on/off 
Figure 5.16 Design iteration 3 with more of the controls on the exterior of the fan speed bezel 
and incorporating a hand rest to allow consistent hand location 
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Presets 1-3 
Skip track back! 
Skip radio station 
(Decrease sound 
option treble and 
fade sound left) 
Skip back within 
track!Manual tune 
iii;;:=======-, 5mm high 
separators between 
groups of 2 presets 
Play (increase sound 
option variables increase 
Bass fade forward) 
~------Preslets 4-6 
Radio Mode 
CD Mode 
Skip track back! 
Skip radio station 
(Increase sound option 
treble and fade sound 
right) 
Skip forward within track! 
Manual tune 
Volume 
Stop (Decrease sound 
option variables i. e. fade 
rearward, decrease Bass) 
Figure 5.17. Design iteration 3: The third stage in the design process incorporating the hand 
rest and the right hand thumb operated controls 
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Synaptics touch pad for 
alpha numeric data 
entry 
Map view mode 
When in map mode thi, --
button zooms the map 
out 
Navigation 
voice volume 
System on/off 
Navigation preset 
destination buttons 
~ __ ." map view is 
selected allows 
the user to 
zoom in on the map 
The stored route button 
which allows the user to 
select from previous 
destinations 
New destination button, 
allows the entry of a new 
destination (whilst the car 
is stationary only) 
Navigation mode, presents 
the user with turn by turn 
arrows only instead of a 
map view 
Figure 5.18: The third design iteration of the SATNAV array incorporating the hand rest and 
controls on the right hand side of the array for thumb use 
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A summary of the design changes made between each design iteration can 
be seen in Appendix 4. This concluded the initial array design process. With 
the form and control layout of each array defined it was necessary to 
determine the minimum usable size of each array due to limited space that 
was found to be available in the 2001 Honda Civic. 
5.4.1 User trials to test the minimum useable size of the three 
functional arrays 
5.4.1 .1 Introduction 
The requirement to define the minimum size of the three functional arrays 
arose from the limited reachable space that was found in the 2001 Honda 
Civic using the SAMMIE human modelling software (see Chapter 4). Before 
an attempt was made to design a mounting structure that could allow reach 
and vision of the three arrays by all users, it was considered necessary to 
assess the minimum useable size of the arrays. Variables such as the height 
and width of the hand rest, and the size of the controls were examined by 
producing models of different sizes for each of the array designs. It was also 
anticipated that the smaller the three arrays were the more mounting position 
options would be possible within the limited available space. 
5.4.1.2 The sizing of the arrays based upon anthropometric data for the hand 
The size increments of the arrays that were produced were defined using the 
SAMMIE system. The driving population that was defined for the assessment 
of the Honda Civic were used to provide variation in hand length. A relaxed 
posture was adopted for the hand as shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. The 
arrays were then sized so that the rearmost portion of the array was 
reachable with the palm of the hand on the hand rest. This produced the 
largest size of the array at 179mm from the front of the hand rest to the back 
of the array (length) and a smallest length of 135mm. An increment was also 
produced that lay between these sizes with a length of 157mm. These sizes 
were produced using SLA (stereo lithography) rapid prototyping technology to 
allow an examination of preferred size by a people with a range of hand sizes . 
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Figure 5.19: The size of the array that allows reach to the rearmost part of the array with the 
hand on the hand rest. 99'h%ile Dulch male (left human model) and 5th%ile Japanese female 
array sizes are shown 
Figure 5.20: The left hand images show the hand of the 99'h%ile Dutch male reaching to the 
divider between the th ird and fourth radio preset. The right hand images show the hand of 
the 5th%ile Japanese female reaching to the divider between the third and fourth rad io preset 
(different sized arrays) 
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5.4.2 Participants 
It was considered important to use participants that exhibited a large range of 
hand sizes in order to examine the suitable size of the arrays. Hand length 
dimensions were taken from the anthropometric data source ADUL TDATA 
(1998) and these data were compared to the hand lengths of 20 possible 
participants. The aim was to select participants with hand length variability 
that matches the population that can drive the Honda Civic, i.e . 5th%ile 
Japanese female to 99th%ile Dutch male. Four males and four females were 
included in the user trial , with an age range of 22 years old to 52 years old . 
The table below shows the percenti le of hand length for each of the selected 
participants. The data collected from the males was compared to hand data 
for the Dutch population, the female data was compared to Japanese female 
hand length data in order to reflect the previously defined population range 
that can drive the Honda Civic. 
Hand 
Participant length 
number %ile 
Male .. 
1 ... 
2 ... 
3 ... 
4 .... 
Female .. .. . 
1 .... 
2 ... 
3 
--4 
--Table 5.1: The hand size each participant that was selected for the array sizing trial 
Of the 20 available participants screened for hand measurements the best 
range of hand measurements available were those shown in the Table 5.1. 
The difference in hand length between largest hand used (9ih%ile Dutch 
hand length) and the ideal 99th%ile Dutch hand length is 7mm. The difference 
between the smallest hand used (8th%ile Japanese female) and the ideal 
5th%ile hand length is 2mm. These differences were not seen as significant 
based upon the relaxed hand posture that was used in the SAMMIE test, i.e . it 
was presumed that the differences in hand length between the ideal 5th%ile 
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Japanese female to 99th%ile Dutch male and the hand lengths shown by the 
sample could be easily accommodated with a small change in hand posture. 
5.4.3 Methodology 
The methodology was designed to examine the size of the hand rest and the 
size of the control layouts independently. It was considered important to use a 
task based methodology that required the users to understand the function of 
each button to keep the study as realistic as possible . The participants were 
initially shown the poster in Figure 5.21 and the functional groups were 
explained in terms of function of operation. 
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Navigation 
Voice Volume 
Map 
zoom In/ Out 
Skip Forward/Back 
(CD track and Radio) 
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Skip within track 
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New Route 
Map screen/ 
Directions screen 
On/Off 
Figure 5.21: The poster used to demonstrate the BIONIC functions to the participants 
The participants were then asked to locate the palm of the left hand on the 
integrated hand rest and were given instructions to locate and press the 
buttons associated with five tasks per array. The five tasks that were 
performed for each array can be seen in table 5.2. The left hand was used by 
all participants to reflect the useable space that was found in the SAMMIE 
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analysis of the Honda Civic interior. Figure 5.22 shows the three sizes of each 
array ready for the user trial. 
Ice array HVAC array SATNAVarray 
On/off ACon Address book 
Volume Increase Temp Stored destination 1 
Rad io Preset 2 Ai rflow face Map view 
CD mode Rear screen heating Zoom Map 
Skip tra ck Airflow windscreen Navigation view 
Table 5.2. The tasks performed dUring array size assessment user trials 
Subjects were then asked to rank the three array sizes in terms of their 
preferred size of hand rest and the preferred size of the control mounting 
area. 
Figure 5.22: Each of three arrays in three different sizes 
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Figure 5.23. A male subject interacting with the arrays at a 75% scale and 100% scale 
Each participant was then asked to explore the non-visual use of the array 
designs, by attempting to access each control without using vision . User 
comments were recorded during the testing and photographs were taken to 
illustrate the comments made by the participants as shown in figure 5.23. 
5.4.4 Results 
The following tables show the ranked order of preference for the hand rest 
size and array size with the most preferred having a table entry of 1 and the 
least preferred having a table entry of 3. 
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Table 5.4 . The tasks performed during the user trials 
The most preferred array size was the smallest array in terms of control size , 
and the middle array in terms of hand rest size with all participants ranking 
these sizes as either 1st or 2nd favourite. All participants stated that they felt 
that they could also use a control array at the middle and smallest size 
comfortably. The user trial also provided some useful design information . The 
points highlighted by the participants are listed below; 
1. The divider that should allow the user to locate preset 2 and 5 on the 
ICE and SATNAV arrays is too small and needs to be made more 
obvious 
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2. Vision to the Zoom out button could be blocked by the hand rest 
depending upon the viewing angle 
3. More than half of the participants were not happy using their thumb for 
control interactions on the surface to the right of the array. Interacting 
with this area using the index or middle finger provided no problems for 
users. 
5.4.5 Conclusions 
The user trials successfully identified a suitable size for the functional arrays , 
and provided some suggestions for the design of the tactile discrimination 
within the arrays. The next stage of the design process attempted to define a 
mounting structure that allowed reach and vision to the control surfaces within 
the limited reachable space available in the 2001 Honda Civic. 
5.5 The design of the mounting structure to hold the three 
functional arrays 
The design of the mounting structure for the three arrays was aided using the 
SAMMIE human modelling system discussed previously. The CAD data for 
the three arrays were imported into the SAMMIE system as shown in Figure 
5.24. The imported CAD models of the arrays allowed an exploration of 
orientations and positions of the arrays within the reachable and viewable 
location defined in section 4.4.4.3. 
5.5.1 The rearmost viewable and reachable position as defined in 
chapter 4 
By simply placing each of the arrays in a horizontal line (see figure 5.24) the 
rearmost point of the three arrays is 378mm. This is in excess of the 340mm 
limit that was set. it was determined that the array orientation shown in figure 
5.24 would also result in inadvertent operation of controls on the array rear to 
the one being used , e.g. the preset buttons of the SATNAV array could be 
accidentally depressed when using the HVAC array. 
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5.24. The rearmost viewable and reachable position as defined in chapter 5, being exceeded 
by a straight line orientation of the three arrays 
The layout was experimented with by slightly overlapping the arrays, with the 
ICE array higher than the HVAC array and the HVAC array higher than the 
SATNAV array. This allowed the three arrays to be contained within the 
340mm fore aft constraint, and allowed the use of the HCRP portion of the 
array without inadvertent operation of controls on the array to the rear of the 
one being interacted with. See figure 5.25 which shows that all three arrays 
were within the volume defined in section 4.4.4.3. i.e. below base of the gear 
stick, within the 340mm rearwards position , and between the two seats . 
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340mm 
5.25. The orientation of the three arrays that fits within the defined 340mm rearwards limit, 
and does not allow inadvertent operation of controls 
An examination of the wrist angles exhibited by users in this configuration 
caused concern . The wrist posture adopted by the 5th%ile Japanese female 
when reaching to the rearmost control array was shown to be uncomfortable 
by five degrees of wrist extension. It was discovered that by angling the HVAC 
and SATNAV arrays away from the user, that the wrist angle adopted when 
reaching to the controls of the rearmost array could be improved, allowing 
comfortable use for the 5th%ile Japanese female. Figure 5.26 shows the final 
configuration of the three arrays , with a mounting structure that supported this 
position. Figure 5.27 shows the improvement in wrist posture that is provided 
by angling the arrays . 
5.26. The orientation that allows a comfortable wrist posture for the 5th%ile Japanese female 
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5.27. The improvement in wrist angle that is allowed by angling the arrays (top image, flat 
arrays. Bottom image, angled arrays) 
In order to verify the suitability of the final design in terms of reach and vision 
an assessment was performed in the SAMMIE system using the extremes of 
population size for which the vehicle was designed (5th%ile Japanese female 
to 95th%ile US male). 
5.28. A reach test to determine the suitability of the angled design for the full range of users in 
the Honda Civic (left column, the 51h%ile Japanese female, the right column the 95thUS male) 
Figure 5.28 shows the reach test being performed for all of the arrays by the 
largest and smallest human model. All postures where within comfortable joint 
constraint values. Figure 5.29 shows the visibility of the arrays for the 
Japanese female with 5th%ile stature. The arrays were viewable by this 
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human model using a combination of head , neck and eye movement all within 
comfortable limits. 
Figure 5.29: The visibility of the PTI for the 5th%ile Japanese female human model usi ng a 
combination of comfortable head, neck and eye movement 
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Figure 5.30 shows that the 99th%ile Dutch male could also comfortably view 
the arrays. 
5.30. The visibility of the PTI for the 99th%ile Dutch male human model using a combination of 
comfortable head, neck and eye movement 
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5.5.2 Summary 
The SAMMIE human modelling system was used to define a reachable and 
viewable volume of space within which the PTI should be mounted in Chapter 
4. The selected PTI array designs were imported into the SAMMIE system 
and were orientated within the reachable and viewable space. An iterative 
design process was used, with various array placements being tested for 
postural implications. This resulted in an orientation of the three arrays that 
was reachable and viewable by 5th%ile Japanese female, and 99th%ile Dutch 
male human models. As with any human modelling CAD assessment, it was 
deemed necessary to test the design with a physical mock-up in a user trial. 
The next section reports the testing of the interface design in a driving 
simulator. 
5.6 Evaluation of the prototype design using a driving 
simulator 
5.6.1 Introduction 
The following study describes the testing of a physical prototype of the PTI 
using a driving simulator, in order to examine reach and vision to the arrays 
and to test the symbolic array layouts. The primary aim of the simulator study 
was to compare the glance durations fostered by the prototype tactile 
interface controls, to the glance durations that have been reported in the 
literature for the same tasks. See table 5.5. 
Task 
Turn on radio 
Fan speed 
Defrost 
Zoom 
Preset station 
Change temperature 
Table 5.5. The mp,"n/rnprli~n mallce 
: .. 
· .: 
• 
.. 
• 
· . 
;;;Sfuund~~~~iUdiesfurtasks included in 
the PTI 
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The mean/median glance duration data from the literature review were 
therefore used as a mechanism to test the ability of the prototype tactile 
interface layout to convey function to the user. It was hypothesised that if the 
median glance duration for the PTI controls was within the range of glance 
durations shown in table 3.1, then the control would be no more dangerous 
than those fostered by existing controls a nd displays. If any of the controls 
require the user to employ larger glance durations than are shown in table 
3.1, these controls, and the layout of the controls should be redesigned . The 
testing of the prototype tactile interface controls was performed with a 
physical mock-up of the interface that was produced using rapid prototyping 
techniques. In order to give a realistic task for subjects to perform whilst 
interacting with the controls, a driving simulator was employed. The following 
sections describe the sample of participants, methodology, analysis 
techniques and results from the simulator study. 
5.6.2 Sample 
Ten participants were selected to take part in the study, with equal numbers of 
males and females. It was specified that none of the subjects should have had 
previous exposure to the PTI design to prevent any previous 
conceptualisation of the interface supporting the control interactions during 
the study. The sample is illustrated in Table 5.6. 
simulator stud y 
The mean age of the male participants was 39.4 years, and the mean age of 
the female participants was 31.8. All participants had held a full UK driving 
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licence for at least two years. It would have been preferable to use some older 
drivers in the study, with the project aim to account for the effects of age in the 
design process, however, increasing time pressure on the project at this 
stage, forced the search for older participants to be stopped and the trials 
started with the available sample. 
5.6.3 Methodology 
The method involved producing a physical mock-up of the PTI. The low level 
of modality of the PTI, with a button for each function , allowed for an 
assessment on the basis of the glances needed to locate and operate each 
control. All of the controls had a simple on/off function with one depression 
accessing the desired function . In order to assess glance duration the 
following variables needed to be explored and defined ; 
• The production of the PTI interface mock-up 
• The driving task to be performed 
• The method for the capture of glance durations 
• The method for the analysis of the glance duration data 
• The data that the BIOINC glance durations would be compared to 
• The experimental design 
5.6.4 The production of the BIONIC interface mock-up 
The production of the PTI mock-up for the simu lator tria ls raised a number of 
design decisions. The aims of the simulator study helped in the specification 
of the mock-up design. The aims of the simulator study were to examine the 
layout of the PTI interface in terms of the glance durations that were elicited 
from control interactions. It was assumed that the longer the glance duration, 
the less well that a label , button shape and layout had conveyed the function 
of each control. It was inferred from this that the interface should look as 
much like a final product as possible, with suitable surface finish , colour and 
labelling . This would allow the participant in the simulator trial to get all of the 
benefits of the symbolic array design. It was also deemed necessary to give 
some form of feedback that allowed the participant to know that they had used 
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a control. To this end, the copper diaphragms that are found in small electrical 
switches were placed under each of the BIONIC controls. When the copper 
diaphragms were combined with small pieces of foam, the buttons on the 
prototype would click when they were pressed, providing both tactile and 
auditory confirmation that a control had been activated. 
The rapid prototyped parts that were received needed to be sanded, primed 
and painted before the labels could be applied. The colour scheme chosen for 
the controls and mounting structure was design to provide high contrast, 
whilst also highlighting the interaction points. The labels used on or around 
each button were based upon the ISO standard in car control symbols where 
they existed. If no symbol was available English words were used to label the 
buttons. Figure 5.32 shows the labels that were applied in detail. 
Figure 5.31 shows mounting structure that was designed to hold the arrays in 
the defined location. The mounting structure was designed to support the 
arrays in the correct location when placed on the floor of the Honda Civic. The 
arrays were located within the driving simulator rig to replicate this location in 
relation to the seat position . 
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Figure 5.31 The PTI that was used during the simulator study, manufactured using SLA rapid 
prototyping technology, with tactile feedback for button depression detection 
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Table 5.32 A detail view of each PTI array, and the copper diaphragms used to create 
feedback to the user 
5.6.5 The driving simulator route and task for determining driver 
attention 
The simulator used for the study was the STISIM driving simulator. The 
STISIM simulator allows the user to design driving environments that can 
apply different workloads on the driver. Variables such as road curvature , 
road layout, traffic density, traffic light status, and the timing of pedestrians 
walking onto the street can be defined by the experimenter. The system also 
allows for the collection of data including the velocity of the car and the road 
position of the car, allowing the detection of lane departures that indicate 
excessive glance durations. After consultation with an expert in the field of 
driving simulator use (Or. Gary Burnett, Nottingham University UK) it was 
decided to provide a level of road curvature that would not demand too much 
of the drivers attention . The literature has indicated that drivers will not 
generally interact with secondary controls under certain driving conditions, for 
example, steering through a curve in the road , or heavy traffic conditions 
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(Green 1999). This emphasises the need to design suitable driving conditions 
into the simulator. Also, a vehicle following task was introduced . This involved 
programming a white van that drove in front of the subject's vehicle during the 
simulation . This white van varied its speed, forcing the participant to change 
speed in order to maintain a safe gap. These tasks were considered suitably 
demanding by Dr. Burnett and by comparison to the literature (e.g . Tijerina, 
Parmer and Goodman, 1998). The route driven in the simulator was series of 
long winding curves joined by straight sections of road . The route required the 
user to pay attention to the road ahead in order to avoid leaving the assigned 
lane on the road . 
5.6.6 The method for the capture and analysis of the glance duration 
data 
Section 2.2.3.2 in the literature review discusses the methods for capturing 
glance durations in user trials. In the absence of an eye tracking system the 
alternative glance duration capture technique was the use of a video camera 
with post processing of the footage to extract glance durations. Figures 5.33 
and 5.34 show the experimental setup that was used in the simulator study. A 
mirror was placed in a location that allowed the face and eyes to be clearly 
seen from the camera location. This allowed the video camera to also record 
the interactions with the controls and the view of the road shown on the 
screen of the driving simulator. The author would confirm that the correct 
control was being accessed during a task using the recording script that was 
also used to structure the assessment in terms of task order. 
The glance duration video was digitised and processed in the video editing 
software Adobe Premiere. This software allowed a frame by frame analysis of 
the glance duration data, allowing each second of video to be split into 25 
frames, allowing a resolution 1/251h of a second. The glance duration, or eyes-
off-road time, was calculated by recording the frame number at the very start 
of the glance (when the eyeball moves away from viewing the road) to the 
very end of the glance (when the eyeball returns to forward viewing of the 
road).The glance durations were captured and processed with start and end 
points and these were used to determine the duration of each glance. The 
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task being performed for each glance was also recorded . See section 6.4 for 
a detailed description of the data capture and analysis process. The data was 
then processed to give median glance durations which were compared to 
those found in the literature. The median (central value) of glance duration 
was used as opposed to the mean. The use of mean values in statistical 
testing of significant difference relies upon the assumption of a non-skewed 
'Normal' distribution of the data (i.e. parametric data). This cannot be 
assumed for glance durations from a relatively small sample of 10 people. In 
addition , a 'Normal' distribution cannot be assumed for all data collected from 
a large sample of people. For example, if a study was performed in which the 
glance durations for a control selection task were gathered from thousands of 
people, there could be a skew of the data, with more people exhibiting longer 
or shorter glance durations than the mean. In this case parametric statistics 
would not be appropriate. This resulted in the use of the median glance 
duration, a measure that does not rely upon parametric assumptions, and the 
use of non-parametric statistical testing using the Wilcoxon signed ranked 
test. 
Mirror to capture 
Eye movements 
Simulator screen BIONIC Arrays Video Camera 
Figure 5.33. The simulator experimental setup using a mirror to capture glance durations 
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The video recording of the on screen activity allowed the author to determine 
if any of the participants accidentally crossed the lane markers on the 
simulated road. The time frame of any lane exceedances would be identified 
and the position of the participant at this point in the trial would be compared 
to the data produced by the simulator software that relates to road position. 
Figure 5.34. The simu lator experimental setup using a mirror to capture glance durations 
5.6.7 Experimental design 
The simulator study started with an explanation of the purpose of the 
experiment. The participants were not told that the PTI design attempts to 
encourage non-visual use. The experiment was divided into three distinct 
parts which were run concurrently over the period of 45 minutes. 
5.6.7.1 Part 1: Guess-ability 
The aim of the guess-ability section was to determine how well the PTI control 
layout conveyed the various functions. To this end, the participants were 
asked to sit in the driving simulator seat, with the simulator not running . They 
were then given verbal instructions to perform all tasks that were associated 
with the array controls. This was done using goal driven phrases such as 
"which control would you use to zoom in on the map?" and " Which control 
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would you use to increase the fan speed?" This was seen as analogous to the 
first contact situation where the user needs to perform a set of tasks with an 
unfamiliar interface design as outlined in the scenarios in section 4.5. Any 
errors made by the participants were corrected , i.e . they would be told where 
the correct control was. This process generally took around 15 minutes. The 
order of presentation of the tasks was randomised for each of the three parts 
of the study design in order to account for order effects. 
5.6.7.2 Part 2: Simulator run with vision 
The second part of the study looked at the glance durations that were 
produced when the subject performed the driving task. The participants were 
told to keep a safe distance from the white van that was in front of them at the 
start of the simulator run . They were also told not to overtake the van. The 
participants were then asked to perform tasks that were associated with all of 
the controls. 
5.6.7.3 Part 3: Simulator run without vision 
The third part of the study looked at the success rates for control interaction 
without vision . The simulator run was the same as that performed in part 2, 
except that vision of the controls was blocked using a dividing wall as shown 
in Figure 5.35. This was done to explore if the tactile coding and symbolic 
layout can combine to allow non-visual use after a short period of exposure to 
the PT!. 
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Figure 5.35. The panel used to obscure the controls from the participants 
5.6.8 Summary 
Section 4.4.4.3 specified metrics for recommended glance durations. The 
experimental method for the simulator study allows the number and duration 
of glances that are fostered by the PTI to be captured and analysed . These 
results were compared to the recommended glance duration limits. 
5.7 Results for Part 1: Guess-ability 
The guess-ability results were processed to determine the percentage of the 
21 tasks that were performed successfully by each participant. The graph 
below shows the percentage of correct control identifications for each subject 
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The percentage of correct control identifications made in Part 1: 
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Figure 5.36. The percentage of correct control identifications made by each participant during 
the 'Guess-ability' stage 
Three participants (numbers 2, 6 and 7) correctly identified all of the controls 
that were associated with the given tasks. Of the remainder five participants 
correctly identified the control in 19 of the 21 tasks (numbers 1, 4, 5, 8,10). 
The lowest accuracy was shown for participants 3 and 9 with 18 and 17 
correct control identifications respective ly. 
5.8 Results for Part 2: Simulator run with vision 
The results from the glance data analysis show how the glance durations 
elicited from the PTI compare to the glance duration values fou nd in the 
literature. The initial analysis looked for median glance durations above 1.58 
seconds for each task, as discussed in section 2.2.4. The Figure 5.37 shows 
the median glance durations for all of the PTI tasks. The only function which 
produced median glance durations above 1.58 seconds was Radio Mode. 
Therefore , on the basis of median glance duration, all but one of the control 
designs were within glance duration limits. 
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Figure 5.37 The median glance durations for each PTI task. The 1.58 second threshold is 
identified by the red line 
Table 5.7 shows the median values for glance durations elicited by all tasks in 
each functiona l group. Based upon this the SATNAV array elicited the 
shortest glance durations, and the HVAC array elicited the longest. 
HVAC SATNAV ICE 
Median glance durations ____ _ 
Table 5.7 The median of median glance durations for each array of the PTI 
The results in table 5.7 were all below the 1.58 second threshold , however it 
was decided to examine which controls elicited the largest single glance 
durations in order to explore control design refinements. Table 5.6 shows the 
median, maximum and minimum glance durations for each task. The majority 
of the tasks elicited at least one glance duration that was beyond the 1.58 
second threshold (one instance during the testing where a glance was above 
the defined threshold). 
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0.96 10% 
0.8 10% 
0.92 0 
1.08 30% 
0.88 30% 
0.92 
1 10% 
0.56 10% 
0.92 0 
1 0 
0.84 0 
0.96 0 
1 
1.1 0 
Table 5.8 The Median, Maximum and minimum glance durations, and the percentage of non 
visual interactions that were performed for each task 
Each participant was asked to suggest any possible improvements to the 
design , and a number of these comments related to the functionality that 
exceeded the 1.58 second threshold . The majority of the comments made 
referred to the size of the text on the CD, RADIO, NEW DEST, ZOOM, MAP , 
and NAV buttons. Nine participants reported that the text was too small to 
read . This could account for the relatively lengthy single glances. Six 
participants mentioned the layouts of the MAP, NAV, ZOOM +, ZOOM -
functions , were difficult to remember, and that the ZOOM out button was 
blocked from view by the hand rest in the SATNAV array. The other relatively 
high glance duration that matched comments made by the participants was 
the use of the on/off switches on each pod . It was suggested that these could 
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"stand out" more by three participants . Three participants also said that they 
would expect to activate this control inadvertently in its current location. 
The percentage of correct control identifications made in Part 2: 
Simulator run with vision 
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Figure 5.38. The percentage of correct control identifications made by each participant during 
the simulator run with vision stage 
Figure 5.38 shows the percentage of correct control identifications made by 
each participant during the simulator run with vision . 96% of all tasks given 
were performed successfully. 
Table 5.9 shows a comparison between the median glance duration data 
found in the study, and those reported in the literature for the same task . Only 
one task was found to elicit longer median glance durations than those found 
in the literature. The zoom task was associated with difficulty of reading the 
button labels as discussed. 
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Pll 
1.12 Below 
1.32 Below 
Table 5.9 A comparison between the mean/median glance durations found in the literature 
compared to the median glance durations of the PTI 
The raw glance data that was collected for the simulator run with vision can 
be seen in Appendix 3. 
5.9 Part 3: Simulator run without vision 
Figure 5.39 shows the percentage of correct control identifications in the final 
simulator run, without vision (the PTI arrays where blocked from view during 
the final run) . 92% of the controls were identified correctly in this condition 
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Figure 5.39. The percentage of correct control identifications made by each participant during 
the simulator run with vision stage 
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Error types for the non visua l condition 
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Figure 5.40 The percentage of correct control identifications made by each participant during 
the simulator run with vision stage 
The errors that were made during the simulator run without vision are 
categorised in Figure 5.40. The majority of errors were made in the selection 
of radio presets, which matched the comments made by participants 
regarding the size of the dividers between the presets being too small. Other 
errors involved the users accessing a control next to the correct control (4 
instances) , the correct location in the wrong array (3 instances) , mixing up 
cd/radio or map/nav (2 instances), and mixing up of the preset 6 and 
radio/new route buttons (1 instance) . 
5.1 0 Discussion 
The simulator study has successfully verified that the PTI does not foster 
median glance durations that exceed those for common control and display 
interactions. The median glance durations that were found for each functional 
group were less than the 1.58 second threshold . The median glance duration 
for the HVAC, SATNAV and ICE arrays were 80%, 68% and 75% of the 1.58 
second threshold respectively. Perhaps the most significant result of the 
simulator study was the percentage of control interactions that were 
performed without the need to look at the arrays . Of the 21 tasks that were 
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performed 10 were completed without the need to look at the control by a 
least one participant. When performing the simulator run with vision the 
participants would have had around 15 minutes of exposure to the PTI design. 
The most successful control designs (fan speed , volume and navigation voice 
volume) allowed 30-40% of the participants to use the controls without taking 
their eyes off the road . It was not anticipated that users would engage with the 
tactile coding to this extent during a user trial of this duration. This was 
therefore seen as a positive result. The simulator study has also highlighted 
areas for improvement in the design of specific controls layouts. The errors 
that occurred in the trial have indicated that the subdivision of the preset 
buttons on the ICE and SATNAV arrays needed improvement, that labelling of 
the controls needed to be improved by increasing the size of the text used, 
and that the preset button number 6 was too close to the adjacent control on 
the ICE and SATNAV arrays . These issues are addressed in the following 
section . 
The simulator trial required the users to identify and depress the control that is 
associated with a specific function . Whilst useful in terms of checking the 
layout of the controls and confirming that tactile coding is useful , the study did 
not simulate real control interactions such as changing the volume, CD track 
number or airflow setting where feedback from the system is required to 
complete the task. The following section describes the design and build of the 
final PTI which was a working prototype. 
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5.11 Final prototype preparation and software design 
The aim of the final study that is described in the next chapter was to compare 
the PTI design to a baseline system to ascertain if a reduction of 'eyes-off-
road ' time can been achieved. This involved creating a working version of the 
PTI that could be integrated into the interior of the Honda Civic, whilst also 
hiding the OEM HVAC and ICE controls. The plan for the final study required 
a prototype design that operated with a high level of fidelity to allow a valid 
comparison with the base line system. The baseline system contained the 
standard HVAC controls in a Honda Civic and a combined ICE and SATNAV 
unit provided by Visteon (the Visteon VNR 9600) . The remainder of this 
chapter describes the design changes that were made to the PTI on the basis 
of the simulator study results and the requirements for working prototype 
design. 
5.11.1 Methodology 
A methodology was developed for the production of the working PTI through 
consultation with research staff at Visteon , a project partner, and experts in 
the design of prototype test rigs. This involved producing a printed circuit 
board (PC B) for each functional array. Switches were mounted on the PCBs 
that matched the positions of the switches in the PTI that was used in the 
simulator study. These switches were then connected to a data logger which 
provided an input to a laptop computer. This computer read the signals from 
the data logger and displayed feedback to the user. The software that 
controlled this process was an in-car development tool called Altia . This 
system allows a large number of switches to be linked to the computer, with 
the software recognising that a switch has been activated , and displaying 
appropriate visual or auditory feedback. This process allows hi fidelity 
simulation of a product's software interface to be simulated. 
5.11.2 The development of the PTI hardware 
The production of the parts for the working prototype required a high degree 
of accuracy to allow the PCBs, switches, switch caps and the mounting 
surface to interact correctly and not cause switches to jam. The CAD software 
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used to create the PTI that was tested in the driving simulator study was 
Newtek Lightwave, a piece of CAD software aimed at the production of 
realistic visual images of products. The level of control available within the 
modelling tools of Lightwave were not seen as suitable for the production of 
accurate parts that were to be rapid prototyped. Thus, the entire model of the 
PTI, including PCSs and wiring was re-modelled in the CAD package Pro 
Engineer Wildfire 2. This parametric CAD software allows for the fine control 
of the parts that are produced and allows the user to build 'assemblies' 
containing the separate parts that make a whole product. This supports the 
production of parts that interact correctly when manufactured . The system can 
then output these files in a format that can be manufactured using rapid 
prototyping technology. 
The main design challenges that the final prototype design presented were; 
• The need to design a structure that replicated the spatial constraints 
and array orientations of PTI version one, but also incorporating PCSs 
with working electronic switches that interacted with the switch caps 
• The need to produce working array bezels that are able to convert the 
bezel rotation into the rotation of a variable resistor that controls fan 
speed 
The complete remodel of the PTI in Pro Engineer initially involved the design 
of the PCS. In order to be consistent with the first PTI prototype, dimensions 
were taken for the location of each button centre . These button centres were 
then rebuilt in Pro Engineer to allow the switches to be placed on the PCS. 
The PCS model in Pro Engineer included accurate models of the switches 
that were identified for use in the design. This then set the constraint for the 
height of the portion of the switch cap that located onto the switch . This kind 
of logical progression allowed the design to be created in a way that allowed 
the PC Ss to be enclosed by a structure that exhibits the desired attributes of 
the first prototype. 
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Creating a mechanism that converts rotation of the bezels that control volume 
and fan speed, into rotation of a variable resistor was a challenge . The 
mechanism that was designed used a gear on the base of the bezel that 
turned cogs which then directly drove the rotary variable resistor on the PCB. 
Figure 5.41 shows the structure of the PTI. Figure 5.42 shows the gearing 
used to convert the 90 degree rotation of the bezel into the required 320 
degree rotation of the variable resistor. 
Figure 5.4 1: A view of the PTI parts produced in Pro Engineer 
Figure 5.43 shows the shows an exploded view of an array with the surface 
upon which the bezel rotates highlighted in red . At this stage in the design 
process the CAD data for the parts of the final PTI were sent away to be rapid 
prototyped and the PCBs were built by the author. This was followed by the 
receipt of ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) parts that were moulded from 
the rapid prototype parts. ABS is a thermoplastic that is used in the production 
of car interior components and therefore displays properties that are suitable 
for the intended environment. These parts were refined , painted and labelled 
by the author. The PTI was then assembled with the PCBs. 
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Array cap 
Rotary bezel 
Gears 
Potentiometer 
Switch cap~=~~~1:~~!~~;~~~;5~~ 
Figure 5.42: A view of the bezel interaction with the cogs that drive the potentiometer 
Figure 5.43: An exploded view with the surface upon which the bezel rotates highlighted in 
red 
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5.11.3 The PTI redesign based upon the simulator study results 
Figure 5.44 shows the general design changes that were applied to each 
array. The changes that were identified in the simulator study were defined as 
follows; 
• Improve the tactile markers that allow the Radio and Navigation preset 
buttons to be identified 
• Rearrange the control layout to improve separation between preset 
button number 6 and the Radio button on the ICE array, and new 
destination button on the SATNAVarray 
• Change the position of the on/off button on the SATNAV and ICE 
arrays, and the AC button to avoid inadvertent operation 
• Increase the size of text that is used on the arrays 
• Hand rest size needed to be increased to match that of the medium 
sized array as described in section 5.54 
The layout of the preset buttons on the IC E and SATNAV arrays was 
improved by grouping the 6 preset buttons into three groups of 2 and adding a 
5mm high divider between these groups of two. It was anticipated that the 
location of divider (left of centre, centre and right of centre) would aid the 
identification of each group of 2 presets . The issue of the proximity of the 6th 
preset button and the control in the array designed for thumb use or 'thumb 
array' was solved by lowering the thumb array providing a separate mounting 
surface. A wider and deeper divider was also placed between the CD and 
Radio buttons on the ICE array, and the new route, stored route buttons on 
the SATNAV array. The issue of inadvertent operation of the power and AC 
buttons was addressed by moving the controls more rearwards on the thumb 
array. The issue of small text size was addressed by reducing the length of 
words and increasing the text size to match standard viewing distance 
recommendations as shown in Sanders and McCormick (1996). Finally, the 
hand rest size was increased to match that of the medium sized array as 
discussed in section 5.54. This increased the height of the uppermost part of 
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the hand rest above the control mounting surface, and increases the breadth 
of the hand rest when compared to the original. 
The bezel 
protrudes more 
from the mounting 
surface 
A divider has 
been placed 
between each 3 
pairs of presets 
The mounting 
surface for the 
'thumb array' has 
been lowered to 
avoid inadvertent 
operation 
The power button 
has been re 
located to allow 
for improved use 
by the thumb 
Figure 5.44. The design changes that were applied to all of the PTI arrays 
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5.11.3.1 Design changes for the HVAC array 
The design issues identified for the HVAC array were as follows; 
• The AC button needed to be differentiated from the power button found 
on the other two arrays 
• The use of up/down button for temperature was not liked by the 
simulator study participants 
• Participants in the simulator study were unsure how they would know 
that the re-circulate, rear screen heating, and Auto options were 
activated 
The AC button was made larger as is shown in figure 5.45. This was done to 
help in the differentiation between the control arrays . It was presumed that 
during the initial contract with the array users would need support in the tactile 
differentiation between the arrays . By increasing the size of the AC button, 
and changing the temperature control to a rotary dial the HVAC array would 
provide a different tactile experience than the other two arrays . This also led 
to the placement of the HVAC array between the other two other arrays on the 
mounting structure. The use of the rotary control for temperature selection 
was suggested by the participants , and better matched the stereotypes that 
are prevalent in the literature. 
The re-circulate air, auto and rear screen heating options were assigned to 
latch down switches in the array design. The aim was to indicate the on/off 
status of the switch using the change in height of the switch between the on 
and off positions compared to the surrounding surface. The curved nature of 
the surrounding surface made this difficult. The final design included a collar 
that protruded from the mounting surface that followed the shape of the three 
buttons. In this way, the user would feel the edge of the collar when the switch 
is in the on position , and the button surface when the switch is in the off 
position . 
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A collar was 
placed around the 
RECIRC, AUTO, 
and REAR demist 
controls to aid 
state identification 
The AC on button 
was made larger 
to aid 
differentiation 
between arrays 
Selection of 
temperature was 
changed to a 
rotary selector to 
aid differentiation 
between arrays 
Figure 5.45. The design changes that were applied to the HVAC array 
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5.11.3.2 Design changes for the SATNAV array 
The design issues identified for the SATNAV array were as follows; 
• Three participants in the simulator study thought that zoom out button 
on the SATNAV array was hidden by the hand rest 
• The system required a method that allows interaction with options such 
as destination selection 
The two issues noted above combined to suggest a redesign of the of the 
panel inside of the bezel in the SATNAV array. The zoom out button was 
removed from the location and combined with the zoom in button on the right 
hand side of the array. The map button was then moved to the right of centre 
location at the top of the array as shown in Figure 5.39. This placed all of the 
controls associated with maps on the right hand side of the array. The 
opposite side of the array contains controls that were used to interact with the 
navigation system whilst the vehicle is stationary only. The operation of these 
controls is described in section 5.13.5. In addition to this a further control was 
added to the SATNAV array . A control that is used to repeat the active 
navigation voice instruction was placed at the front edge of the thumb array. 
This feature had been noted as useful during a meeting with the Honda R&D 
team. Figure 5.46 shows these changes to the SATNAV array. 
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The need for 
accept and cancel 
buttons was 
identified in the 
software design 
process 
Navigation 
controls were 
located on the left 
of the centra l 
area, map 
controls to the 
right 
The area behind 
the HCRP section 
was cleared of 
controls as per 
comments made 
by participants 
A button was 
added that 
allowed the active 
navigation voice 
command to be 
repeated 
Figure 5.46. The design changes that were applied to the SATNAV array 
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5.11.3.3 Design changes for the ICE array 
The design issues identified for the ICE array were as follows; 
• The need to add a control to allow the selection of sound options for 
use whilst the vehicle is stationary was noted 
• Four participants in the simulator study mentioned that they would 
prefer the skip track and skip within track buttons to be combined 
The two issues above were addressed by removing the skip within tracks, and 
changing the operation of the skip track button. When this button was 
depressed and held the system would skip within the CD track, if the button 
was depressed and released the system would skip the track. This model is 
prevalent in the design of in-car radios. In place of the skip within track 
buttons, an extra push button was added that allowed the user to access the 
functions as described in section 5.13.4. Figure 5.47 show the changes to the 
ICE array. 
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The software 
design process 
identified the 
need for a button 
to allow access to 
the options 
screens 
The skip within 
buttons were 
combined into the 
skip track button. 
(holding down 
skips within) 
Figure 5.47 . The design changes that were applied to all of the PTI arrays 
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5.11.4 CAD visualisations and photographs of the final 
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Figure 5.49. CAD renderings of the final PTI produced before rapid prototyping. Transparency 
has been applied to the array surrounds to allow a view of the internal structure in the bottom 
image 
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Printed Circuit 
Board 
Gear connected to 
the rotary encoder 
for fan speed 
Teeth on the 
bezel that drive 
the gears 
Switch under the 
button cap 
Figure 5.50. CAD renderings of PTI design features. Transparency has been applied to the 
array surrounds to allow a view of the internal structure 
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Figure 5.51 . Assembly of the prototype parts (top four images). The final PTI interface in the 
2001 Honda Civic, a full working prototype manufactured using rapid prototype technology 
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5.12 Software design 
5.12.1 Introduction 
The software was produced by the Visteon software team who required an 
exact specification of how the software would operate, including the pre-
production of all graphics. The software design produced was communicated 
to the Visteon software team using a PowerPoint presentation. This 
presentation started with an image showing the three arrays in plan view, with 
hyperlinks over each button in the image. When the user clicked on the 
hyperlink associated with a specific button the slide show would display an 
image showing the effect of that button push in the software. 
Figure 5.52. The final PTI software runn ing on a 10 inch screen with a custom screen 
surround 
The result was a piece of software that when used in conjunction with the PTI , 
and a dash mounted screen. provided a realistic experience for participants. 
with built in radio and CD content, and the direct control of HVAC functions . 
The screen surround was produced in Pro Engineer by the author and then 
rapid prototyped. It covered all of the existing baseline HVAC controls . The 
following section describes the design of the graphics and the software 
structure. 
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5.12.2 On screen graphics for the software interface 
The primary aim for the software and screen was to provide navigation 
instructions to the user through the use of maps and turn by turn arrows. It 
was also anticipated that providing simple on screen feedback, that confirmed 
that a task had been completed would support users in the non-visual use of 
the PTI. As discussed in the previous chapter it was expected that the full 
benefit of the tactile coding would be achieved when the user had become 
fully acclimatised to the interface. In order to support this, it was decided that 
the software layout should follow the models used in the design of the PTI 
arrays, to further emphasise the symbolic image required to allow non-visual 
interaction. The software was designed with a main screen for each PTI array, 
and sub screens associated with sound options or navigation based tasks . 
The low level of modality shown in the physical PTI interface was therefore 
reflected in the software. Figure 5.53 shows the screens associated with each 
PTI array . 
........ -
Presets 
I I 
Figure 5.53. The HVAC PTI array and the associated software screen 
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The software incorporates a 'hot screen' for each functional group down the 
left hand side of the screen as highlighted by the red dotted lines in Figure 
5.53. These display the main information that may be required regarding the 
state of each functional group at all times . For example, the hot screen 
associated with the ICE array shows the current radio station , in radio mode, 
and the current CD track when in CD mode. The hot screen associated with 
the HVAC array shows the current temperature and the state of the air 
conditioning function. The hot screen associated with the navigation array 
shows the current destination, next direction of turn and distance to turn . This 
was done to reduce the amount of screen switching that would be needed to 
gain basic information. The right hand panel of the software was designed to 
display information regarding the state of the selected functional array. The 
user would switch between the screen modes of the functional groups by 
either by using the on button of the ICE or SATNAV modes, or by depressing 
any button on the array, with the first depression performing the switch of 
screen only. The method of interaction with each screen is described in the 
following sections. 
5.12.3 HVAC screen 
CD\Radio 
-
Figure 5.54. The HVAC PTI array and the associated software screen. The coloured circles 
show the button on the array and the associated on screen display 
The screen associated with the HVAC functions is the most simple of the 
three PTI arrays. It simply mirrors the layout of the controls on the HVAC 
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array. Any control which is currently switched on is shown in orange on the 
screen . 
5.12.4 ICE screens 
Figure 5.55. The ICE PTI array and the associated software screen 
Figure 5.55 shows the layout of the ICE screen in CD mode. The presets 
shown on the array are also shown in the software. The presets are used to 
select radio stations in radio mode and to switch between disks in a 6 CD 
changer in CD mode. 
CDlRadlo 
Figure 5.56. The ICE PTI array, the screen shown on the first depression of the OPTIONS 
button 
Figure 5.56 shows the screen that is displayed when the options button is 
depressed once. This screen allows the fade and balance of the sound output 
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to be modified. The plan view image of the car, in combination with the orange 
dot, allow the user to visualise where the sound source is currenlty focused. 
The user then uses the play, stop , skip forward and skip back buttons as 
cursor controls resulting in up, down, right and left movement of the orange 
dot, respectively. 
Presets 
Figure 5.57. The screen shown on the second depression of the OPTIONS button 
Figure 5.57 shows the screen that is displayed on the second depression of 
the Options button. This screen allows for the control of Bass and Treble 
sound options. The skip forward and skip back buttons are used to vary the 
bass, and the play, stop buttons are used to vary the treble. The third 
depression of the Options button returns the main screen. 
5.12.5 Navigation screens 
IIJ Radlo 
I 
Figure 5.58. The SATNAV PTI array and the associated start screen 
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When the SATNAV system is turned on the first screen that is displayed 
shows the map. The zoom map buttons can be used to vary the map zoom 
from 4 miles to half a mile . The expected time of arrival (ETA), the distance to 
the destination and the direction of travel are shown at the bottom of the 
screen. 
21 °C ~ 
Ei8 
•• 
Navigation 
Figure 5.59. The screen shown on selection of the stored tri p button. The trip cluster is 
highlighted by the dotted red circle 
The stored trip button brings up the screen shown in Figure 5.59. The preset 
buttons are used to select from the on screen list of six previous destinations, 
in the order in which they were visited . Pressing the 'Tick' and 'Cross' buttons 
scrolls through the list of previous destinations. 
Figure 5.60. The screen shown on selection of the NAV button 
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Figure 5.60 shows the screen shown on the selection of the NAV button , 
showing direction of turn , distance to turn and the destination address. 
Figure 5.61 . The screen shown on selection of the NAV button 
Figure 5.61 shows the screen associated with the NEW TRIP button. This 
functionality was considered appropriate for use whilst the vehicle is 
stationary only. It was therefore not included in the testing performed whilst 
driving described in Chapter 7. The screen in Figure 5.53 was included to 
provide appropriate error feedback if the NEW TRIP button was depressed 
when the user was looking for the STORED TRIP button. 
The software was run as a standalone executable on a laptop computer 
powered in the vehicle . The laptop/data logger combination took the signals 
from the switches in the arrays and the correct software screen was 
displayed. This fully working software interface could be tested using the 
screen shown in Figure 5.62. This software allows the ports of the data logger 
to be checked for good connections to the switches. 
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Figure 5.62. The test mode of the PTI software. The yellow dotted line shows the section that 
is shown to the user on the in car screen 
5.12.6 Prototyping issues 
The combination of the PTI , data logger and software interpretation of the 
hardware outputs produced an undesirable effect that needed to be 
accounted for in the design of the experimentation to assess the PTI in the 
planned 'on the road ' study. This effect was produced due to scanning rate 
limitations of the data logger that was supplied for use in the project by Honda 
R&D. The data logger system scanned the outputs from the PTI every 100th of 
second to determine if a control had been activated . During initial testing it 
was found that multiple rapid depressions of a PTI button would not all be 
detected by the system. This affected the tasks that required the user to make 
multiple button depressions such as selecting a CD track, or changing the 
fade and balance of the sound output from the ICE system. In order to 
account for this it was decided that only two increments of movement would 
be required for the fade/balance task, and that only two CD tracks would be 
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required to be skipped in the CD track task. It was anticipated that th is would 
reduce the need to perform multiple rapid button depressions. 
5.13 Conclusions 
The design recommendations that were derived in the previous chapter have 
been applied to an iterative design process. This process first considered the 
layout of each functional array and then considered the specific constraints 
that were found in the Honda Civic. The combination of virtual testing in a 
CAD based human modelling package and the testing of a prototype version 
in a driving simulator have illustrated that the majority of the PTI features were 
operated as anticipated during the design process. The glance durations 
required to locate a particular control in the simulator study, were found to be 
of the same order as glance durations associated with primary control and 
display use from the literature. This gave confidence that the final PTI would 
not elicit glance durations that were longer than those performed in the normal 
operation of vehicle. It has been shown that the PTI has the potential to 
reduce eyes-oft-road time due to the number of control interactions that were 
performed without the vision at all. Other features were highlighted as being in 
need of improvement and these were addressed in the final design iteration . 
The final design iteration maintains the switch locations that were successfully 
used in the simulator, with the addition of improved labelling , a larger hand 
rest , and some minor modifications to the tactile structure . The following 
chapter describes the methodology used to assess the working prototype PTI 
in an on the road study. 
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6 Chapter 6: Final BIONIC experimental trials methodology 
6.1 Introduction 
The literature review defined the 'gold standard' of in car Human Machine Interface 
(HMI) assessments to be the use of an 'on the road ' study design, with the capture of 
the glance durations that are used for control interactions. This involves testing of the 
interface in an instrumented vehicle being driven by participants on public roads. The 
following chapter describes the implementation of such a methodology for the 
assessment of the PH 
The assessment of the PTI was performed to establish if the system was capable of 
reducing the 'eyes-off-road' time when compared to a baseline system using a 
'repeated measures' study design. The testing of the PTI was performed by 
undertaking user trials in a 2001 model Honda Civic with two separate conditions. The 
two conditions were the PTI condition, as shown in Figure 6.1, and a baseline 
condition as shown in Figure 6.2. The base line condition consisted of a Visteon 
satellite navigation system which included navigation, radio, and CD functionality, 
combined with the standard Honda Civic controls for the HVAC functionality . The PTI 
condition consisted of the hardware and software combination as defined in Chapter 
5. 
The study was designed by the author with the support of the research team. As a 
project partner the Ergonomics & Safety Research Institute (ESRI) at Loughborough 
University was tasked to perform the user testing of the PTI system following the study 
design produced by the author. The structure of the chapter is as fo llows: 
• The in car secondary tasks selected for comparison between the baseline and 
PTI systems 
• Experimental design 
• Results analysis methodology 
• User trial issues 
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Figure 6.1. The PTI experimental system in the 2001 Honda Civic 
Figure 6.2. The base line experimental system in the 2001 Honda Civic 
6.2 The in car secondary tasks selected for comparison between the baseline 
and PTI systems 
The Visteon 9000VNR combined navigation and entertainment system was provided 
by Honda R&D to act as a baseline comparison to the PTI. The device incorporates a 
4 inch screen with a combination of ded icated buttons and soft keys (buttons 
associated with on screen labels that change depending upon the settings selected). 
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A combined rotary controller and push button control is used for the volume and the 
system on/off respectively. A joystick is used to control the on screen interaction in 
combination with the soft keys. The image in figure 6.3 below shows the layout of the 
baseline device. 
Audio Preset buttons SATNAV mode for the mode selection selection selection of selection 
and of on selection of on stored rad io and map volume screen stations screen 
control options display options 
Figure 6.3. The Visteon 9000 VNR Navigation system control layout 
In order to assess the 'eyes-off-road' time of the two systems it was necessary to 
select a list of tasks that could be performed on both . An analysis was performed 
between the 9000VNR and PTI systems comparing their functions and operation from 
which a number of tasks were defined that could be completed using both systems as 
shown in table 6.1. These functions were selected for use in the 'on the road ' user 
trials. An example of this process is shown in figure 6.4 , which examines the 
interaction needed to change sound options (fade, balance, treble and bass) on both 
systems. A step by step comparison of the operations required to perform the tasks 
that are common to both systems is included in the following chapter. 
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Map 
The yellow circle indicates the button that must be depressed 
in order to access the sound options 
The yellow circle indicates the button that 
must be depressed in order to access the 
sound options 
Accessing the sound options requires one button push on both systems 
Presets 
Uti' 
The orange circles indicate the buttons that should be 
depressed to alter the Fade. The green circles indicate the 
buttons that must be depressed to alter the balance 
The fade and balance options must be 
selected by moving the joystick up and down 
OR by using the soft keys to select. The 
fade and balance is altered by moving the 
joystick to the left or right 
PTI allows direct manipulation of fade and balance at this stage. The 9000VNR requires the user to select 
variable to be changed with either the soft key or the joystick. The PTI display shows an image of the car 
view that exploits the spatial coding of the fade batance task. 
Presets 
Pressing the options button again allows the Bass and treble 
be selected. The variables are altered as above 
The Bass and treble options must be 
selected by moving the joystick up and down 
OR by using the soft keys to select. The 
Bass and Treble is altered by moving the 
joystick to the left or right 
The PTI requires the user to press the options button again to access bass and treble options. The 9000VNR 
requires the user to scroll the list of four options to access th is functionality. Both systems require one 
i 
Figure 6.4 . A comparison between the PTI and Baseline system in terms of the number of control 
interactions that are required to alter the sound options 
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Table 6.1 shows the tasks that were possible on both systems following the analysis. 
System No. Task 
ICE 1 Turn on the radio/cd player 
2 Select Radio mode 
3 Select preset radio station 
4 Increase the volume of sound 
5 Select CD mode 
6 Change the sound output to come 
from the front speakers only 
7 Increase the bass 
8 Select CD tracks 
HVAC 9 Increase fan speed 
10 Change the airflow direction 
11 Turn on the Air Conditioning 
12 Re-circulate air 
13 Rear screen demist 
NAV 14 Turn on the navigation system 
15 Select map view 
16 Zoom in on the map view 
17 Select a stored destination 
18 Return to the map screen 
19 Create a new destination 
Table 6.1; The task list selected for the user trial 
6.3 Experimental design 
The aim of the experiment was to capture the 'eyes-off-road ' time (consisting of glance 
durations and the number of glances) that are required to perform the same set of 
tasks on the two different systems. These glances could then be compared using 
statistical testing to determine if significant difference exists between the systems. 
During the research two experimental design methods were found to be appropriate 
for the assessment which were 'repeated measures' and 'independent sample' 
(Collican , H. 1999). The experimental methodology selected for this comparison was 
'repeated measures'. This method uses the same sample of people in testing with 
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both experimental conditions at separate times. This has advantages and 
disadvantages. The primary advantage of a 'repeated measures' approach is that of 
homogeneity of variance , i.e. there is no difference between the samples that will 
interact with both systems. If an 'independent samples' approach had been used it 
would have been necessary to balance two separate samples of participants for 
variables such as gender, age and level of education. A 'repeated measures' 
approach also requires a smaller sample than an 'independent sample' method due to 
lack of sample balancing. The main disadvantage of the 'repeated measures' 
approach is order effect. Each participant must be tested on each system at separate 
times, and will therefore be exposed to one system first. This exposure could educate 
the participant which could then affect the results of the testing of the second system. 
This can be balanced by ensuring that half of the sample are tested with the PTI first, 
and half with the baseline system first. It is a condition of the 'repeated measures' 
approach that the participants should be unaware of the aims of the experimentation. 
Other balancing tasks must be performed with the 'repeated measures' approach. The 
variability of human performance throughout the day, and days of the week must be 
accounted for by ensuring that each participant is tested at the same time of day, and 
day of the week. If possible a large period of time should be left between the first and 
second experimental sessions to reduce the order effect. 
6.3.1 The balancing method used in the assessment of the PTI and baseline 
systems 
The participants were required to attend the user trials on two separate days. In order 
to keep the trials as consistent as possible the participants were required to attend on 
the same day and time on two subsequent weeks, leaving a gap of seven days 
between experiments. The trials were balanced so that the same number of 
participants performed the first trial on each system. The trials were performed over a 
one month period. The trials were run with the PTI condition for one week, then the 
basel ine system for two weeks, followed by a final week of the PTI system. This 
allowed two groups of eight participants to be tested , with each group performing the 
first trial with a different system as shown in table 6.2. 
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Group 1 (n=8) Group 2 (n-8) 
Week1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 
PTI Baseline Baseline PTI 
Table 6.2: The balancing scheme used during the user trials 
6.3.2 The sample 
Design Recommendation 5 defined in Chapter 4 referred to the difference in tactile 
sensitivity between younger and older people. The sample frame defined for the user 
trials included eight participants over 55 years old and eight aged 21-30. This was 
done in order to determine if there were significant differences between the 'eyes-off-
road ' time between the two age groups and to examine any differences in the 
interaction with tactile coding . The sixteen participants also had an even split of male 
and female . All participants had been driving for at least three years and had clean 
driving licenses. None of the participants had previous experience of the Visteon 
9000VNR or the PTI system. Table 6.3 shows the age, handedness and gender of the 
sample members, with the participant number referring to the order in which the 
participants performed the study. As discussed in section 6.5 the data for the final five 
participants, highlighted in red in table 6.3, were not useable in the analysis. The 
results shown in the next chapter use the same participant numbering system as in 
table 6.3. 
Table 6.3: The age and gender of the sample members 
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6.3.3 Participant training 
As none of the participants had experienced either of the test systems it was 
determined that a short training period was required to allow the safe control operation 
during the 'on the road ' study. It was considered inappropriate and unrealistic to allow 
the participants to perform initial explorations of the two systems whilst in motion. It 
was anticipated that users would familiarise themselves with the basic operation of the 
secondary functions before driving a car. The training technique used was therefore 
designed to simulate the 'new car experience' of interacting with the controls for the 
first time with a set of tasks in mind . The participants were asked to perform all of the 
tasks that are shown in table 6.1 using a scenario structure i.e. each task was 
presented to the participants using goal based terminology such as "You have just 
entered the car, and the windscreen has instantly misted up. Please select the control 
that you would use to demist the windscreen". The participant would then be expected 
to find the fan speed and airflow to screen controls and operate them appropriately. 
Each task was given to the participant, who then had three minutes to perform the 
task by interacting with the system under testing . They were given advice on the 
correct interaction after this time. The training was given in a car park with the car 
stationary at the start of the of the test route . 
6.3.4 The test route 
The road trials were performed along a stretch of the A50 road from the junction of the 
M1 to the roundabout on the A38 (see figure 6.5) . The route was driven by the author 
on a number of occasions at different times of day and traffic levels were noted on 
each occasion . The route was rarely congested apart from at peak times such as 
Friday afternoon. This provided the participants with a 22 mile route where a 
consistent speed could be maintained and tasks could be performed (as discussed in 
section 2.2.4 .1). By ensuring that each participant drove the route at the same time of 
day and the same day of the week the traffic levels were as consistent as possible 
which helped in the balancing of the two experimental conditions. In order to provide 
consistency for the presentation of tasks landmarks (lay-bys) were used as markers 
that informed the experimenters when they shou ld deliver a task to the user. Prior to 
setting off the participants were informed that they should only perform a task when 
they thought that it was safe to do so. At the start of the testing process the 
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participants had spent approximately 15 minutes interacting with the secondary control 
systems and performing tasks during the training phase. In order to improve familiarity 
with both systems the participants were required to perform two experimental runs 
down the A50. The results from the second run were used in the final analysis. 
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Figure 6.5. The route driven by the participants during the user trials 
6.3.5 Experimental setup 
In order to capture 'eyes-off-road time' the Honda Civic used during the user trials was 
fitted with four lipstick cameras. These cameras were linked to a video processing box 
that combined the four camera views. This signal was then recorded with an in car 
video recorder. An example of the four combined views can be seen in Figures 6.6 
and 6.7 which shows the camera setup used for the PTI and baseline conditions 
respectively. The cameras were orientated to provide a view of the user's face (top left 
in figure 6.6) the road ahead (bottom left in Figure 6.6) and two views of the controls 
being interacted with , including a close up of the main panel to allow the state of the 
system to be determined, and a wider view to allow observation of the interaction with 
the controls (top and bottom right in Figure 6.6) . 
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Figure 6.6. The view of the PTI system provided by the four lipstick cameras mounted in the Honda 
Civic 
Figure 6.7. The view of the baseline system provided by the four lipstick cameras mounted in the 
Honda Civic 
6.4 Results analysis methodology 
The results were analysed to provide 'eyes-off-road ' time that consisted of the number 
of glances that were required to complete a task. The analysis of these results was 
performed by the author to allow a full understanding of the design implications that 
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arose. Initially the video for each participant (around 1 hour of video per participant) 
was reduced to exclude the periods when task interactions were not being performed . 
Figure 6.8. The video editing environment in Adobe Premiere Pro Version 7 
This was followed by the digitisation of the video footage using a standard Firewire 
camera connection and Adobe Premiere Pro version 7 software. See Figure 6.8 for an 
example of the software environment. A technique was then devised for the analysis 
of the glance durations for each task. The software uses a time line system in which 
the video sequence is represented as a bar next to a time line scale (see figure 6.9). 
The software allows markers to be placed on this time line. 
, , 
• V YIdto I 
Figure 6.9. The timeline interface in Adobe Premiere Pro Version 7. The red circle highlights the marker 
system that was used to define the start and end of any glance that was performed during a task 
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The markers were used to highlight the start and end of any glance that was 
performed during a task. Typically the participant would blink before their eyes left the 
road , giving a clear indication of the start of the glance; however the video had a 
suitable level of resolution to allow the movement of the eye ball to be seen. Glance 
duration was defined as the time period from the eye leaving the view of the road 
ahead until the eye returned to the road view. The software allows the video sequence 
to be manipulated on a frame by frame bases (with 24 frames per second) allowing 
highly accurate measurement of glance durations. Each glance was defined in this 
way, with the two cameras viewing the system controls being used to determine which 
glance was associated with which task. The software then allowed the frame number 
of each glance marker to be exported into Microsoft Excel. The duration of each 
glance was calculated by subtracting the time code of the starting glance marker from 
the end glance marker giving a result in frames accurate to 1/24th of a second. Figures 
6.10 to 6.12 show an example glance for the 'direct airflow' task. Figure 6.10 shows 
the participant looking at the road ahead whilst performing a non-visual interaction 
with the airflow direction controls. The participant then made a short glance to the 
screen to ensure that the correct selections had been made, and returned his gaze to 
the road ahead . The glance duration shown in figures 6.10 to 6.12 was 0.79 seconds. 
The results were subsequently analysed to provide values for median glance duration , 
summed glance duration and number of glances that were associated with each task. 
The median glance duration was selected as opposed to the mean glance duration. 
This was because the use of mean glance duration would inherently assume that the 
length of glances is distribution normally (following a Gaussian distribution) . This 
assumption was not considered valid due to the type of data collected and the number 
of participants that performed the study. Median glance duration is not based upon the 
assumption of the normal distribution. As with the simulator study, the longest glance 
durations were also collated for each task as it was anticipated that these would 
identify controls that were more difficult for the participant to identify and operate . The 
median glance duration allowed an examination of the differences between the 
glances made to each system. The summed glance duration provided information on 
the total 'eyes-off-road' time for each task as defined in the objectives of the project 
described in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 6.10. The participant is engaged in the airflow direction task whilst looking ahead 
Figure 6.11 . The participant glances to the screen to determine if the correct option has been selected 
Figure 6.12. The user refocuses on the road ahead as the hand touches the steering wheel 
6.5 User trial issues 
The user trials performed by ESRI had a number of issues that affected the results. As 
described in 6.3.2 it was intended that 16 subjects should be analysed . At the end of 
the time allotted it was found that 1 subject had not returned for the second user trial. 
The data for 3 subjects was of no use due to the tape having run out during the one of 
the trials so that only half of the tasks had been recorded, making their data 
incomplete. One subject (a very small lady with a height of 1512mm) had difficulty 
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driving the Honda Civic. This participant had particularly short legs and required that 
the seat should be almost fully forward , making it difficult for her to reach the ICE pod 
on the PTI system, this trial run was halted early due to the difficulty the participant 
had experienced . The final subject count was 11 , with three participants being over 55 
and eight subject being in the age range 21-30. This subject count was still seen as 
sufficient when compared to other similar research that has been performed as 
discussed in the literature review. 
In addition, a PhD student was allowed to perform an Occlusion test (see section 
2.2.2.3.) on the PTI and baseline systems by ESRI as part of a separate research 
effort. The researcher who performed the Occlusion test arbitrarily increased the task 
time for the sound option tasks in the PTI system during the road trials to better suit 
the needs of this additional study. As discussed in section 5.12.6 the prototype issues 
required that tasks should only require two detents of movement of the on screen 
cursor or CD track selection. The researcher changed this stipulation and required full 
motion of the sound options fade, balance, bass and treble. This greatly increased the 
time required to adjust the sound options when compared the baseline system. This 
meant that the sound options tasks were excluded from the analysis. 
The results of the user trial issues mentioned above produced some problems, but an 
analysis of the tasks that were performed on both systems was still possible, for the 
majority of tasks with a suitable sample size. 
6.6 Conclusions 
The chapter has described the process that was undertaken to allow a comparison 
between the PTI and baseline systems. The two systems have been compared to 
establish which tasks they have in common , and how many control interactions are 
required to perform those tasks. A full description of the task stages required to 
perform each task is shown in the following chapter. The chapter also describes the 
experimental trial methodology that was designed to compare the eyes-off-road time 
for the two systems as per the best practise described by the literature. 
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7 Chapter 7: Results from the analysis of the road trials data 
7.1 Introduction 
The following chapter summarises the results from the road trials that were performed 
as described in the previous chapter. The chapter initially outlines the methodology for 
the analysis of results and describes the rationale for the processing of the 'eyes-off-
road ' time (the addition of all glances made to complete a task) that was observed 
during the study. The results are then described for each task that was performed 
using the two systems. A description of the task stages that were required to complete 
each task on each system is also reported in order to provide a context for the results . 
The structure of the chapter is as follows : 
• The rationale for the processing of the glance data 
• The results from the comparison between the PTI and the baseline system 
• The conclusion for the results of the 'on the road ' study 
7.2 The rationale for the processing of the glance data 
The duration and frequency of the glances associated with interaction with the PTI or 
baseline interface can be affected by a number of variables . The layout, location and 
modality level of the two test interfaces will all have an effect on the length of glances 
that are exhibited by the study participants. A reduction in glance duration that is found 
when comparing the two systems could therefore be attributed to a number of 
variables as listed below; 
• The tactile coding built into the PTI 
• The subdivision of the PTI into functional groups 
• The symbolic layout of the PTI 
• The reduction in the number of available functions in the PTI when compared to 
the basel ine system 
• The differences in the level of modality between the PTI and the baseline 
system 
During the analysis of the video data it was noted that a number of tasks were 
performed non-visually by participants when using the PT!. A non-visual interaction 
was defined as the successful use of a PTI control or controls without the participant 
looking at the functional arrays. The analysis of the controls that fostered non-visual 
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interactions provides an objective measure that relates directly the use of tactile 
coding, based upon the user having established a mental model of the arrays that was 
detailed enough to remove the need to use vision . This does not negate the value of 
the analysis of glance duration for tasks where no non-visual interactions were 
performed , but provides a context for the reduction in glance duration where non-
visual interactions were found . By examining the controls that fostered non-visual 
interactions it was possible to identify the most successful control layout designs. The 
following sections describe the methods used to present the results in this chapter. 
7.2.1 Task stages for the PTI and baseline systems 
The control interactions that are required to complete each task are described and 
illustrated. The number of control interactions can then be taken into account when a 
comparison of the number of glances is made e.g. it would be expected that a task 
that requires multiple control interactions would require more glances that a task that 
only required one control interaction. 
7.2.2 The analysis of glance duration data 
For each task the glance duration data was gathered as described in chapter 6. The 
median glance duration, number of glances and summed glance duration were 
calculated for the glances made. This allowed an examination of possible reductions 
in individual glance length, that would be associated with the layout and labelling of 
controls, and the overall task time that would be associated with 'eyes-off-road' time. 
The results are presented using tables. These tables also show the significant 
differences between the results obtained from the two systems that were tested using 
a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test as is appropriate for the comparison of median glance 
duration data (see section 5.6.6). Values that are approaching significance are 
highlighted with amber table cells. Values that are significant to the 5% level (0 .05) are 
highlighted using a light green cell. Values that are significant to the 1 % level (0 .01) 
are highlighted using a dark green cell. Table cells that are grey show no significant 
difference. An example data table is shown in Table 7.1. 
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glanced duration and the results from the statistical testing of the these results 
7.2.3 Graphs and tables showing the maximum glance duration elicited by each 
task 
The maximum glance duration elicited for each task is shown for all participants. The 
glance durations are compared to the glance duration thresholds of 1.58 seconds and 
1.82 seconds as defined in the literature review. These thresholds have been 
highlighted with a green line (1 .58 seconds) and a red line (1 .82 seconds) on the 
graphs. For the rest of the chapter, the glances that were below the defined 
thresholds will be considered to be 'safe'. The Wilcoxon Signed Ranked test was also 
applied to the maximum glance durations to determine if there were significant 
differences between the systems. The tables use colour coding of the results. Green 
values are below the 1.58 second threshold . Amber values are between the 1.58 and 
1.82 second thresholds, and red values are above the 1.82 second threshold . 
7.2.4 Evidence for non-visual use for the baseline and PT! systems 
The video recordings for the user trial were analysed to find occasions when the 
participant operated a control without looking at the PTI or baseline system. It was 
anticipated that any non-visual interactions performed after only 30 minutes of contact 
with the interface would illustrate successful control coding . The location of the PTI in 
the Honda Civic allowed the glances that were made to the screen to be separated 
from the glances made to the PTI arrays. Therefore any control interactions that were 
performed whilst either looking out of the vehicle or looking at the screen could be 
counted as non-visual interactions that utilise the tactile coding built into the design of 
the PTI. This was done as it was anticipated that the need to use to screen to gain 
feedback that the correct action had been performed would quickly diminish as the 
user becomes acclimatised to the interface. The baseline system was in same location 
as the screen of the PTI , with the baseline screen and controls co-located . It was 
therefore not possible to separate the glances that were made to the screen or 
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controls for the baseline system. Only control interactions that were performed whilst 
the user was looking at the road could be considered non-visual for the baseline 
system. 
7.2.5 Task failures 
Any occasions where participants failed to perform a task were recorded . 
7.3 Results for the navigation array 
7.3.1 Task: Select map view 
7.3.1.1 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.1. The control that is used to select a map view in the navigation system of the base line 
interface 
In order to select the map view of the baseline system the user must select the 'MAP' 
button on the right hand side of the interface as shown by the green ellipse in Figure 
7.1. 
7.3.1.2 PTI system task : Select map view 
/ 
'-.. , I 
.. ,/ I 
, / 
.... ,1 
Figure 7.2. The control that is used to select a map view in the navigation system on the PTI 
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In order to select the map view of the PTI system the user must select the 'MAP' 
button as shown by the green ellipse in figure 7.2. 
7.3.1.3 Results for glance duration 
Table 7.2 shows the differences in the summed glance duration, number of glances, 
and median glance duration and the significance of the differences between these 
variables. There were significant differences for both the number of glances and the 
summed glance duration for the select map view task. The PTI produced a 12% 
reduction (0.12 seconds) in median glance duration, a 42% reduction (12 glances) in 
number of glances and a 54% reduction (16.92 seconds) in summed glance duration. 
Median glance duration No. of glances Summed glance duration 
Wilcoxon Wilcoxon 
BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline 
Wilcoxon 
signed 
rank test 
Select 
Map 
View 
__ iIIii_. _. 
Table 7.2 The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
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view task 
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Subject Number 
Select 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
map ~~ 1l!Ill1IEJI1IE!lI1IEJI~DIII~KflIIIIIIIm 
view . a llllCl ..... 
Table 7.3. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select map view task 
The longest glance durations elicited by the PTI were significantly shorter than those 
for the baseline system at the 0.05 level using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. The PTI 
system produced one glance that was over the 1.83 second threshold . The baseline 
system produced four glances that were above this threshold with one recorded 
glance that was twice the threshold . 
7.3.1.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
There were no non-visual interactions for the select map view task on either system. 
For the PTI the glances were separated into those made at the screen and those 
made at the PT!. Of all the glances made when performing the select map view task 
40% were directed to the PTI arrays . 
% of 
glances 
. Select map view .. ~
n!!II~ 
Table 7.4 . The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI arrays 
7.3.1.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for either system when performing the select map view 
task. 
7.3.1.6 Summary for the select map view task 
The PT! system achieved significantly lower number of glances (approaching half as 
many), maximum glance duration and summed glance durations than the baseline 
system for the select map view task , with a non significant reduction in median glance 
duration for the PT!. The reduction in the number of glances shows that the 
participants found this task to be much easier when using the PTI system. This is an 
interesting result as the level of modality for the select map view task is the same on 
both systems, and the button used was of a similar size on each system, with the text 
size of the associated label being slightly smaller on the PTI system. The subdivision 
of the functional groups and the layout the array is assumed to have affected the 
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results. In terms of the safety of performing the task on each system the PTI could be 
considered less likely to foster lane exceedances in that the average glance duration 
was lower and the maximum glance durations were lower when compared to the 
baseline system. The median glance durations for both systems were below the 1.58 
second threshold. 
7.3.2 Task: Zoom map 
Figure 7.4. The task stages used to change the zoom level of the map view on the base line 
interface 
7.3.2.1 Baseline system task stages 
In order to select different zoom levels for the map view of the baseline system the 
user must select the 'zoom' screen 'soft key' on the left of system screen (action 1 in 
figure 7.4). After this the user must push the joystick up and down to select a zoom 
level (action 2 in Figure 7.4) and finally the user must press the joystick in to select the 
zoom level (action 3 in Figure 7.4) . 
Figure 7.5. The task stages used to change the zoom level of the map view on the PTI system 
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7.3.2.2 PTI system task stages 
In order to select different zoom levels for the map view of the PTI the user must 
select the 'zoom +/-' buttons on the navigation array. Using these buttons will also 
automatically switch to the navigation map view. See figure 7.5. 
7.3.2.3 Results for the Zoom map task: A comparison between the results for the baseline 
system and the PTI 
There were significant differences for both the number of glances and the summed 
glance duration for the select map view task. The PTI produced a 22% reduction (0.26 
seconds) in median glance duration, a 38% reduction (22) in number of glances and a 
47% reduction (34.88 seconds) in summed glance duration when compared to the 
baseline system. 
Median glance duration No. of glances Summed glance duration 
Wilcoxon Wilcoxon Wilcoxon 
BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed 
system System rank test system System rank test system System rank test 
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Figure 7.6. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the zoom map task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.6 and table 
7.6. One participant exceeded the 1.82 second threshold on the PTI compared to 
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seven on the baseline system. The PTI can therefore be considered to be less likely to 
cause lane exeedances than the baseline system. 
Subject Number 
12345678 
~a..l!ml!!lrmmrmmlrm 
IBmrmlmlm 
9 10 11 
m a im 
Im1 
Table 7.6. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the zoom map view task 
wi th significance testing 
The longest glance durations elicited by the PTI were significantly shorter than those 
for the baseline system at the 0.029 level using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test 
7.3.2.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
Of the eleven participants that performed the zoom map task three subjects (7,9,11) 
performed the task completely non-visually on the PTI i.e. whilst looking at the road 
they used the tactile coding to access the correct zoom control and then checked the 
screen to ensure that they had obtained the correct zoom level. None of the 
participants performed this task non-visually when using the baseline system. 
Generally the participants would use the edge of the white bezel that subdivides the 
array as a reference for finding this control. The majority of glances made to the PTI 
during the zoom map task were directed to the screen. 
Table 7.7. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI arrays 
7.3.2.5 Task failures 
Subject number 5 failed to change the map zoom level on the baseline system. 
7.3.2.6 Summary for the Zoom map task 
The PTI system achieved a significantly lower number of glances, and summed 
glance durations than the baseline system for the zoom map task. In the results 
discussion for the select map view task it was noted that a significant difference was 
found for these variables when the level of modality was the same i.e . the same 
number of actions were required to perform the task. In the case of zooming the map 
there was a difference in the number of task elements . The baseline system required 
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the user to select a soft key and then change the zoom by moving the joystick up and 
down. The PTI required one button push to zoom the map. It should therefore be 
expected that the number of glances and summed glance duration should be higher 
for the baseline system as more than one action is required . The PTI also encouraged 
non-visual use by over a quarter (27%) of the sample. There were no non-visual 
interactions for the zoom map task on the baseline system. The analysis of the 
maximum glance durations showed that one unsafe glance was made during PTI use, 
compared to seven for baseline system use. The PTI controls used to vary map zoom 
were shown to be less likely to cause a lane exceedance than those of the baseline 
system. This shows that the simplification of the zoom map task shown in the PTI 
significantly reduced the 'eyes-off-road ' time . 
7.3.3 Task: Select stored destination 
7.3.3.1 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.7. The task stages used to select a previous navigation destination on the baseline 
interface 
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In order to select a previous destination in the navigation system of the baseline 
interface the user must perform the following task stages. Select the navigation mode 
by using the button labelled number 1 in Figure 7.7. Select the 'soft key' next to the 
screen label 'previous destination ' labelled number 2 in Figure 7.7. Move the joystick 
up and down to browse through the available previous destinations as shown by label 
number 3 in Figure 7.7. Push the joystick to select the highlighted destination as 
shown by label 4 in Figure 7.7. 
2~cParllOu~ 
J "410 SwIndon 
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Figure 7.8. The task stages used to select a previous navigation destination on the PTI 
7.3.3.2 PTI system Task Stages 
In order to select a previous destination in the navigation system of the PTI the user 
must perform the following task stages. Select the 'stored destination ' button as shown 
by label 1 in Figure 7.8. In order to avoid the issues identified with using scrolling lists 
the PTI was designed to present only six destinations on the screen at anyone time . 
The user can switch between screens of six previous destinations using the 'tick' and 
'cross buttons on the PTI navigation array as shown by label 2 in Figure 7.8 . The 
required destination is then selected using the preset key i.e. the screen destination 
number four would be selected with the 4th preset key as shown by label 4 in Figure 
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7.8. In both the baseline and PTI the previous destination to be selected was always 
beyond the first six destinations requiring the user to scroll through the list or change 
the page of six destinations on the baseline system and the PTI respectively. 
7.3.3.3 Results for the Select previous destination task: A comparison between the results for 
the baseline system and the PTI 
There was a significant reduction in median glance duration and a reduction in the 
number of glances and the summed glance duration for the select stored destination 
task. The PTI produced a 16% reduction (0.18) in median glance duration, a 3% 
reduction (4) in number of glances and a 25% reduction (34.92 seconds) in summed 
glance duration when compared to the baseline system. 
Median glance duration No. of glances Summed glance duration 
Wile ox on Wilcoxon 
BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline 
Wilcoxon 
signed 
rank test system System rank test system System rank test system System 
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Dest ""'E!II" __ __ _ 
Table 7.8. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
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Figure 7.9. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select destination 
task 
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The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.9 and Table 
7.9 . The longest glance durations for each system were above the 1.82 threshold for 
five PTI glances and eight baseline glances. 
Subject number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Select 
_. mI III III III destination III .. 
_ Ill : .' • III 
Table 7.9. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select destination 
task with significance testing 
The longest glance durations elicited by the PTI were significantly shorter than those 
for the baseline system at the 0.014 level using a Wi lcoxon Signed Rank test. 
7.3.3.4 Evidence of non-visua l use 
For the PTI there was particular task element that encouraged non-visual use when 
performing the select a stored destination task. The action of using the tick and cross 
buttons to select pages of six destinations, followed by selecting a particular preset 
button was performed non-visually by subjects 2,6,7, 10 and 11 . There were no non-
visual interactions when using the baseline system. 
Table 7.10. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI arrays 
7.3.3.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for the PTI interface when performing the select previous 
destination task. The baseline system had one task failure. Subject 5 failed to find the 
correct menu for finding a stored destination. 
7.3.3.6 Summary for the select a stored destination task 
The PTI achieved significantly reduced median glance duration when compared to the 
baseline system. The task of scroll ing through previous destinations and selecting the 
required destination was performed without looking at the PTI for five participants . The 
task showed good evidence for non-visual use but the maximum glance durations that 
were exhibited for this task were considerably larger than the defined 1.58/1 .83 
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second thresholds. The longest glance durations for each system were made whilst 
trying to find a specific location in the previous destinations list. The text size on 
screen was larger on the PTI when compared to the baseline system. This is 
illustrated by the longest glance of 2.84 seconds for the PTI and 3.76 seconds for the 
baseline system. Even though the median glance durations were below the 1.58 
second glance threshold (0.96 for the PTI and 1.14 for the baseline system) the 
longest glance durations for both systems could potentially lead to lane exceedances 
and therefore the select stored navigation task is recommended for use when the 
vehicle is stationary only. 
7.3.4 Summary for all navigation tasks 
The following section shows a summary of the combined results for the navigation 
array. The glances for all tasks were combined and analysed to show the median 
glance duration, number of glances and summed glance duration for all of the 
navigation tasks. As with the separate task analyses a statistical analysis was 
performed to search for significant dereferences between the PTI and baseline 
interfaces. 
7.3.4.1 Results 
When the glances for the three navigation tasks are combined a significant reduction 
in median glance duration and summed glance duration was found. The PTI produced 
a 23% reduction (0.25 seconds) in median glance duration, a 15% reduction (37) in 
number of glances and a 31 % reduction (95.6 seconds) in summed glance duration. 
These reductions are above the 10% decrease that was stated as a project aim. 
Median glance duration No. of glances Summed glance duration 
All 
Navigation 
tasks 
Wilcoxon Wllcoxon 
BIONIC Baseline Signed BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline 
iII.iilllii. li. 
Wilcoxon 
signed 
rank test 
Table 7.11 . The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
7.3.4.2 Evidence of non-visual use and task failures summary table 
Table 7.12 summarises the non-visual interactions and task failures associated with 
the navigation array (the red cells show a failed task or no non-visual interactions. The 
green cells show successful completion and non-visual interaction) . There were no 
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non-visual interactions performed for the baseline system. The PTI encouraged non-
visual interaction for the zoom map view task and elements of the select stored 
destination task. There were no task failures for the PTI system. Participant number 5 
failed to complete the zoom map and select destination tasks when using the baseline 
system. 
Table 7.12. A summary of the task failures and the successful use of non-visual interaction for 
both systems 
7.3.4.3 Analysis of the longest glances made when performing navigation tasks 
The longest glances durations elicited by each system are shown in table 8.12. It 
should be noted that median glance duration was lower than the 1.58 second 
threshold for all navigation tasks on both systems. 
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Table 7.13. The maximum glance durations for all navigation tasks and the significance testing of 
maximum glance duration between the two systems 
All navigation tasks produced significantly shorter 'longest glance' durations for the 
PTI when compared to the baseline system. 
7.3.4.4 Conclusions for the navigation array 
The tactile coding and symbolic design of the PTI navigation array have been shown 
to foster less glances of shorter duration with reduced maximum glance durations than 
the baseline system. The PTI system is therefore potentially safer than the baseline 
system. The analysis of the navigation array has shown that the tactile coding was 
successful for two of the tasks allowing six of the participants to perform non-visual 
control interactions. 
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7.4 Results for the HVAC array 
7.4.1 Task: Increase fan speed 
7.4.1.1 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.10. The task stages used to increase the fan speed on the baseline interface 
In order to change the fan speed in the baseline system the user must rotate the 
control indicated in Figure 7.10. 
7.4.1.2 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.11 . The task stages used to increase the fan speed on the PTI 
In order to change the fan speed on the PTI system the user must rotate the white 
bezel that encloses the air flow direction buttons as shown in Figure 7.11 . 
7.4.1.3 Results for the increase fan speed task 
There were significant differences for both the number of glances and the summed 
glance duration for the fan speed task. The PTI produced a 17% reduction (0.18 
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seconds) in median glance duration, a 35% red uction (9) in number of glances and a 
52%reduction (16.92 seconds) in summed glance duration when compared to the 
baseline system. See table 7.13. 
Increase 
Fan Speed 
Median glance duration No. of glances 
Wilcoxon Wilcoxon 
Summed glance duration 
Wilcoxon 
BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed 
rank test system System rank test system System rank test system System 
_ .............. .. 
Table 7.13. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
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Figure 7.12. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the increase fan 
speed task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.12 and 
Table 7.14. The table shows that the longest glances for the baseline system were 
longer than those when using the PTI. No participants exceeded the 1.58 second 
threshold on the PTI compared to five on the baseline system. 
Subject Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
i Increase. nmltmlmnnmnalmlm 
i i~~ed .. ,. - . .. .' . - • • ' Base ·line 0.92 1.68 ~~;~~.~- : .~.:.. .. 1.8 1.28 1.76 0.8 
Table 7.14. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the increase fan 
speed task with significance testing 
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The longest glance durations elicited by the PTI were significantly shorter than those 
for the baseline system at the 0.017 level using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. 
7.4.1.4 Evidence of non visual use 
In terms of the PTI interface the task of changing the fan speed was performed non-
visually by four subjects (Subjects 2,7,9 and 11). There were no non visual 
interactions for the baseline system. The majority of glances made to the PTI were 
directed to the screen. 
% of 
glances 
Increase Fan Speed ~~
1mB ..... 
Table 7.15. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI arrays 
7.4.1.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for either system for the change fan speed task. 
7.4.1.6 Summary for the increase fan speed task 
The PTI system achieved significantly lower summed glance durations than the 
baseline system for the increase fan speed task, with a non significant reduction in 
median glance duration for the PTI. The subdivision of the functional groups and the 
layout the array is assumed to have affected the results. In terms of the safety of 
performing the task on each system the PTI could be considered safer in that the 
median glance duration was lower, the maximum glance duration was lower when 
compared to the baseline system. The median glance durations for both systems 
were below the 1.58 second threshold . The maximum glance durations were 
considered potentially unsafe for the baseline system with two glances in excess of 
the 1.82 second threshold . 
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7.4.2 Task: Change airllow direction 
7.4.2.1 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.13. The task stages used to change the airflow direction on the baseline interface 
In order to change the air flow direction with the base line system the user must 
operate the rotary dial shown in Figure 7.13. The airflow settings from the bottom to 
the top of the rotary are face, feet and face, feet, feet and screen and screen. 
7.4.2.2 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.14. The task stages used to change the airflow direction on the PTI 
In order to change the air flow direction with the PTI system the user can select any 
combination of feet , face and screen by selecting the controls highlighted in Figure 
7.14. 
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7.4.2.3 Results for the airflow direction task 
There was a significant reduction for the PTI system in regards to the number of 
glances, the maximum glance duration and the summed glance duration for the 
change airflow direction task. The PTI produced a 34% reduction (0.43 seconds) in 
median glance duration, a 16% reduction (4) in number of glances and a 49% 
reduction (16.36 seconds) in summed glance duration when compared to the baseline 
system. 
Direct 
airflow 
Median glance duration No. of glances Summed glance duration 
Wilcoxon Wilcoxon 
BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline signed BIONIC Baseline 
system System rank test system System rank test system System 
Wilcoxon 
signed 
rank test 
...... __ ...... 1mI 
Table 7.16. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
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Figure 7.15. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the direct 
airfow task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.15 and 
Table 7.17. The table shows that the longest glances for the baseline system were 
longer than those when using the PTI. One participants exceeded the 1.82 second 
threshold on the PTI compared to six on the baseline system. 
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Subject number 
HVAC 
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Table 7.17. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the direct airflow task 
with significance testing 
The longest glance durations elicited by the PTI were significantly shorter than those 
for the baseline system at the 0.013 level using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. 
7.4.2.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
Changing the airflow direction was the most successful example of non-visual control 
interaction for the PTI system. Seven members of the sample performed this task non-
visually (subjects 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 11). There were no non-visual interactions with the 
baseline system. 
Table 7.18. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
7.4.2.5 Task failures 
Subject number 8 failed to select the correct airflow direction when using the baseline 
system. 
7.4.2.6 Summary for the change airflow direction task 
The PTI achieved significantly reduced summed glance duration and median glance 
duration when compared to the baseline system. The PTI also achieved a non 
significant reduction in the number of glances. The ordering of the airflow options on 
the baseline system forced the user to look at the control whereas the simplified 
version in the PTI allowed the same airflow combinations to be ach ieved whilst 
fostering the strongest non-visual performance of all of the tasks performed during the 
user trials. The median glance durations for both systems were below the 1.58 second 
threshold . The maximum glance durations were considered potentially unsafe for the 
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baseline system with more than half the sample performing glances in excess of the 
1.82 second threshold . 
7.4.3 Task: Turn off air conditioning 
7.4.3.1 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.16. The task stages used to turn on the air conditioning on the baseline interface 
In order to turn on the air conditioning the user must push the button indicated in 
Figure 7.16. 
7.4.3.2 PTI system task stages 
Figure 7.17. The task stages used to turn on the air conditioning on the PTI 
In order to turn on the air conditioning the user must push the button indicated in 
Figure 7.17. 
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7.4.3.3 Results 
There were no significant differences between the two systems for this task. See table 
7.19. The PTI produced an 18% increase (0.2 seconds) in median glance duration, the 
same number of glances and a 3.4% increase (0.96 seconds) in summed glance 
duration when compared to the baseline system. 
Table 7.19. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
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Figure 7.18. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the direct airflow task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.18 and 
table 7.20. The table shows that the longest glances for the baseline system were of 
the same order as those for the PTI with both systems producing one glance that was 
longer than the 1.82 second threshold . 
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Table 7.20 The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the direct airflow task 
wi th significance testing 
There was no significant difference between the longest glance durations for each 
system for this task. 
7.4.3.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
There were no non-visual interactions for either system when turning on the air 
conditioning . The majority of glances made to the PTI were directed to the screen. 
Table 7.21 . The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
Of all of the glances made to the PTI system 42% were made to the PTI and 58% 
were made to the screen. 
7.4.3.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for either system when turning off the air conditioning. 
7.4.3.6 Summary for the turn on air conditioning task 
There were no significant differences between the two systems in terms of the task of 
turning off the air conditioning , with the baseline system achieving a slight reduction in 
median glance duration. 
7.4.4 All tasks associated with the HVAC array 
When the glances for the three HVAC tasks are combined a significant reduction in 
median glance duration and summed glance duration was found . The PTI produced a 
15% reduction (0 .16 seconds) in median glance duration, and a 20% reduction (24.65 
seconds) in summed glance duration. These reductions are above the 10% decrease 
that was stated as a project aim. 
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Table 7.22. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
7.4.4.1 Evidence of non-visual use and task failu res summary table 
The table below summarises the non-visual interactions and task failures associated 
with the HVAC. There were no non-visual interactions performed for the baseline 
system. The PTI encouraged non-visual interaction for the increase fan speed task 
and elements for the change airflow direction task. There were no task failures for the 
PTI system. Participant number 8 failed to complete the change airflow direction task 
when using the baseline system. 
Table 7.23. A summary of the task failures and the successful use of non-visual interaction for both 
systems 
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7.4.4.2 Analysis of the longest glances made when performing navigation tasks 
The longest glances durations elicited by each system are shown in table 7.24. It 
should be noted that median glance duration was lower than the 1.58 second 
threshold for all HVAC tasks on both systems. 
Table 7.24. The maximum glance durations for all HVAC tasks 
The results indicate that the change airflow direction task produced potentially unsafe 
glance durations for more than half of the participants when using the baseline 
system. This task would be considered potentially unsafe for use whilst driving on the 
baseline system. 
7.4.4.3 Conclusions for the HVAC array 
The tactile coding and symbolic design of the PTI HVAC array have been shown to 
foster glances of a shorter duration with reduced maximum glance durations and is 
therefore potentially safer to use than the baseline system. The analysis of the HVAC 
array has shown that the tactile coding was successful for two of the tasks allowing 
eight (72%) of the participants to perform non-visual control interactions. The PTI 
controls associated with changing airflow direction were the most successful at 
fostering non-visual use of all the PTI controls. 
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7.5 Results for the ICE array 
7.5.1 Task: Turn on CD player 
7.5.1.1 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.19. The task stages used to select CD mode on the PTI 
In order to turn on the CD player the user must push the button indicated in Figure 
7.19. 
7.5.1.2 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.20. The task stages used to select CD mode on the baseline interface 
In order to turn on the CD player the user must push the button indicated in Figure 
7.20. 
7.5.1.3 Results 
There was a significant reduction in the number of glances made for the PTI. The PTI 
produced a 14% increase (0.12 seconds) in median glance duration, a 44% reduction 
(1 4) in number of glances and a 31 % reduction (10.64 seconds) in summed glance 
duration when compared to the baseline system. See table 7.25. 
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Table 7.25. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Med ian Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
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Figure 7.21 . The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the turn on CD player 
task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.21 and 
Table 7.26. No participants exceeded the 1.82 second threshold on the PTI compared 
to one on the baseline system. 
Subject number 
ICE 
tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
. Turn IIIImlCllEllimlmmllmlimlmlll'Jllm 
onthe . -------1111 -
·' CD •• , , 
, .. 
;, player:'; , . 
1.28 1.2 0.84 1.32 0.92 1.08 1.24 1.6 0.6 
Table 7.26. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the turn on CD player 
task with significance testing 
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There was no significant difference between the longest glance durations for each 
system for this task. 
7.5.1.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
There were no non-visual interactions for either system for the turn on CD player task . 
Table 7.27. The percenlage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
7.5.1.5 Task failures 
There were no non task failures for either system for the turn on CD player task 
7.5.1.6 Summary for the select CD mode task 
There were no significant differences between the two systems for the select CD 
mode task. The PTI required less glances than the baseline system but these glances 
were slightly longer. This resulted in reduced summed glance duration for the PTI 
system. 
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7.5.2 Task: Select CD track 7 
7.5.2.1 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.22. The task stages used to change the CD track on the PTI 
In order to change the CD track the user must push the button indicated in Figure 
7.22. 
7.5.2.2 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.23. The task stages used to change the CD track on the baseline system 
In order to change the CD track the user must push the button indicated in Figure 
7.23. 
7.5.2.3 Results 
The PTI produced a 16% increase (0.16 seconds) in median glance duration, a 22% 
increase (7) in number of glances and a 14% increase (4 .96 seconds) in summed 
glance duration when compared to the baseline system. See Table 7.28. 
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Table 7.28. The statistical d ifference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
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Figure 7.24. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select CD track 7 
task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.24 and 
Table 7.29. No participants exceeded the 1.82 second threshold on the PTI compared 
to two on the baseline system. 
ICE 
tasks 
Select 
track 7 Base-
line 
Subject number 
t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
DlEllmlmmllmlElllZlmJlEllm 
----- .. •• 1.56 1.24 1.32 1 1.08 1.4 
Table 7.29. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select CD track 7 
task 
There was no significant difference between the longest glance durations for each 
system for this task. 
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7.5.2.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
Participants 7, 9, and 11 performed the task of changing the CD track non-visually 
when using the PTI system. There were no non-visual task executions for the baseline 
system. 
Table 7.30. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
Seventy percent of the glances made during PTI use were directed at the screen. 
7.5.2.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for the change CD track task with either system 
7.5.2.6 Summary for the select track 7 task 
The task of selecting CD track 7 on the PTI system was hampered by the software lag 
in the AL TIA software discussed in Chapter 6 (i.e. the prototype software did not 
always recognise multiple button depressions in quick succession) . This lead to an 
increased number of glances to the screen in order to check if the correct track had 
been selected, as opposed to simply pushing the track button six times to select track 
7. Three participants reached to and found the skip track button without looking at the 
PTI ICE array. 
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7.5.3 Task: Select Radio Mode 
7.5.3.1 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.25. The task stages used to select radio mode on the PTI interface 
In order to select radio mode the user must push the button indicated in Figure 7.25. 
7.5.3.2 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.26. The task stages used to select radio mode on the baseline interface 
In order to select radio mode the user must push the button indicated in figure 7.26. 
7.5.3.3 Results 
There was a significant reduction in median glance duration, the number of glances 
and the summed glance duration for the PTI turn on radio. The PTI produced a 27% 
reduction (0.30 seconds) in median glance duration, a 28% reduction (9) in number of 
glances and a 53% reduction (22.24) in summed glance duration when cornpared to 
the baseline system. See table 7.31 . 
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Table 7.31. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
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Figure 7.27. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the turn on radio task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.27 and 
Table 7.32 . One participant exceeded the 1.82 second threshold on the PTI 
compared to 5 on the baseline system. 
Table 7.32. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the turn on radio task 
There was no significant difference between the longest glance durations for each 
system for this task. 
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7.5.3.4 Evidence of non-visua l use 
None of the participants performed this task non-visually. 
Table 7.33. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
Fifty eight percent of the glances made during PTI use were directed at the screen. 
7.5.3.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for the select radio mode task. 
7.5.3.6 Summary for the select radio mode task 
The PTI system achieved a significant reduction in all measures apart from maximum 
glance duration. Again , the baseline system elicited glances that were in excess of 
the 1.82 second threshold, making th is task potentially dangerous when driving a 
vehicle and using the baseline system. 
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7.5.4 Task: Select Classic FM preset 
7.5.4.1 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.28. The task stages used to select a radio preset on the PTI 
In order to select the Classic FM radio preset the user must push the button indicated 
in Figure 7.28. 
7.5.4.2 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.29. The task stages used to select a preset radio station on the baseline interface 
In order to select the Classic FM radio preset the user must push the button indicated 
in Figure 7.29. 
7.5.4.3 Results 
There was a significant reduction in median glance duration, an increase in the 
number of glances and a reduction in the summed glance duration for the PTI select 
Classic FM radio preset task. The PTI produced a 39% reduction (0.54 seconds) in 
median glance duration, a 25% increase (9) in the number of glances and a 13% 
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reduction (6.36) in summed glance duration when compared to the baseline system . 
See Table 7 .34 . 
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Figure 7.30. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select radio preset 
task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7 .30 and 
Table 7 .35. One participant exceeded the 1.82 second threshold on the PTI compared 
to three on the baseline system . 
Subject number 
ICE tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
~_lEImll1!3lmlmllmmllElml IlEJ 
mtmImI__ III 111-- 111111 preset Baseline 1,08 1.48 1.56 1.76 1.52 
Table 7.35. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the select radio preset 
task 
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There was no significant difference between the longest glance durations for each 
system for this task. 
7.5.4.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
For the PTI system subjects 6, 8, 9, and 10 performed the tasks of selecting the 
classic FM radio station non-visually. None of the participants performed this task non-
visually for the baseline system. 
Table 7.36. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
The non-visual use of the preset buttons is illustrated by the percentage of glances 
directed at the controls which in this case was 29%. Over two thirds of the glances 
were made to the screen. 
7.5.4.5 Task failures 
Subject 5 failed to select the classic FM preset on both systems. Subject 9 failed to 
select the classic FM preset on the baseline system. 
7.5.4.6 Summary for the select radio preset task 
The PTI system fostered more glances of a shorter duration when compared to the 
baseline system. The difference in glance duration was significant. This resulted in 
reduced summed glance duration for the PT!. The carefu l design process for the 
preset buttons was successful in fostering non-visual use by four of the participants, 
with the majority of the glances made during the completion of the PTI task being 
directed to the screen. 
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7.5.5 Task: Increase Volume 
7.5.5.1 PTI task stages 
Figure 7.31. The task stages used to increase the volume on the PTI 
In order to change the volume of the music on the PTI system the white bezel shown in 
Figure 7.31 must be rotated . 
7.5.5.2 Baseline system task stages 
Figure 7.32. The task stages used to increase the volume on the baseline interface 
In order to change the volume of the music on the baseline system the knob shown in 
Figure 7.32 must be rotated . 
7.5.5.3 Results 
The PTI produced a 4% reduction (0.03 seconds) in med ian glance duration, a 17% 
increase (3) in the number of glances and a 32% increase(4.72) in summed glance 
duration when compared to the baseline system. See Table 7.37. 
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Figure 7.33. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the increase volume 
task 
The maximum glance durations for each participant are shown in Figure 7.33 and 
Table 7.38. One participant exceeded the 1.82 second threshold on the PTI compared 
to none on the baseline system. The maximum glance durations were significantly 
shorther for the PTI . 
Table 7.38. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing the increase volume 
task 
There was no significant difference between the longest glance durations for each 
system for this task. 
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7.5.5.4 Evidence of non-visual use 
Subject 1, 4, 8, and 10 performed the task of increasing the volume non-visually when 
using the PTI system. There were no non-visual interactions for the baseline system 
when increasing the volume. 
Table 7.39. The percentage of PTI glances directed to the screen or PTI interface 
7.5.5.5 Task failures 
There were no task failures for the increase volume task. 
7.5.5.6 Summary for the volume task 
The results for the increase volume task may at first seem contradictory. There was 
good evidence for non-visual use with four participants , and yet no significant 
differences in glance duration, summed glance duration and number of glances. The 
comments made by the participants during the user trial indicate that the position of 
the ICE array may have been too far rearwards in the car to allow a good view if 
requ ired . Therefore the high level of non-visual use by some participants is in contrast 
to the length of glances that were made by other participants. 
7.5.6 All tasks associated with the ICE array 
7.5.6.1 Results 
When the glances for the five ICE tasks are combined it was found that there were no 
significant reductions in any of the measures. 
Table 7.40. The statistical difference between the PTI and baseline systems for the Median Glance 
duration, No. of glances and summed glance duration 
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7.5.6.2 Evidence of non-visual use and task failures summary table 
The table below summarises the non-visual interactions and task failures associated 
with the ICE array. There were no non-visual interactions performed for the baseline 
system. The PTI encouraged non-visual interaction for the select CD track 7 task and 
the select a radio preset task. 
Table 7.41 . A summary of the task failures and the successful use of non-visual interaction for both 
systems 
7.5.6.3 Analysis of the longest glances made when performing ICE tasks 
The longest glance durations elicited by each system are shown in table 7.42. It 
should be noted that median glance duration was lower than the 1.58 second 
threshold for all navigation tasks on both systems. 
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1.44 1.38 0.14 O.H 1.08 1.32 0.14 0.72 1.16 0.72 
PTI 
1 1.36 1.24 1.48 1.64 1.24 1.44 1.76 0.68 1.16 1.24 
0.24 0.84 O.H 1.44 1.2 1A 1.16 1.26 0.76 
1.26 O.H 1.32 1.44 0.68 1.64 1.72 1.12 1.88 O.H 
1.56 1.76 1.52 
O.H 1.16 1.56 
Table 7.42. The maximum glance duration for each participant when performing all ICE tasks 
There were significantly greater longest glance durations for the baseline system with 
nine unsafe glances made to the baseline system compared to the two unsafe glances 
made when using the PTI. 
7.5.6.4 Conclusions for the ICE array 
The difference in maximum glance durations and the comments from the participants 
indicate that the ICE array was too far rearwards in the car and more difficult to view 
than the other two arrays. The participants stated that were happy with the locations of 
the navigation and HVAC arrays. which could be seen much more easily. This is 
discussed in more detail in section 8.2.2. The relatively poor performance of the ICE 
array was unexpected as the ICE array contained commonly used tasks in a form that 
was strongly stereotypical of entertainment controls. The results have shown that 
participants prefer to be able to easily see the controls that they are interacting with . 
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7.S Chapter summary 
The aim of this thesis was to determine if the tactile sense can be used to reduce the 
amount of time that the user spends with their eyes off the road when interacting with 
secondary in car functionality . Non-visual interactions were performed by all 
participants at least once when performing seven of the eleven tasks on the PTI 
system. There were no non-visual interactions for the baseline system. 
Table 7.43. Evidence for non-visual use of the PTI with the tasks ranked in the order of non-visual 
interactions 
The project aim also included the benchmark of a 10% reduction in glance duration for 
the PTI when compared to the baseline system. This was achieved for all three of the 
navigation tasks, two of the three HVAC tasks , and two of the five ICE tasks . 
The ranking of the number of non-visual interactions shown in table 7.34 shows the 
most successful tactile features in the PTI design. The following chapter discusses 
these results in further detail and shows a list of recommendations for tactile interface 
design that have been collated from the three studies and the literature. 
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8 Chapter 8: Discussion 
8.1 Introduction 
The following chapter discusses the design process that has been used to produce 
the PTI, followed by an analysis of the device to determine which features were 
successful and which features were unsuccessful. This is followed by sections which 
discuss the answers that have been generated to the research questions that were 
defined at the end of chapter 2. These discussions result in a set of design 
recommendations, and recommendations for further studies. These recommendations 
have been collated and combined with other lessons learnt from the PTI design 
process. The result is a set of generic guidelines for the design of interfaces that aim 
to reduce visual load on the user. 
8.2 The methodology used to design and assess the PTI 
The BIONIC project aimed to produce a working prototype of an interface that allowed 
the operation of a range of secondary in-car tasks, (from activating the air conditioning 
to entering a navigation destination) utilising tactile coding as a method to reduce 
visual load on the driver. This approach had advantages and disadvantages in terms 
of the recommendations that can be inferred from the resultant design . The PTI 
interface is a specific example of a design that exploits a combination of location 
coding , button shape, and mounting structure shape. The reason for the success or 
failure of a particular design feature is therefore difficult to ascertain , due to the 
number of design features that are contributing to that success. However, by 
examining the successful and unsuccessful design features in terms of non-visual 
interaction it has been shown that design recommendations can be generated as 
discussed in section 8.2.2. The design of the PTI has been based upon a variety of 
inputs, from small fitting trial exercises , to recommendations from the literature. 
The follow section discusses the approach that has been taken in the design of the 
PTI , by describing the key stages of the design process and potential alternatives for 
these process steps. 
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8.2.1 The key stages of the PT! design process 
8.2.1.1 Literature review 
The literature review highlighted previous work that explored the concept of using the 
tactile sense to reduce visual load in safety critical situations. The tactile coding built 
into the control knobs of the machinery shown in Figure 8.1 was specifically designed 
to allow non-visual use. Other examples of design for the tactile sense were found that 
related to products to be used by visually impaired people (see section 2.4.3). There 
were no mainstream examples of design for the tactile sense and no literature that 
specifically describes the variables that must be considered when undertaking a 
design exercise as described in this thesis. 
Figure 8.1. A previous use of tactile coding to allow control identification 
The exploration of the literature that describes the limitations of the tactile sense was 
more successful and a number of key concepts were defined (see section 2.4 .2) . 
These were, 
• The use of the finger tips as the area designed to receive tactile input 
• The definition of two kinds of tactile interaction, active and passive 
• The inherent link between the visual and tactile processing by the brain 
• The need to design within the processing capabil ities of nerve afferents 
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These concepts supported the production of the protocol for the assessment of 
products for use by visually impaired people in the study described in the next section . 
8.2.1.2 The study examining the use of tactile coding by visually impaired people 
The literature provided baseline information that allowed an understanding of the 
opportunities and limitations of the tactile sense, but it did not reveal information on 
the behaviours that are associated with the use of the tactile sense to interact with 
objects. It was anticipated that observing visually impaired people as they interact with 
familiar and unfamiliar products would highlight good and bad examples of tactile 
coding. The study was designed and performed in the first year of the project and 
proved to be highly illustrative (see section 3.3) . The key findings of the study were as 
follows; 
• The use of stereotypical control layout and modes of operation are crucial to 
allow the non-visual use of controls 
• Subdivision of control panels using tactile features aids recognition 
• The use of HCRP (Hand Control Reference Points) allowed visually impaired 
people to 'navigate' the control panels that were built into products that they 
owned 
• The device should be visible to the user to aid conceptualisation 
• Low levels of modality should be employed in a design process that aims to 
foster non-visual use 
The information gained from the study combined with the literature review findings to 
create the design specification for the first PTI prototypes. The interaction with the 
visually impaired participants was a valuable process . However, the results from the 
study required careful consideration . The behaviours exhibited by the visually impaired 
participants varied according to the level of impairment. The initial exploration of the 
unfamiliar electronic equipment showed that people with no vision performed an 
evaluation of the overall size of the device, and then worked their way in to explore the 
finer detail of the control panel design and the mode of operation of the individual 
controls. The participants with some visual capability would spend much longer 
performing the initial product inspection, using the level of vision they had to explore 
the shape of the controls and the general layout. It was assumed that the general 
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population would exhibit behaviour similar to those participants that had some form of 
visual capability, i.e. would attempt to look at the controls that were being interacted 
with . With hind sight, it would have been useful to perform the same study with people 
that have no visual impairments. If the same portable music player had been 
presented to none disabled blind-folded participants, the use of stereotypical control 
interaction and the methods used to determine the overall layout, could have been 
compared to the those used by visually impaired people, and the recommendations 
from the study could have been validated. However, the extent to which the 
participants in the simulator study and the final 'on the road ' study engaged with the 
tactile coding and stereotypical use of controls validated the recommendations derived 
from the study with visually impaired participants. (See section 9.2.2.). 
8.2.1.3 The exploration of active tactile feedback 
The next stage in the design process involved the exploration of the active and 
passive models of tactile interaction. The active feedback methodology considered 
was a pin matrix symbol presentation mechanism. This was explored for a short 
period of time as it was quickly recognised that users would be unable to use a system 
that relied entirely upon the use of active tactile symbol usage to interact with all of the 
potential functions that the PTI would contain. As the development time and costs 
were considered prohibitive for the production of a suitable pin matrix display 
prototype, it was decided to focus on the use of the passive mode of tactile interaction. 
This was a key point in the PTI design process. The use of passive tactile feedback 
such as the use of conventional controls combined with tactile coding of the 
surrounding structures was seen as a more appropriate and achievable goal. There 
was other supporting evidence for this approach . At the time , the use of active tactile 
feedback was seen as a highly modal approach, with different tactile feedback 
potentially informing the user of the current mode, and state of that mode. The study 
examining the capabilities of visually impaired people highlighted multifunction 
controls , with modal feedback provided through the use of visual displays, as a cause 
of difficulty for participants with little or no vision . The non-modal approach taken in the 
design of the PTI was therefore seen as appropriate . However, an examination of the 
use of active tactile feedback for use in the automotive environment still has potential 
in specific circumstances where there is a stereotypical model to follow. When the 
design of tactile symbols was considered , it was noted that the coding that would be 
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most readily accepted by users would be that relating to navigation information. The 
potential to provide direction of turn information through an active pin matrix display is 
discussed in greater detail in section 9.2.4 . 
8.2.1.4 Design process: Passive tactile concepts 
With a passive tactile structure defined for the design of the PTI , the process of 
function selection was carried out in parallel with a number of concept generation 
exercises (see section 5.2) . Functional arrays were defined and prototype designs 
were tested to determine the appropriate size for each control array and the integrated 
hand rest. The SAMMIE human modelling system was used to define suitable control 
locations, and a prototype design was generated for testing. This stage of the process 
was driven by the constraints of the Honda Civic interior, as supplied as the test 
vehicle by Honda R&D. 
As discussed in Chapter 5, and shown in Figure 8.2, the Honda Civic interior proved to 
be a challenging environment for the addition of secondary controls . The gear stick is 
mounted in a higher position than conventionally designed cars, with the design intent 
of providing an open feeling to the cabin of the vehicle. The design deliberately 
included the void below the gear stick to give a feeling of space. 
Figure 8.2. The interior of the 2001 Honda Civic. showing the unusual gear stick location that occupies 
the 'hot zone' for reach in the vehicle. 
The analysis of the Honda Civic interior in SAMMIE showed that the position of the 
gear stick had been very well designed , with a full range of users (5th%ile Japanese 
female - 99th%ile US male) being able to comfortably reach and operate the gear stick . 
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The SAMMIE analysis also emphasised the limited space that was available in the 
vehicle for adding control panels that can be easily reached and viewed. The location 
of the ICE array, at the rear of the identified available space, was found to be too far 
rearwards and potentially difficult to view. This was highlighted by the fact that the ICE 
array showed no significant differences in maximum glance duration when compared 
to the baseline system, whereas the SATNAV and HVAC arrays (which were further 
forward in the vehicle and easier to view) produced longest glance durations that were 
significantly shorter than the baseline system. 
It is likely that these difficulties would not have arisen if a more standard vehicle layout 
had been used in the design of the PTI. Figure 8.3 shows two possible configurations 
for the PTI arrays mounted on a standard dash configuration with the gear stick 
mounted in the usual location. These locations would have allowed a more direct 
comparison between the PTI and Baseline interface, with the screen and PTI arrays 
effectively being collocated for both systems. Conversely, the Baseline interface could 
have been lowered in the car to provide a more direct comparison to the PTI system. 
However, this would increased glance durations to the screen and controls (with larger 
movements of the head and eyes being requi red) and would not reflect current in car 
layouts, which was the aim of using a baseline system. Ideally, the design process for 
the PTI would have involved the production of a fully flexible dash board and gear 
stick position that could support a variety of suitable locations, for ease of viewing and 
reaching the PTI arrays. However, this would have required financial and time 
commitments that were not possible within the constraints of the project brief. 
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Figure 8.3 A possible configuration of the PTI arrays in a car with a standard dash layout 
It is highly likely that the designs shown above would allow a full range of user sizes to 
be able to reach and view the control arrays comfortably. It should be emphasised that 
the fomn of the arrays is specific to the Honda Civic interior, and would have taken a 
different form if a car with a standard dash layout had been provided by Honda R&D. 
The form of the PTI design is discussed further in 9.2.2. 
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8.2.1.5 Simulator study 
The testing of the first full prototype with a driving simulator was an extremely valuable 
process (see section 5.6). The study highlighted the tactile features that were readily 
accessed by the participants, and also showed that some tactile features did not allow 
enough discrimination. The trial run in which the user's vision of the controls was 
blocked highlighted that the tactile coding could allow non-visual access to the 
controls with the correct control being selected by touch alone in more than 90% of the 
control selection tasks. As discussed in the previous chapter and in section 8.2.2, the 
ICE array was identified as being too far rearwards in the car during the user trials. It 
was the successful non-visual use of the ICE array in the simulator trials that seemed 
to validate the decision to place the ICE array . This has been shown to be incorrect 
due to the need of users to be able to see the arrays to allow conceptualisation . Apart 
from this the simulator study was highly appropriate. The testing established that 
users were able to correctly identify functions without promoting , as demonstrated by 
the results of the 'guess-ability' phase (see section 5.7) and that they also engaged 
with tactile coding to allow non-visual of controls. This was a key finding from the 
study that was also found in the fina l 'on the road ' study. 
8.2.1.6 Design Process: Building a working prototype 
The creation of the high fidelity prototype was an extremely challenging process. The 
design changes that were suggested by the simulator study were combined and a 
completely new CAD model of the product was generated in the parametric CAD 
modelling program, Pro Engineer. This process alone took four months. This final 
CAD model included all of the switch gear, mechanical components and printed circuit 
boards that were required to allow the full operation of the functional arrays. These 
CAD parts were then produced using rapid prototyping technology, and integrated with 
printed circuit boards that were produced by the author. The only aspect of the design 
that was not built by the author was the software. The structure for the software was 
designed and passed to Visteon , who then paid for a working version of the software 
to be produced using a software development tool called AL TIA. This software linked 
with the electronic connections of the PTI through a data logger, providing on screen 
feedback of the control interactions. Development of the design from the post 
simulator study specification to a fully working prototype took a full year. The whole 
process replied upon the industrial design and ergonomics skill sets held by the 
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author. It should be noted that the process of designing, building and testing a 
prototype tactile interface took approximately four man years to complete and required 
a multi disciplinary approach. However, by producing a high fidelity prototype it was 
possible to perform a direct comparison with a baseline system, which has provided 
evidence for the use of tactile coding to reduce visual load. A lower fidelity prototype 
such as the one used in the simulator study would not have been appropriate for a 
comparison with a baseline system due to the differing level of system feedback 
between the prototype and baseline systems. 
8.2.1 .7 Final testing of the PT! 
The final testing of the PTI was performed by the Ergonomics and Safety Research 
Institute (ESRI) as prescribed by the EPSRC project brief. Although some of the data 
was lost, the final testing of the PTI has highlighted the benefits of adding tactile 
coding to arrays of controls, and provided evidence for the production of generic 
design recommendations that can be applied to the design of other products. 
Three methods are used to assess in car technology according to the literature. The 
occlusion method was designed to reduce the cost and time that are associated with 
'on the road ' user trials, and is still considered controversial in terms of how accurately 
it represents the task of driving and using controls as the vehicle is always stationary. 
The second method, the use of driving simulators, is considered superior to the 
occlusion method as the task of driving is more accurately represented during testing , 
however, differences in driving style and visual accommodation have been shown 
when compared to driving on public roads in the literature. The 'gold standard ' is still 
considered to the third method, 'on the road ' trials. On the road user trials most 
accurately represent normal driving. The decision to perform testing of the PTI on 
public roads has provided the most realistic test of the new interface of the methods 
that are described in the literature. 
8.2.1.8 Data analysis and results 
The analysis of the video based data collected during the user trials was an extremely 
time consuming activity, taking 4 months to complete. The accurate measurement of 
glance durations and correctly associating each glance with the task being performed 
required a rigorous approach. Careful interpretation of the results was required . The 
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use of glance duration data on real road conditions was recommended by the 
literature as being the most realistic and appropriate technique to use. From the 
perspective of the time and effort that is involved in this process it is clear why the 
occlusion method discussed in section 2.2 .3.3 has become popular. The only other 
method that is currently available that has the potential reduce the analysis time of a 
study of this size would be the use of eye tracking hardware and software. Eye 
tracking systems have the potential to hasten video analysis to determine glance 
durations, and allow the experiment designer to see exactly where each participant is 
looking at anyone moment. Two forms of eye tracking hardware exist (see section 
2.2.3.2 .). Those mounted into helmets that monitor the position of the eye ball , and 
those that use an external camera that monitors the combined head and eye location , 
producing estimates of gaze direction. Both systems produce video clips and 
telemetry data, with the helmet mounted system having the benefit of showing the 
direction of view from the helmet mounted camera , with a superimposed red dot 
indicating the centre of gaze, allowing the user to determine the current viewing target. 
It was anticipated that this capability would allow the analysis of the visual search 
method performed by each participant when looking for individual controls. This could 
have been highly informative in the analysis of the controls that were easily located, 
and those which were difficult to find . There have however been some issues 
identified after testing of an eye tracking system. Current eye tracking systems have to 
be carefully calibrated for each user, and the viewing distance for the visual target is 
set during this calibration . Some tests that were performed with a helmet mounted eye 
tracking system demonstrated that the accuracy of the eye tracking system was 
variable for vision targets that were close to the user in the Honda Civic equipped with 
the PT!. Effectively, the eye tracking system was not capable of accurately capturing 
eye movement for the range of positions required by the testing of the PT!. This would 
have added unacceptable error to the data produced. The experimental method used 
to test the PTI , and the subsequent analysis of the data was therefore performed as 
per the best practice described by the literature. This is discussed further in Section 
9.2.2. 
8.2.1.9 Summary of the PTI design process 
The design process that has been used to create the PTI has been highly user 
centred and iterative. The design process has created an interface that has fulfilled the 
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brief, and provided good evidence for the ability of users to engage with tactile coding. 
The design process could certainly have included further design iterations and studies 
that could have improved the results obtained if time and resources had allowed . The 
following sections discuss the successful and unsuccessful tactile features in terms of 
the fostering of non-visual interaction with the controls. Recommendations for further 
studies are inferred from these discussions. 
8.2.2 The successful and unsuccessful design features 
There are a number of PTI design variables that are assumed to have affected the 
differences between the glance duration data found in the PTl/Baseline comparison . 
These variables were ; 
• The functional grouping of the controls 
• The layout of each functional group to aid conceptualisation 
• The tactile coding built into the design 
It is assumed that these variables were associated with the reduced glance durations 
that were fostered by the PTI , when compared to the baseline interface. 
The process of unpacking the results has relied upon the fact the PTI fostered non-
visual interactions with some controls, and not others . The non-visual use of controls 
is proposed as a strong indicator for the potential to reduce eyes-off-road time. With 
hind sight, other approaches could have been taken . If time and resources had 
allowed , it would have been beneficial to include further iterations of user interaction 
with tactile structures earlier in the project. For example , a number of controls in the 
PTI interface did not foster non-visual interaction during the 'on the road ' study. This 
was potentially because there was not sufficient tactile coding to allow discrimination 
between all controls. Figure 8.4 highlights the mode switching buttons that were 
included in the ICE and SATNAV arrays. None of these four controls were used non-
visually, presumably because the only coding technique that allows control 
differentiation is the label when identifying function . 
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Figure 8.4 . Two sets of controls that were not used non-visually 
Could this situation have been improved by using tactile coding with a finer level of 
detail? It is possible that by providing further tactile coding such as shape coding of 
the buttons shown in Figure 8.5, or by adding to the surface of the buttons, that 
improved tactile differentiation between the buttons could have been achieved . In the 
case of the ICE array buttons, tactile symbols could have been derived and tested that 
represent the CD and Radio modes. Example tactile structures for these functions are 
illustrated in Figure 8.5, with the left hand image showing the radio tacton (tactile 
icon) , represented by a waveform, and the right hand image showing the CD tacton , 
represented by circle a with hole in the middle . The buttons shapes could directly 
replace those found in the PTI. 
Radio tacton : Waveform CD tacton : Torus 
Figure 8.5. Tactile icons that have the potentia l to aid discrimination between controls 
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By adding this iterative loop to the design process the design could have been 
improved. This point led to the definition of a research study as described in section 
9.3. It is acknowledged that the tactile coding used in the design of the PTI is not 
sufficient to allow all controls to be differentiated non-visually in the relatively short 
time that the users were exposed to the PTI interface. The non-visual use of some 
controls relies upon the user building a mental model of the array structures and 
remembering the function that is associated with a particular location, shape and 
protrusion level of each control. The relatively short duration of the 'on the road ' trial 
brings into question whether users would have assimilated the extra tactile coding that 
is being proposed above. Based upon the literature, one would expect the effects of 
age (reduced cognitive abilities, reduction in tactile sensitivity) to increase the time that 
it takes to build a mental model of the control layout that fosters higher levels of tactile 
interaction. This leads to the recommendation of a further study that examines the use 
of a the PTI over a prolonged period of time as discussed in section 9.3. By increasing 
the exposure period to the PTI device, do non-visual interactions increase and is this 
affected by the age of participants? 
The HVAC and SATNAV functional arrays produced the most successful results 
during user testing in terms of reducing glance duration, the number of glances used 
and the maximum glance durations with significant differences being identified when 
compared to the baseline system. The ICE array raised some concerns amongst the 
participants in terms of its location. The location of the ICE array was specified in the 
SAMMIE system on the premise that the layout of the ICE controls would be most 
easily recognised of the three array designs, and therefore would not require as many 
glances to be operated. The analysis of head and eye rotation to allow vision of the 
arrays indicated that the ICE array location would be suitable . Also, Figure 8.6 shows 
the use of the peripheral vision contour to establish the rear most useable location in 
the Honda Civic interior. The assumption for the location of the ICE array was that the 
simplicity of the layout would require little visual interaction. This assumption seemed 
to be validated by the results found in the simulator study, discussed in Chapter 6 
section 2. The results from the simulator study showed that when allowed to look at 
the controls, the participants correctly selected 96% of the controls. When the 
participant's vision of the arrays was blocked , they still completed 92% of the tasks 
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successfully. This indicated that the tactile coding was working successfully, and that 
direct vision was not required after only a short period of time . However, during the on 
road study, the ICE array performed relatively poorly when compared to the HVAC 
and SATNAV arrays, with comments made by the participants indicating that they 
would prefer to be able to easily view all of the controls. This was illustrated by the 
lack of difference between the baseline system and the PTI in terms of maximum 
glance duration for the ICE functions. The HVAC and SATNAV arrays produced a 
significant difference in maximum glance duration . The mismatch of results between 
the simulator study and the 'on the road ' study is interesting . There have been a large 
number of studies examining the level of fidelity offered by different driving simulators 
when compared to driving on real roads. 
Figure 8.6. The hand , in the location required to access the ICE array, is shown to be in front of the 
contour that represents the limit of peripheral vision 
There have been significant differences noted in speed, speed variation and lane 
keeping (Harms et ai , (1996), Blauww (1982) among others) between real and 
simulated conditions. In terms of the position of the ICE array this may indicate that 
users were less concerned about the ICE array location in a sirnulator study, where 
there no real risk produced by looking into the car. However, the rnain difference 
between the driving sirnulator and 'on the road' studies was that the last run in the 
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simulator study forced users to perform non-visual interactions by use of the screen 
that stopped users looking at the arrays. 
The study that examined the use of electronic equipment by visually impaired people 
described in Chapter 3 indicated that the compulsion to use even very limited visual 
capabilities was strong in participants. The evidence from the 'on the road' study 
indicates that this is true for people without visual impairment also. This, combined 
with the literature forming the link between the visual and tactile senses, hinted that all 
controls should be easily seen by all users. The design process assumption that users 
would interact with the tactile coding of the ICE array, as the previous participants had 
in the simulator study, was incorrect. 
This indicates that there is a threshold head and eye movement used to allow controls 
to be seen, beyond which the length of glances required to view a location are 
increased beyond the 1.82 second threshold used in the assessment of the PTI. This 
creates a tension in a design process that aims to produce a product that is to be 
interacted with by vision and touch . The control surfaces must be within comfortable 
reach, to enable prolonged tactile interactions without causing discomfort, and must 
also be viewable by the participant, at least during acclimatisation to the interface 
design, so that a visual model of the layout can be developed. This finding indicates 
that a further study could be performed that would examine various possible control 
locations in an automotive environment in terms of view-ability and reach-ability as 
discussed in section 9.3. It is presumed that there is a combined head and eye angle 
threshold , as the user looks away from the road , beyond which users feel 
uncomfortable. 
The elements of the PTI design that were most successful in terms of fostering non-
visual interaction are discussed in section 8.2.3.1. This section shows how the four 
tasks that fostered the most non-visual interactions amongst the participants, also 
showed significant reductions in glance duration and no. of glances. These tasks have 
been used as the basis for the design recommendations discussed in section 9.2.3.1, 
combined with other recommendations derived from the literature and the interaction 
with visually impaired participants . 
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8.2.3 Research question 1: Can the tactile sense reduce the visual load on the 
driver with a suitably designed interface? 
The literature indicated that a period of time is required to acclimatise to a tactile 
interface, with successful non-visual interaction relying on the user conceptualising the 
structure and functionality of the design (see section 2.4.2). The length of the total 
user interaction with the PTI interface during the 'on the road' study was approximately 
one hour. However, it was anticipated that there would be little evidence of non-visual 
use of controls based upon tactile interaction. It was anticipated that the functional 
grouping and layout of the controls would lead to reduced glance durations when 
compared to the baseline system. The user trials demonstrated that non-visual use of 
controls was performed by all participants with at least one control type , combined 
with reductions in glance duration for a number of tasks . The following sections 
discuss the controls that were successfully used non-visually. 
8.2.3.1 The controls that were used non-visually 
The definition of a non-visual interaction used in this thesis is described as any PTI 
control interaction that is performed without the user looking at the arrays. This 
included glances that were made to the screen of the PTI that were made during 
control interactions, as these were associated with the user obtaining feedback such 
as the correct track number in the 'select CD track 7' task. The definition of a non-
visual interaction was specified in this way as it was considered important to examine 
control interactions that used only the tactile coding of the PTI arrays for control 
selection , as these were considered to be an indication of good tactile design. This 
definition of non-visual interactions cannot be applied to the baseline interface as 
glances made to the baseline system could not be separated from those that are 
related to finding the correct control , and those related to obtaining feedback from the 
screen. However, there were no tasks performed on the baseline system without 
direct vision of the interface. The PTI controls that were successfully used non-
visually during the 'on the road ' user trials were the air flow direction, use of presets 
for both the navigation and ICE arrays, the use of the rotary bezel for both the HVAC 
and ICE arrays , and the zoom map view controls as shown in Figure 8.7. The figure 
also shows that all but two of the tasks associated with these controls showed a 
significant difference in glance data between the PTI and baseline conditions. The 
glance duration data can be seen as a measure of how successfully control panel 
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designs allow the user to find the correct control. The summed glance duration and 
number of glances should be seen as a measure of how long it takes to perform the 
task. The following sections describe the features shown in Figure 8.7 and the design 
recommendations that have been derived . 
Destination Presets Zoom map 
5 participants used 3 participants used 
this control non-
" 
these controls non-
visually Sig. Oif. Of visually Sig. Oif. Of 
0.036 for glance 0.007 for summed 
duration glance duration and 
0.018 for No. of 
glances 
Fan Speed Airllow Direction 
5 participants used 8 participants used 
this control non- these controls non-
visually Sig. Off. Of 
" 
visually Sig. Oif. Of 
o 047 for summed 0.028 for glance 
glance duration duration and 0.017 
for summed glance 
duration 
Music Volume 
4 participants used 
Radio Presets 
this control non-
4 participants used 
visually No Sig. Oif. 
, 
these controls non-
visually Sig. Off. of Skip CD Track 
0.007 for glance 3 participants used 
duration these controls non-
visually No Sig. Oif. 
Figure 8.7. The controls that were used non-visua lly in the on road trial 
The non-visual use of the airflow controls 
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Figure 8.8. The airflow direction controls 
The most successful control design was the airflow direction array, allowing the airflow 
to be directed to the windscreen, face and feet in any combination of the three options. 
Eight of the eleven participants used these controls non-visually during the completion 
of tasks that require the selection of specific airflow settings, including multiple 
interactions. The symbol used to represent the different airflow directions is standard 
in many car interiors, and was presumed to be easily recognised by users, as 
demonstrated by the correct identification of function on all occasions in the 'guess-
ability' phase of the study. This, and the size of the symbol , combined with the easily 
viewable location are assumed to have contributed to the high levels of non-visual 
use. The airflow direction controls also provide a link between the tactile and visual 
coding , with the three buttons being surrounded by the inner wall of the fan speed 
control. The relatively large airflow buttons, located in the quadrants of the circular 
panel were easily identified and used by the participants . This leads to the first two 
design recommendations that can derived from the controls that fostered non-visual 
use. 
Design Recommendation 1: An interface that uses tactile coding with the aim of reducing 
visual load should allow the users to conceptualise the layout by being able to easily view all 
controls 
This design recommendation is derived from the high levels of non-visual use 
demonstrated for the airflow direction controls, and the relatively poor performance of 
the ICE array during the 'on the road ' trial , as demonstrated by the participant 
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comments regarding its position . The recommendation to allow users to view the 
controls with ease is inherently linked to the second recommendation regarding a link 
between the visual and tactile coding of controls. 
Design Recommendation 2: The tactile and visual model of the controls should be linked. 
The premise of an inherent link between the tactile and visual senses discussed in the 
literature review (see section 2.4.2.1) has been supported by the results of the PTI 
testing , as demonstrated by the strong non-visual performance of the largest single 
control array, directing the airflow. Other examples below also support these design 
recommendations. 
The non-visual use of the fan speed and volume controls 
Figure 8.9. The rotary bezels that control the fans speed and the ICE volume level 
The fan speed and music volume (the same control type on two separate functional 
arrays) fostered non-visual interaction by 5 and 4 participants respectively out of the 
11 tested . As with the airflow array, the white bezel used to control the volume and fan 
speed variables was a strong visual and tactile feature, subdividing the control panel. 
This supports the first and second design recommendations , and illustrates a third. 
The design cue taken from the summary of tactile design issues by Perera , S. (2002) 
recommended protrusion levels of 5mm between two surfaces that are to be 
differentiated. This recommendation was based upon work examining the differences 
in thresholds of tactile discrimination between younger and older people. The 5mm 
limit was used wherever possible in the design of the tactile features of the PTI. An 
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example of this is that the top of the bezel used to control the fan speed and the 
volume is 5mm above the panel on the inside of the circle . 
Design Recommendation 3: An interface that uses tactile coding will) the aim of reducing 
visual load should be subdivided into appropriate functional groups. 
Design recommendation 4: Where ever possible, the step height between two surfaces that 
are to be differentiated should be 5mm. 
The non-visual use of the preset buttons in the SA TNA V and ICE arrays 
Figure 8.10. The preset keys used to select radio stations and navigation destinations 
Figure 8.11 . The 5mm high dividers used to separate groups of two preset buttons 
The radio presets and destination presets (the same control type on two different 
arrays) fostered non-visual interactions by 5 and 4 participants respectively of the 11 
tested. Participants were observed using the tactile coding that divided the 6 preset 
radio station preset buttons into clusters of two (see Figure 8.11). Participants also 
used the edge of the rotary bezels that control the navigation voice volume, as a guide 
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when selecting specific navigation destinations using the preset keys on the SATNAV 
array. This was an unforeseen use of the tactile coding , and illustrates the differences 
in preset location between the two functional array locations. This has led to a further 
design recommendation. 
Design Recommendation 5: When a number of controls are associated with each other they 
should be subdivided using tactile coding and spacing to provide distinct interaction points. 
Any included ordering of the controls e.g. the radio preset buttons in the ICE array, should be 
demonstrated through tactile and visual coding 
The non-visual use of the skip track buttons 
Figure 8. 12. The skip track buttons 
The skip track buttons were used non-visually by 3 of the 11 participants. This was 
done without looking at the array, during the select CD track 7 task (see section 
7.5.2.4) . The use of these controls non-visually is in line with the use of the airflow 
direction controls. The participants used the edge of the volume bezel to located the 
skip forward and skip back buttons. The layout of the controls was seen as highly 
stereotypical when compared to other entertainment systems. 
8.2.3.2 Summary for the controls that fostered non-visual interaction 
The fact that these controls were used without vision indicates that the tactile and 
visual coding that was incorporated into the PTI design were successful in terms of 
Research Question 1. i.e . it is assumed that non-visual interactions allow the user to 
view the road ahead. These results demonstrate that controls can be designed to 
allow non-visual interactions and therefore can reduce eyes off the road time. This is a 
key finding of the thesis. 
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8.2.3.3 The tasks that showed reduced summed g lance durations when compared to the 
baseline system 
The results in the previous chapter showed that users with a range of age and gender 
engaged with suitably designed tactile structures to allow a reduction in summed 
glance duration. The summed glanced duration (the addition of all glances for each 
task) relates directly to the 'eyes-off-road' time. Table 8.1 shows the significant 
differences between the two systems for all tasks. 
Table 8.1. 
PTI 
16 
0.84 0.333 18 
1.12 0.033 23 
1.38 44 
0.85 20 
No. of glances 
l1li88-
lino 
28 
32 
32 
35 
17 
W1lcoxon 
signed 
rank tell 
0.05 
0.023 
0.041 
0.304 
0.558 
23.92 34 .56 0.241 
19.48 41 .72 0.021 
41 .6 47.96 0.508 
19.2 14.48 0.327 
The significant differences for median glance duralion, number of glance and summed 
glance duration for each task 
Six of the ten tasks produced a significant reduction in summed glance duration. Only 
two tasks produced an increase in summed glance duration for the PTI when 
compared to the baseline system. These tasks were 'turn on CD player' and 'turn off 
AC'. In both cases the buttons that operated these functions in the basel ine system 
were separate from the rest of the controls and therefore easier to identify when 
compared to other baseline controls. Four of the 10 tasks produced a significant 
reduction in median glance duration with another approaching significance. Five of the 
tasks produced a significant reduction in 'number of glances'. Table 8.2 shows the 
percentage reduction or increase in Median glance duration, number of glances and 
summed glance duration for each task (Green cells indicate a reduction for the PTI 
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when compared to the baseline system, grey cells indicate no change and red cells 
indicate an increase) . These results show that the PTI surpassed the 10% reduction 
in 'eyes-oft-road' time for seven of the ten tasks that were performed during the user 
trials. It should be noted that a reduction in summed glance duration, and therefore 
'eyes-oft-road' time greater than 50% was achieved for the 'select map view task', the 
'increase fan speed ' task, and the 'turn on radio task' . There were small increases in 
median glance duration for the 'turn oft AC task' and the 'turn on CD player' task. The 
number of glances increased by 25% and 17% for the 'select classic FM preset' task 
and the 'increase volume' task respectively. There was a small increase in summed 
glance duration for the 'turn oft AC' task, and a 32% increase in summed glance 
duration for the increase volume task. As discussed, the ICE array has been shown to 
be potentially too far rearwards in the car. Three of the four tasks that showed an 
increase for the PTI when compared to the baseline system were associated with the 
ICE array . The other increases were associated with the design of the air conditioning 
button, which, as discussed , had a prominent and separate location when compared 
to other baseline controls. The PTI air conditioning button was mounted in a prominent 
location, but was surrounded by more control clutter. 
urn on 
radio 
Select 
Classic FM 
preset 
Increase 
volume 
I 
(0.3)27% 
(0.54) 39% I 
(0.03)4% 
Value and % reduction 
In number of glances 
(0) 0 
(14) 44% 
(16.92) 54% 
(34.92) 25% 
(16.92) 52% 
(10.64) 31% 
(22.24) 53% 
(6.36) 13% 
summed 
glance duration for each task (Green cells indicate a reduction for the PTI when compared to the 
baseline system, grey cells indicate no change and red cells ind icate an increase) 
.... : 
- .- .. ... ..  • .. ... ... ... .. . ... . ... - . 
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8.2.3.4 Summary for research question 1 
Research question 1 has been addressed by the PTI design, with a positive result. It is 
indeed possible to reduce the eyes-oft-road time by using suitably designed tactile 
structures. The 'on the road' study has highlighted that improvements could be made 
to the design of the PTI in terms of the location of the ICE array, but has also 
demonstrated that it is possible to reduce the 'eyes-oft-road ' time by over half by using 
functional grouping, symbolic layout and tactile coding . 
It should also be noted that the prevalence of portable SATNAV systems such as the 
TOMTOM and Garmin models that are currently available, could potentially lead to 
glance durations that exceed those fostered by either the PTI or baseline system due 
to the inherently small touch screen interface. There has been no experimentation 
performed examining the glance durations for common SATNAV tasks when using 
portable touch screen navigation systems. A further study examining this issue is 
recommended . The PTI design has demonstrated that tactile interaction can be used 
to reduce visual load , and a number of design recommendations have been derived . 
The following section describes the response to the second research question that 
was defined after the literature review. 
8.2.4 Research question 2: What mode of tactile interaction is most applicable 
for the design of in car interfaces, active or passive? 
In the literature review, the two options for modes of tactile interaction were defined as 
'active' (moving the fingers over a static surface that provides shape and location 
coding) and passive (an active tactile display that changes its structure with the finger 
in one location) . See Figure 8.13. 
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Active finger movement over a 
static surfaced 
Static finger receiving active 
feedback (vibro-tactile) 
Figure 8.13. The two types of tacti le interaction defined in the literature 
In the context of the automotive environment it was decided early in the 
project that it was inappropriate to design a system that relies entirely on an 
active tactile display that would require the user to learn different tactile 
symbols. This was based upon a series of scenarios that were generated in 
brain storming sessions, including the 'hire car at the airport' scenario as 
discussed in Section 4.51 . The PTI was therefore designed to encourage the 
user to actively scan the control surfaces with the finger tips to allow control 
location and function to be determined. Further reflection on this issue has 
highlighted the potential benefits of combining the active and passive modes 
of interaction as discussed in section 9.3 and shown in Figure 8.14. 
Active finger movement over an 
active surface (pin protrusion) 
Figure 8.14. An example of active tactile feedback that could be used non-visually in an automotive 
environment. 
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8.2.4.1 Summary for research question 2 
There is potential for both active and passive modes of tactile interaction, and active 
and passive tactile feedback , to combine. The evidence from the design of the PTI 
and the literature would indicate that passive interaction alone (with an active tactile 
display or vibro-tactile display) would be unsuitable for the level of feedback that is 
required by the user, and the training time required to familiarise with the tactile icon 
designs. Active tactile exploration of a static tactile surface as demonstrated by the 
PTI design has been shown to be successful in reducing glance duration and fostering 
non-visual interaction. In hind sight the research question should have been ' How can 
the active and passive tactile exploration methodologies combine with active and 
static modes of tactile information presentation?'. 
In answer to Research question 2, both active and passive modes of tactile interaction 
are possibly appropriate for the automotive environment. If one had to be chosen, 
active exploration of static tactile surfaces, combined with a strong visual image for the 
control layout, has been demonstrated as a viable option . 
8.2.5 Research question 3: Can the experiences of visually impaired people 
help with design of the tactile device for use by people without visual 
impairment? 
The experience of visually impaired people influenced the project in a number of ways. 
The conclusions that were drawn from the study described in Chapter 4 influenced the 
design of the PTI in the following ways: 
• The methodologies used for initial product interaction 
• Adaptations to existing controls to reduce the number of functions 
• Exemplar of active tactile interaction demonstrated by users tracing the shapes 
built into the device 
• The use of HCRPs in the navigation of control panels 
These issues were at the core of the design process that the produced the PTI in that 
the PTI was subdivided to allow the exploration of each functional group with one 
hand , which is stabi lised using a consistent hand rest (HCRP). The number of 
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functions were kept to the minimum number possible whilst the vehicle is in motion. 
The controls and their mounting structures produced distinct tactile experiences that 
helped to allow control identification. In answer to the question, the experience of 
visually impaired people informed the design process to produce a reduction in 'eyes-
off-road ' time and to foster non-visual interactions by people without visual 
impairment. 
8.2.6 Was the baseline system an appropriate comparison to the PTI and to 
current in car technology? 
The 'on the road ' user trials were performed in 2005/2006, with the baseline and PTI 
systems. At the time of writing (Summer 2009) the use of in car technology has 
expanded considerably since the start of the BIONIC project (2001) . 
This raises the question of the validity of the baseline as a comparison to current in 
car technology. Automotive manufacturers still produce OEM navigation systems that 
combine with the HVAC and ICE functions . There are still numerous examples of 
OEM navigation systems that use a combination of screen based controls and 
physical buttons for specific functions in the same way as used in the control of the 
baseline system (see Figure 8.15). Screen sizes have increased, allowing better 
readability of text of graphics, but in many respects the design of current in car 
technology incorporates the same modes of interaction that are required to operate 
the baseline system. i.e. the use of physical buttons combined with functions 
presented using an LCD screen. The baseline system is therefore considered to be a 
valid comparison reflecting current interaction methodologies. 
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Figure 8.15. The baseline system (top image) and a current design (2009 Nissan Altima) 
A trend that was not foreseen at the start of the BIONIC project was the advent of 
small, portable , aftemnarket navigation systems such as the units shown in Figure 8.16 
which are now ubiquitous in the driving environment. 
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Figure 8.16. Budget (top image), and high end (bottom image) portable navigation system wi th a 3 inch 
and 4.2 inch screen respectively 
Figure 8.17 shows an example navigation system (Tomtom V6 , running on a Windows 
based smart phone with a 3.5 inch screen) with a touch screen interface. The 
requirement to attach the device to the windscreen produces viewing distances 
equivalent to those of the binnacle instruments, but with smaller text sizes available on 
the navigation system screen. This raises the comparison between the PTI navigation 
system and the aftermarket touch screen navigation systems that are preva lent today. 
The range of screen sizes currently available for portable navigation systems ranges 
from 3 inches to 5.2 inches, making it potentially difficult to read information on the 
screen whilst driving. 
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Figure 8.17. An example of the on screen keyboard used in current portable navigation system 
(example shown Tomtom v6 running a Windows based smartphone with 3.5 inch screen) 
Also, all of the functions of portable navigation systems are accessed through the 
touch screen. This removes any of the location coding that may be used to find 
controls without using vision . Indeed, all tasks require the user to look at the screen . 
With this in mind , it is highly likely that the PTI would have been superior to portable 
navigation systems due to the use of tactile coding that was evident in the behaviour 
of participants during the final 'on the road' trials. 
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8.2.7 User trialissues 
As discussed in Chapter 5 the 'on the road ' study was designed and performed in 
conjunction with ESRI at Loughborough University. This was part of the BIONIC 
project work plan and organisation. An analysis of the data gathered that was 
subsequently performed by the author highlighted a number of experimental errors 
that were made during the assessment. These involved video tapes running out 
before the completion of the final user trial run. Some of the tasks that were designed 
with ESRI were also arbitrarily changed by a junior researcher during the user trials , 
with the effect of increasing task times and user frustration considerably. The effect of 
these errors was to reduce the usable sample size from 16, to 11 subjects. A sample 
size of eleven subjects still provided enough data to provide a valid comparison 
between the two conditions in a statistical sense. This is based upon the literature 
review performed by Blana, E. (1995) that examined the number of subjects that are 
commonly used in 'on the road ' and driving simulator studies. The lowest number of 
participants was found to be 7, with a mean value of 20. Also, the results found in the 
'on the road ' study match well with the results found in other studies in terms of 
median glance duration and longest glance duration data. This would indicate that the 
sample size was sufficient. The errors that were found in the users trials have been 
carefully balanced in the analysis . Where video data for the last trial run was absent 
for any participant, this participant was removed from the analysis. Generally the tape 
problems occurred during the last run on the A50 road. It could have been said that 
the first practice run data could have been used . But with the limited exposure time to 
the two interfaces this was considered inappropriate. Where tasks were to be removed 
due to experimental error, such as the fade/balance task, these tasks were completely 
removed from the analysis. 
One negative effect of the user trial errors was the reduction in the number of older 
drivers that had complete data sets. It would have been useful to compare the effects 
of age on the ability of drivers to engage with tactile coding by comparing the glance 
durations of two samples of 8 as originally planned. This led to the recommendation of 
a further study looking at long term exposure to the PTI as mentioned above. 
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8.2.8 Alternative approaches to the methodology used in the design of the PTI 
A different approach for the BIONIC project could have been the execution of a series 
of smaller studies, examining the shapes and textures that provide the best 
differentiation between a range of functions. This series of studies could have 
provided more baseline information for the production of design recommendations, 
such as the most recognisable shapes, or textures for use in the design of tactile 
interfaces. However, the holistic approach taken in the design of the PTI allowed a 
comparison to be made with a baseline system, and promoted the exploration of 
design variables that are associated with creating a complete system, such as the 
design of the screen based content and definition of functions that should be included. 
8.3 Design recommendations for the generic replication of the PTI design 
process 
The previous section contained discrete design recommendations derived from the 
features that were successful in the PTI testing in the 'on the road ' study. The 
following section adds to these recommendations, providing a structure for the generic 
application of the PTI design process. 
8.3.1 Proposed design recommendations for the replication of the PTI design 
process 
The following design stages are recommended for the production of control interfaces 
that use tactile coding to provide non-visual feedback to the user. These 
recommendations presume that the functions that are to be integrated into the design 
are to be used whilst vision is required for other tasks, and that a number of discrete 
functions are required for the operation of the device. 
1. A list of possible functions for inclusion in the interface should be created . The 
generation of the function list should be supported by interaction with relevant 
stake holders (potential operators of the device) 
2. Where possible the number of functions should be kept to a minimum. The 
design process should therefore aim to reduce the number of functions present 
in a product that is to be redesigned , or resist 'functional creep' in the 
development of a new product 
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3. Where possible functional groups should be assigned to allow subdivision of 
the function list 
4. The level of modality should be kept low for an interface that relies upon tactile 
coding to reduce visual load due to the difficulty of communicating the current 
mode 
5. The visual and tactile coding should be combined and used to reinforce each 
other. Where a symbolic arrangement of control layout is being designed, the 
tactile features should provide subdivision of the control array that matches the 
visual subdivision 
6. Any stereotypical visual associations with the control functions , such as existing 
symbols, should be noted for inclusion in the control layout. Where appropriate , 
the use of existing symbols as a strong visual cue for the identification of 
functional groups has been shown to be successful 
7. New symbols that are designed to represent functions should be tested on 
potential users with a suitable methodology, such as ISO/lEG 11581: Icon 
symbols and functions 
8. The environment within which the controls are to be placed should be analysed 
to determine the area or volume that can be easily viewed and reached by the 
user 
9. Where a sufficient number of functions are to be included, separate functional 
groups should be defined , allowing separate physical locations of these 
functional arrays 
10. The size and shape of the functional arrays should be designed to best fit the 
shape of the volume of space within which controls can be viewed and touched 
comfortably 
11. Each functional array should be designed to be as iconic, with the shape and 
orientation of the separate controls providing a strong visual image 
12. Where possible distinct controls should be individually identifiable through the 
use of shape coding to represent function , and surface finish to aid 
discrimination between controls 
13. Prototype functional arrays should be produced to allow exploration by potential 
users in structured user trials. The aims and operation of each functional group 
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should be shown to the user, and scenarios for use should be used reinforce 
the methodology for interaction 
14.Any associated software and screen based content should be linked to the 
design and layout of the functional arrays, and should only relate to the 
functions that used during the high visual load situation that drives the need for 
tactile coding 
15.A number of prototypes should be generated that increase the level of fidelity of 
the product use simulation. Early user trials should be used to examine issues 
such as appropriate controls shapes and textures , with later user trials focusing 
on the integration of these features 
16. The final prototype system should be tested in the actual environment within 
which a final product will be used 
17. There should be an opportunity to redesign certain aspects of the design 
following the high fidelity simulation , with further testing of the modified design 
8.4 Chapter Summary 
The chapter contains an analysis of the data collected during the 'on the road trials ' to 
demonstrate that the main benefit of the PTI design process is the reduction in the 
number of glances made, and therefore a reduction in eyes-oft-road time . This 
process has highlighted further studies that could be performed to add to these design 
recommendations. The chapter has highlighted the successful elements of the design 
process and those elements that did not perform as expected . This process has been 
used to derive design recommendations that could be applied to the design of tactile 
interfaces that include conventional controls. The following chapter concludes the 
thesis. 
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9 Chapter 9: Conclusions and future work 
The following chapter concludes the thesis by revisiting the aims and objectives . The 
chapter then contains a presentation of the limitations of the thesis and the directions 
for future research . 
9.1 Conclusions 
The aim of the thesis was to examine the potential of the tactile sense to reduce the 
visual load on the driver of a road vehicle. The conclusions for the thesis are 
described below by referring the aims and objectives defined in section 1.2. 
Research objective 1: To explore the methodologies used by visually impaired 
people when interacting with electronic products in order to examine the use of 
the tactile sense 
The study with 10 visually impaired people that was conducted highlighted a number 
of conclusions for the thesis . 
When designing an interface that exploits tactile coding to reduce visual load it is 
important to exploit the stereotypes that are held by users in terms of controls shape. 
control type and control motion. This was emphasised by the behaviours exhibited by 
the visually impaired participants when interacting with rotary controls for volume, and 
the difficulty found by the participants in using the non-standard control layouts. 
The study highlighted that an interface design should use a low level of modality, as 
illustrated by the problems encountered by the participants when accidentally entering 
a mode as indicated by visual feedback alone. 
In addition, it is important to design tactile coding that subdivides the available 
functions. This was highlighted by the use of tactile features within the products that 
were owned by the participants to allow the location of specific controls. 
The use of visually impaired participants to provide design recommendations for the 
design in-car controls was a valuable mechanism for the identification of tactile design 
issues. 
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Research objective 2: To generate design recommendations based upon the 
results of this exploration and a review of the literature 
The literature highlighted that the potential methods for reducing visual load such as 
voice recognition are not yet mature enough to allow the control of all secondary 
functions. This validated the exploration of the use of the tactile sense. 
The design recommendations that were produced on the basis of the literature and the 
study with visually impaired participants defined a distinct design direction. This 
involved the use of conventional controls, the need to minimise the number of 
functions that are incorporated, and the potential of linking the visual and tactile 
experience of interface interaction. 
The lack of literature describing design recommendations and design processes that 
consider the use of the tactile sense in mainstream product design highlighted the 
originality of the design process describes in this thesis. 
Research objective 3: To build a working, high fidelity prototype tactile interface 
that allows the user to control secondary automotive functions 
It was crucial that the final version of the PTI demonstrated a level of fidelity that was 
equivalent the baseline system. This was demonstrated during the user trials by the 
number of occasions that users sought feedback from both the PTI and baseline 
systems in terms of correct control selection. 
The production of a working prototype version of the PTI was the result of four years 
of research effort supported by the design and ergonomics skill sets of the author and 
sUbstantial financial support, and technical support in terms of software production. 
Any replication of this design process would benefit from a multi-disciplinary team 
approach combining design, ergonomics, engineering and software programming skill 
sets . Such a team would have the potential to reduce the time period required in order 
to produce a high fidelity prototype. 
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Research objective 4: To test the prototype tactile interface in both simulator 
and 'on the road' study formats 
The simulator study that was performed with the first PTI with a lower level of fidelity 
than the final PTI demonstrated that the reasoning behind the design process was 
sound. This was a crucial stage in the design process that demonstrated that users 
were able to engage with the visual and tactile coding of the PTI to foster non-visual 
interactions. 
The comparison between the results of the simulator study and the 'on the road ' study 
highlighted that care should be taken when analysing the results from simulator 
studies. There is the potential for users' behaviour to change between the two 
experimental conditions . This was highlighted by the difference in the results for the 
use of the ICE array in both studies , with the location of the ICE array causing no 
difficulties in the simulator study, but causing concern for participants when using the 
interface in real driving conditions. 
The level of non-visual interactions that were demonstrated in the 'on the road ' study 
exceeded expectations based upon the literature (see section 2.4.2.1). The 
examination of the tasks and the associated controls that fostered non-visual 
interactions has been a useful tool for identifying successful control layouts and tactile 
coding combinations . These act as exemplars of good design for the reduction of 
'eyes-oft-road ' time . The main results from the 'on the road ' trial are listed below; 
• The PTI surpassed the 10% reduction in 'eyes-oft-road ' time benchmark for 
seven of the ten tasks 
• A greater than 50% reduction in 'eyes-oft-road time' was achieved for three of 
the 10 tasks (e.g. the 'select map view' task produced summed glance 
durations of 14.28 for the PTI and 31.2 for the baseline system. A reduction of 
53.4%) 
o Six of the ten tasks produced a significant reduction in summed glance 
duration for the PTI 
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o Four of the ten tasks produced a significant reduction in median glance 
duration (e.g . the 'select classic FM task produced median glance 
durations of 0.84 seconds for the PTI and 1.38 seconds for the baseline 
system) 
o Five of the ten tasks produced a significant reduction in 'number of 
glances (e.g. the 'zoom map' task produced 36 glances for the PTI and 
58 glances for the baseline system) 
• There were small increases in median glance duration for the 'turn off AC task' 
and the 'turn on CD player' task 
• The number of glances increased by 25% and 17% for the 'select classic FM 
preset' task and the 'increase volume' task respectively 
• There was a small increase in summed glance duration for the turn off AC task, 
and a 32% increase in summed glance duration for the increase volume task 
• The ICE array has been shown to be potentially too far rearwards in the car 
• Three of the four tasks that showed an increase for the PTI when compared to 
the baseline system were associated with the ICE array 
• Only two tasks produced an increase in summed glance duration for the PTI 
when compared to the baseline system 
The results from the 'on the road ' user trials have successfully demonstrated that the 
consideration of the combined visual and tactile models of interaction can reduce the 
'eyes off road ' time fostered by the interaction with secondary automotive controls . 
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Research objective 5: To build generic design recommendations for the 
production of controls and control arrays that employ tactile coding 
Generic design recommendations have been derived for the replication of the PTI 
design process. They provide a frame work for the production of a PTI that can be 
applied to any situation where the visual resources of the user are limited. Envisaged 
applications range from the design of interfaces for use in military applications to 
improve situation awareness in low light levels, to the design of switches that control 
heavy machinery. These recommendations are also appropriate for use in the design 
of equipment to be used by visually impaired people . 
9.2 Directions for future research and the limitations of the thesis 
This thesis has successfully demonstrated the potential of the tactile sense to improve 
control interactions and generic design recommendations have been derived. The 
focus on passive tactile interaction has provided a basis for the definition of these 
design recommendations . The successful non-visual interactions that were 
demonstrated by the user trials with the final version of the PTI were based upon a 
limited period of exposure to the control designs. A limitation of the thesis is the lack of 
a longitudinal examination of tactile interaction provided by the PT!. The literature 
suggested that the kinaesthetic sense or 'muscle memory' would take over from the 
tactile sense for control interactions after a period of acclimatisation with the interface. 
The 'on the road ' study demonstrated that non-visual interactions were performed by 
all participants; however, it is presumed that the prevalence of non-visual interactions 
would increase for longer durations of exposure to the device. Hence study 
recommendation number 1 was derived . 
Study recommendation 1: A longitudinal study examining the potential 
increase in the use of tactile coding 
A longitudinal study is recommended that examines how the use of tactile 
coding develops with time. The PT! interface equipped car could be given to 
the participant for a period of 6 months. At predetermined stages in that six 
month period the same filming equipment used in the 'on the road' study could 
be used to record control interactions. At the end of the process these video 
sequences could be analysed to determine the levels of non-visual interaction 
for each control. This process would be performed with samples of older and 
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younger users, with a comparison of non-visual interaction rates between the 
two groups. 
The focus of the PTI design process was the use of the passive tactile coding to 
provide information to the user. The exclusion of active feedback early in the design 
process was based upon the preconceived modality of an active tactile display when 
that display is providing information that relates to the full function list that was defined 
for the design of the PTI . However, there is potential for the combination of the 
passive and active modes of tactile interaction . For example, an active tactile display 
could be used to present information that uses coding with which the user is familiar, 
for example, direction of turn information in a navigation context. Figure 9.1 shows a 
concept that could be used as part of a SATNAV system. The proposition is that an 
active pin matrix display could be incorporated into the SA TNAV system potentially 
integrating into the steering wheel of a car, or into a portable navigation device. In the 
example shown in Figure 9.1 the size of the array would be approximately 25mm 
square, allowing the finger tip to perform both 'active' and 'passive' modes of 
interaction to gain direction of turn and distance to turn information . 
Forward 
Turn Left-C 
Frequency of pin 
movement indicates 
proximity to turn 
Turn right 
Figure 9.1. An example of active tactile feedback that could be used non-visually in an automotive 
environment. The pins in the 'forward ' position are lower to indicate the required direction of motion 
The user would also be able to receive information on the distance to the next tum 
using the frequency of oscillation of the central pins that are red in colour, and 
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complex information such as which exit of a roundabout that should be taken could be 
displayed diagrammatically. This leads to the recommendation of a series of further 
research studies, the first of which examines the design of tactile icons and their ability 
to convey information to users. The presumption that a range of tactile icons would be 
difficult to derive for a number of in-car functions should be tested . 
Study recommendation 2: Baseline analysis of the use of tactile symbols to 
convey meaning. 
An empirical study is recommended that would examine the benefits of 
designing tactile symbols to represent different functions. It is suggested that a 
number of alternative tactile icons (tactons) could be generated for that 
represent a defined list of functions, with user testing establishing which icon 
best represents the function. The basis of the this study would be the 
production a prototype pin matrix display design as demonstrated in Figure 
9.1. 
This study would be followed by a study that would examine the potential for an active 
tactile display to provide navigation based information. 
Study recommendation 3: Testing of the potential to use pin matrix display 
technology to provide navigation based information with the aim of reducing 
'eyes-off-road' time 
A prototype pin matrix display could be used to present direction of turn 
information and distance to tum information using the varying levels of pin 
protrusion possible with a suitably sized pin matrix display. The experimental 
variables to be considered are the size of the pin matrix display, the level of 
protrusion that can be detected, the design of the direction of tum indicators 
and the frequency of distance to turn oscillations. A suitably designed device 
could be tested in an 'on the road' study 
A further limitation of the thesis was the differing levels of success that were achieved 
for each of the functional groups of the PTI. The locations of the HVAC and SATNAV 
arrays were well received by participants, but the ICE array location was seen as 
inappropriate. The proximity of the ICE array to the HVAC array (The centre of the ICE 
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array is 39mm lower and 105mm rearwards of the HVAC array) demonstrates that 
there is a distinct volume of space within which controls should be placed to allow 
comfortable vision and reach, and that this volume has distinct boundaries. It is 
presumed that this volume will change depending upon the posture from which the 
reach and vision is being performed. A further study is therefore recommended that 
examines the locations within a car interior that are considered to be comfortable for 
reach and vision . This study should use a number of vehicles that span the range of 
possible driving postures i.e. from a low two seat sports car (reclined posture) to a 
large 4 x 4 vehicle (upright posture) . 
Study recommendation 4: Determining the locations within a car interior that 
users are comfortable viewing and touching 
Control arrays can be located within a range of locations within the reach and 
vision of participants, with an increasing level of head and eye movement 
required to allow the controls to be viewed. This study could be performed 
using a driving simulator with a complex route design, requiring constant 
interaction from the driver to keep the vehicle within the current lane. A 
subjective questionnaire, combined with lane excursion data from the 
simulator would combine to identify a threshold of head, neck and eye 
movement beyond which users feel uncomfortable, and/or make driving 
mistakes. 
The trend to use a GUI to control in car functions and to increase the number of 
available functions is prevalent in the design of automotive interiors today. The design 
of the PTI goes against this general design direction by reducing the number of 
available functions for use whilst the vehicle is in motion, and focusing on an 
interaction methodology that is unfamiliar to drivers of current car designs. The 
'technology push' design ideology found in the design of mobile phones has been 
mirrored by the design of secondary automotive controls and displays. Anecdotal 
evidence from automotive design team members indicates that consumers perceive 
that cars with long specification lists are superior. In this context it is unclear how well 
the general public would accept an interface design such as the PTI. However, recent 
legislation in the UK that bans the use of mobile phones whilst driving has the 
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potential to highlight the dangers of distracting technology in the automotive 
environment. There is therefore potential to improve the acceptance of the design 
strategies shown in the PTI through the message of improved safety. Further research 
is recommended that examines the acceptability of the PTI design by the general 
public using focus groups, questionnaires and demonstrations of the PTI. 
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Appendix 1: Vibro-tactile feedback conventions employed in the I-Drive Device 
Automotive controls can be programmed with a wide variety of t acti le sensations. These are just 
some of the sensat ions that can be programmed with Immersion TouchSense'" technology. By 
combining effects, many more sensations are possible to match specific interface controls. Th e 
res ult is a more intuitive driving experience. 
a..rrier 
I 
Sensation of hitting hal'd stop. 
Indicates the fnd of a list or 
menu. 
Waves 
, 
Vibr.rtion exPfe~ng sine. 
square or sawtoolh wa\'t shapes. 
Indkates inten$ity and Yeloc1ty. 
Directtonal force. 
Communicates preferred path. 
r".,teWOfk that aUracts Or' rtpels. 
Indicates position in a two 
dim~onaI. space. 
Damper 
r 
L 1-· 
R~istance force depwdent on 
velocity. Creates the sensation 
or drag. 
Spring 
mmmI· 
O(ll?05ing force inaM$tS/dKreMes 
with controUet position. CommWl-
iaW$li~ or me I~ 
Detent 
i to I) • , 
Notches associated with 
.selection position. Indicates 
pos;ticm in a menu Of list. 
Shipes 
Shapes that attrad. repel or 
slide. CommuniGates a two 
dimens;onal ContOLW Of form. 
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Texture 
Sensation of roughness. 
Communicates the: feel of a 
path or surface. 
new menu or 
Frirtion 
Force that I esists rtfa1:iw: 
motioo. Provides the sensation 
of resistAnce. 
Compound 
Combination of ~ ba$ic 
efftcts. Otteots can be combw.ed 
with barrie~ or hills to construct 
lists with mid...points and end stops. 
Appendix 2: Data sheets from the study visually impaired people 
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Task Sheet- Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L 1 
Gender = Female 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
opes Vision score 10 
Assumptions 
The participant wi ll turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will se lect a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
control. They will find the vo lume control s, and lower the vo lume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a radio station. They wi ll eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insel1 a cassette and forward wind it for a short period. They wi ll play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable Hi fi 
Initial examination performed Yes / No 
This participant was allowed to perform an initial examination of the device before 
the experiment proper started. This was done on the premise that some people 
perform a mapping exercise before they try to use a new device. The device was 
turned off during the initial examination, therefore providing no feedback in the form 
of lights or noises. 
Assumed task stages 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Turn the HIFI on 
Notes on coping slraterg ies/ Differences to asslImpti ons above / safety implicati ons 
Expected contro l or controls = latching push button 
"'oulld the power switch by the fact that it protrudes /i'om the surface higher than the 
urroullding buttons, and the fact that it moved in when depressed. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
Notes on coping straterg iesl Differences to assumpti ons above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Sliding latch (left to unlock) 
The parti cipant initially pressed the textured surface of the microphone grill thinking 
hat it was a button. She then fo und the CD eject switch saying it was the bumps on 
he surface that allowed her to find it, in combination with the location next to the CD 
)Iayer lid. 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implicat ions 
Expected controt or control s = Slider control with multiple options 
rhe mode select button was fo und after the user played with the radio band selector. 
She noticed the flashing LEDS but could not determine what was being di splayed. 
She assumed that this meant that the C D had been se lected 
Play the third track of the CD 
~otes on coping stratergies/ Differences 10 assumptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or controls = Skip rotary dial 
Irhe participant spent some time us ing the circular array, and needed some direction to 
ook e lsewhere on the device after two minutes. She could not read the LED di splay 
e lling her the track number, so she was unable to locate track 3 
Adjust the volume lower 
[Notes on coping stratergics/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or control s = Rotary dial (clockwise to increase) 
~his was done quickl y as the volume contro l had been found earli er by accident. 
Select the radio function 
[Notes on coping stralcrgies/ Differences to assum pt ions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = SlideI' control with multiple options 
Initiall y the band se lector was used, and then the parti cipant found the correct contro l, 
~he identified that she was in radi o mode by use of the static from the speakers. The 
adio was tuned to no station 
Tune in a radio station 
[Notes on copi ng stratergics/ Di fferences to assumptions above I safety implicat ions 
Expected contro l or controls = Rotary dial 
~he tuning control was fo und straight away as it was assumed that it would a rotary 
"nob, and the other knob of that type had already been identifi ed as the vo lume 
Select the Tape function 
lNotes on coping stratcrgics/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected contro l or controls = Slider control with multiple options 
Commented that nothing let yo u know that you are in the tape mode. But assumed she 
was as she had already accessed two of the three options. 
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Eject the tape holder 
Notes on coping stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Second cassette button from right 
~he remembered the standard layout and counted keys to find the required function. 
Insert a tape and close 
!Notes on coping stratcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or controls = Find the slot and insert ("lets you know when you have it the 
iNrong way") Had initial problems with the orientation of the cassette, managed after a few 
~econds 
ales on coping straterg ies/ Differences to asslImptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = 3'd button from the right of the cassette controls and 
econd but10n from the left. Counted the buttons from left to ri ght and found the 
OITect button straight away 
peneral methodolgy notes 
rhe participant tried to use what vision she had and spent some time with her head 
~ithin 50mm of the device trying to read the button labe ls, but was unable to do so . 
~'he controls that the participant cited as being easy to use where on her H1 Fl 
~quipment. 
fhe participant had a mini HI FI simi lar in dimensions to the one used in the 
!':xperimentation. However, the main control panel had a well laid out set of buttons 
hat were in the shape o f the standard play symbols etc. The buttons protruded from 
he surface enough to be able to trace a finger tip around the shape. The partic ipant 
~ ta ted that this was the reason that she purchased that particular model. 
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Task Sheet· Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L2 
Name: PH_A19_0P12 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
opes Vision score 12 
Assumptions 
The participant will turn the device on, take a C D and insert it into the player. They 
wi ll select a tTack using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
contro l. They will find the volume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a radio station. They will eject the cassette player ho lder. They 
will insert a cassette and forward wind it for a sho rt period. They will play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portab le Hili 
Initial examinat ion performed Yes / No 
Assumed task stages 
Turn the HIFI on 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
lNotes 0 11 coping stratcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety impl icat ions 
Expected contro l or controls = "push button with a click" 
iThe parti cipant was se lected to perform an in iti al exam of the device before 
f:xperimen tation started . He performed a very methodical exam of the dev ice using 
~oth hands. In itiall y he established the di mensions of the device, explori ng from the 
~ack to the front. He then started mapping where the contro l centres of the device 
~ere, again using both hands. He noted that the power swi tch was the only one that 
n oved inwards, and therefore assumed that it was the power switch. During 
f:xperimenta tion, he found the power switch stra ight away 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
lNotes on cop ing stratcrgicsl Differences to assumptions above I safety impl ications 
Expected control or contro ls = Push button next to CD tray 
During the initial exam he had noted the two textured areas nex t to the CD lid . He 
)ushed the microphone grill first as he said that he assumed the location made more 
~ense than that of the actual CD lid open button. He then identifi ed the correct cont rol 
~lIld opened the cd lid . 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
",otes on copi ng straterg ies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected controt or control s = Sti der control with muttipte options During the initial 
~xam , he had identified the two mirrored sets of contro ls with a large rotary knob, 
lext to a slide selector. He therefore played with both sets of slide selector, and 
'dentified the fact that he was in CD mode by the CD spinning noise. 
Play the third track of the CD 
lNotes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or controls = Sk ip push button 
He played with the circular array For some time and was surprised when the left and 
'ight portions oF the circle did not sk ip the track. He had noted the two buttons be low 
he power switch and thereFore went to these buttons next. He said that he found it 
~ifficult to find the split between the buttons, and therefore pushed the sk ip back 
~utton by accident first. He then could not find the third track. 
Adjust the volume lower 
INotes on coping stratcrgies/ Differences to asslImptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Slider 
He played wi th both of the large rotary knobs before finding the one required. He said 
hat he assumed that one of the large knobs wou ld be the vo lume control. 
Select the radio function 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to asslImptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or control s = Slider contro l w ith multiple options 
Slid the control straight from CD to Radio using wh ite noise as the feedback for 
wmpletion. 
Tune in a radio station 
lNotes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Rotary di al 
As he had already used the volume control, he went straight to the tuning knob and 
fo und a radio station 
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Select the Tape function 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or controls = Slider control with multiple options As the user had no 
vision, and there was no audible feedback from the device, he played the cassette that 
was in the machine in order to veri fy that the correct mode was selected. He did thi s 
unprompted 
Eject the tape holder 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesJ Differences to assumptions above I safety implicat ions 
C:xpected control or controls = Push button at top left of cassette tray opening. He 
... new the layout of the cassette contro ls in thi s configuration and therefore fou nd the 
orrect butlon straight away, using the counting keys method, 
Insert a tape and close 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or controls = Find the slot and insert (" It stops you putting it in the 
wrong way") 
Had some trouble finding the orientation required for the cassette 
Fast forward the tape for a short period and play the tape 
~otcs on coping slratcrgies/ Differences to assumpt ions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or cont ro ls = Push buttons next to the cassette tray (on sur face to left 
pr right if a dual deck system) 
Irhe button was fo und quickly due to the participant knowing the cassette button order 
Discussion about contro l designs in general, and the participants methodology. 
Irhe participant had vi sion at all , and yet he performed the tasks much faster than most 
pf the other participants. He methodology for mapping the device was very 
nethodical in approach. 
His own HI FI equipment was a very expensive Kenwood device. He li ked this 
~ecause hi s is a music lover and appreciated the sound quality. However the device 
lad many buttons of the same design, which he sa id made it difficult to use. He used 
~trateg ies such as counting along rows of butlons to find the required function , and 
~aid it had taken a long time for him to learn how to use the device. 
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Task Sheet· Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L3 
Visual Impairment _He described the condition as having wobbly vision . 
opes Vision score 9 
Assumptions 
The participant wi ll turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
contTol. They will find the volume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a radio station. They will eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insert a cassette and forward wind it for a short period. They wi ll play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable I-lifi 
Initial examinat ion performed Yes / • 
Assumed task stages 
Turn the HIFI on 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
~otes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or control s = Added to rotary volume cont ro l, first "click" is on 
He found the power switch almost straight away, and passed hi s finger from the 
power switch to the CD skip track buttons noting the difference in height. When he 
~witched the device on he Said " BINGO" when he heard the CD spin. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
lNotes on coping slratcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Push button next to CD tray 
He took some time find the CD open button. The cd eject button on hi s own HI FI 
~quipment was away from the CD lid itself. He therefore took time to find thi s 
location and the button . He identified a button from the dimpled surface 
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Swilch Ihe machine 10 CD funclion 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Ex pected control or controls = Rotary dial with multiple options 
rhe machine was already in CD mode, so he was asked to find the control that would 
ake it out of CD mode and to switch to rad io mode and then back to the CD mode. 
niti ally he played with the Radio band selector, and then found the mode slider as it 
lext to the vo lume control. He switched to radio mode and identified success as he 
leard a rad io station. He then switched back, say ing that he assumed that the middle 
electi on between the rad io and CD functions was the cassette function 
Play Ihe third Irack of Ihe CD • Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assu mptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Skip push button 
The pal1icipant played with the circular array of controls for around thirty seconds, 
nd then moved on the rest of the device. He re membered that there were controls 
under the power switch and tTied these successfull y 
Adjusllhe volume lower 
!Notes on coping stratcrgies/ Differences 10 asslImptions above / safety implications 
He Ex pected control or controls = Rotary dial 
lad played with the volume control when in the rad io mode earli er, and sa id that he 
distinguished it by use of the blip on the vo lume knob when compared to the rad io 
requency knob . 
Selecllhe radio function 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to asslImptions above / safety implications 
i':x pected control or cont ro ls = Slider contro l w ith multiple options 
As thi s was done previously he selected the correct function straight away 
Tune in a radio stalion 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to asslImptions above / safety impl ications 
i':xpected control or contTOls = Rotary dial 
The previously identified radio tuning knob was found and used straight away 
Selecl the Tape funclion 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to asslImptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected cont rol or control s = Slider control w ith multiple opti ons 
As he had identified the tape select fu nction ea rli er he fo und thi s function straight 
way, and played cassette that was in the machine to determine ifhe was correct 
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Eject the tape holder 
~otes on coping stralergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
rxpected con trot or controls =Push button at top right of cassette tray opening 
He remembered the tape control layout and therefore found the eject button. He did 
~sk if the same but10n also stopped the tape. He was asked to try it and did so 
~uccessfull y 
Insert a tape and close 
lNotes on coping stTatergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or controls = Find the s lot and insert 
~e used the correct tape ori entation straight away 
! ales on cop ing stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I sa fety implications 
~ xpected control or control s = 5th button from the left of the cassette controls and second 
utton from the left 
ounted from the ri ght to left, and found both keys with no problems 
rhe participant showed how he used hi s own equipment. He stated that he rests hi s 
land on the device in the same way each time, placing hi s thumb in a crease in the 
~peaker view. This a llowed him to reach all of the main contro l us ing the fingers on 
he resting hand. The crease a lso helped by dividing the pane l in two. He was location 
Foding the control s by use of there position above or below the crease. 
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Task Sheet· Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L4 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
OPCS Vision score 8 
Assumptions 
The partic ipant will turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the contro ls on the main dev ice and on the remote 
contro l. They will find the vo lume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a rad io station. They will eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insert a cassette and fo rward wind it for a short period. They will play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable Hifi 
Initial examination perfo rmed Yes / No 
This participant was allowed to perform an initial examination of the device before 
the experiment proper started. This was done on the premise that some people 
perfo rm a mapping exerc ise befo re they try to use a new device. The device was 
turned off during the initial examinati on, therefore providing no feedback in the fo rm 
of lights or noises. 
Assumed task stages 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Turn the HIFI on 
lNotes on coping stra tergiesl Diffe rences to assumpt ions above I safety implications 
Expected cont ro l or controls = latching push button 
Irhe participant found the switch straight away due to the initial examinati on that was 
Jerformed. He sa id that the di fferent protrusion level o f the switch allowed him to 
fi nd it. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
If\fotes on coping stratergics/ Di fferences to assum ptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or controls = Push button nex t to CD tray 
!-rhe parti cipant initiall y pressed the textured surface of the microphone grill thinking 
hat it was a button. He then found the CD eject switch say ing it was the bumps on the 
urface that allowed him to fi nd it. 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
fNotes on coping stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above I safety impl ications 
Ex pected control or control s = Slider control with multiple options 
The mode select bullon was fo und after the user played with the rad io band selector 
Play the third track of the CD • Notes 0 11 coping stratergiesl Differences to assumpt ions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Skip push button. The partic ipant spent some time 
playing with the c ircular array. Verbal assistance was required a fter around 2mins. It 
was suggested that he looked elsewhere on the dev ice for the required contro l. 
Adjust the volume lower 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Rotary control 
Thi s was done quickly as the vo lume contro l had been found earlier by accident. 
Select the rad io function 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesJ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control o r controls = Slider contro l with multiple options 
Again the parti cipant played with the radio band se lector before going to the opposite 
ide and us ing the mode selector 
Tune in a radio s tation 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
expected cont ro l or controls = Rotary dial 
The tuning control was Found straight away as it was assu med that it would a rotary 
"nob, and the othe r knob of that type had already been identified as the vo l ume 
Select the Tape function 
lNotes on coping stratcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected contro l or control s = Slider contro l wit h multiple o ptions 
Was conFused by the fact that nothing let you know that the tape Function had been 
~elected . He played the tape in order to make sure that the required functio n was 
~e lected 
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Eject the tape holde r 
INotes 0 11 coping stratergicsl Di fferences to assumpt ions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or contro ls = Push button at top left of cassette tray opening 2nd 
~ome confusion with texture o f the microphone grill e. 
Insert a tape and close 
1'I0tes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safe ty implications 
Expected contro l or control s = Find the s lot and insert 
~ad initial problems with the orientation of the cassette, managed a fter a few seconds 
ales on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
°xpected contro l or control s = 5th button from the left of the cassette controls and second 
utton from the left 
ounted from the left to ri ght, and wasn' t expecting there to a record button nex t to 
he play button. He there fore hit the wrong key initially and corrected when he 
orked out that the record key was there. 
~eneral methodolgy notes 
rhe participant tri ed to use hi s vision with most o f the tasks that were performed. He 
~as unable to read any of the labe ls on the device, as sa id that he could just make out 
ight grey areas where the buttons were located . 
rhe contro ls that the parti cipant cited as being easy to use where on hi s HI FI 
~quipmenl. 
fhe vo lume control was very large an easy to find , being approx imately 50mm in 
~iameter with 30mm of protrusion from the surface into which it is mounted . Two 
~ets of cassette controls were located next to the re lati ve cassette draw. A large jog 
~ial of the same proportions as the volume contro l was used to skip and scan CD 
racks. The participant fo und thi s particul arl y easy to use. 
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Task Sheet· Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L5 
Name: GA_A23_0P8 
Visuallmpairement _Not known 
OPCS Vision score 8 
Assumptions 
The participant will turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
control. They wi ll find the vo lume contro ls, and lower the volume. They wi ll find the 
tuni ng knob and locate a rad io sta tion. They will eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insert a cassette and forward wi nd it for a short period. They wi ll play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable Hifi 
In it ial exam inatio n performed Yes / • 
Assumed task stages 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Turn the HIFI on • lNotes 011 coping slratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implicat ions ~xpected control or contTols = "push button wi th a click" 
~he could not find the power on switch after 2 m ins, and becoming frustrated. Verbal 
pssistance given. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
~Oles on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumpt ions above / safety implications 
!Expected control o r controls = Push button next to CD tray 
Ini tiall y the she confused the CD eject button with the microphone. She stated she 
"as expecting the CD eject button to be nex t to the CD player on the left or the ri ght. 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
INotes on coping stratergies! Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Slider contro l with multiple options 
iAround 30 secs was needed for thi s task. She focused on the front pane l for sometime 
~lI1d then started to explore the rest of the device. She knew that CD was selected due 
o the sound of the CD spinning 
Play the third track of the CD 
~Oles on coping stratergies! Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected contro l or control s = Skip rotary dial 
~he expected the CD skip to be found in the circular array. She spent 15 seconds 
llaying w ith the array, and then moved on. She sa id that she would expect the skip 
pontro l to be next to the play control and was surpri sed when she found it under the 
power button 
Adjust the volume lower 
INotcs on coping stralergies/ Differences to asslImptions above / sa fety implications 
Expected contro l or controls = Rotary dia l or push button like her machine 
~he stated that she expected that the volume control would be the right hand option of 
he two s imilar big turning knobs. She fo und the control, and noted the blip on the 
"nob. 
Select the radio function 
jNotes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety impl ications 
Expected control or controls = Sl ider cont rol with mult ip le options 
Initi all y played with the radio frequency selector, when no feedback was gained, she 
~aid that that must be the rad io frequency selector. Then she found the correct control 
~nd used the sound of the radio stati on as the feedback showing success 
Tune in a radio station 
! Oles on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
xpected control or controls = Rotary dial 
he found the radio tuner by vi rtue of it being next to the previously discovered 
requency selector 
Select the Tape function 
lNotes on coping slratergiesl Di fferences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or controls = Slider control w ith multiple options 
iAs she had prev iously used the contro l, and there was onl y o f three functi ons left 
mused, she fo und the cassette function straight away 
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Eject the tape holder 
~otes on coping stratergiesl Di fferences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Not sure of expected control as doesn' t use tapes 
~he could not tell the function of the buttons with the indented casselle buttons, and 
~id not know the order of the buttons from memory. She worked her way along the 
~ullons until the cassette holder ejected. 
Insert a tape and close 
I ales on coping stratcrgics/ Differences to ass lImptions above / safety implications 
xpected control or controls = Find the slot and insert 
his was straight away. There were casselle ori entation probtems 
Fast forward the tape for a short period and play the tape 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~s she had already used the controls she said that she expected a push button. The 
button order was not remembered, so she did not know if she was fast forwarding or 
ewinding. 
The parti c ipant owned a Nintendo 64 games console. She said that she liked the 
cont roller for thi s device due to the fact that it had an analogue joystick centrall y 
placed, that could be used for a lot o f the functions of scrolling through system 
screens etc. She mentioned that when her hands started to get sweaty, that her thumb 
sometimes slipped off the analogue joystick. She tiked the fact that there was a trigger 
button, mounted in a gun handle type config. She sa id that she had used a ptay stati on 
contro ller that had the four main se lect bUllons in the shapes of triangles, circles, 
crosses and squares. She said that thi s he lped to di stinguish the buttons fro m each 
other, and she found it easier to use than the Nintendo controller. She could only 
reall y see blobs on the screen. Another person would te ll her what action to take in 
platform games. 
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Task Sheet· Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L6 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
opes Vision score 8 
Assumptions 
The partic ipant will turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
control. They will find the vo lume contro ls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a radio station. They will eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insert a cassette and forward wind it for a short peri od. They wil l play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable I-li fi 
Initial examination performed Yes / • 
Assumed task stages 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Turn the HIFI on • [Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected controt or controls = latching push button 
Found the on switch after 8 secs, but as the machine was in cassette made, no 
feedback was received to let him know. Verba l ass istance require. It was noted that 
~hen the button was initiall y found, the finger passed repeatedly from the CD skip 
~uttons to the on switch indicating that the higher protrusion leve l of the power switch 
~as the tactile cue. This was confirmed by the participant 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
lNotes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
~xpected contro l or contTols = Push button next to CD tray 
~he CD eject button was fo und due to the raised bumps on it 's surface. This took 
I Osecs. The participant stated that it would have he lped to find the CD eject button if 
' t was not flush with the surrounding surface 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
[Notes on cop ing stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or contro ls = Slider control with multiple options 
f he C D function button was fo und due to the fl ashing LED display when the C D 
node is selected, in combination with the sound of the CD spilming 
Play the third track of the CD 
~Oles on coping stratergiesl Di fferences 10 assumpt ions above I safely implicalions 
Expected control or controls = Skip push butto n 
rhe CD skip button was found earlie r in the process, recognised by the changing 
lumber on the LED display, although the numbers could not read. Therefore the track 
~ki p button was fo und straight away. 
Adjust the volume lower 
lNotes 0 11 coping stratergies/ Di fferences to assumptions above I safety implicat ions 
~xpected control or controls = Rotary dia l 
~he user stated that he expected the volume cont ro l to be a large rotary knob. The 
!volume had been left high from a previous pass, and therefore when the CD played 
he volume was loud . The user responded rapidly to quite the device, and found the 
!volume after first twisting the radio tuner. 
Select the radio fun ction 
~~otes on coping stratcrgics! Differences to asslImptions above I safety implications 
!Expected control or controls = Slider control with multiple options 
~he radio function was fo und due to the white noise when the function was selected 
Tune in a radio station 
INotes on coping stratergiesl Di fferences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Rotar y di al. The tuning control was found straight away due 
o the fact that he had got no reaction from the control when looking for the volume. He 
herefore assumed that it was for tuning and went straight to it 
Select the Tape function 
lNotes on coping stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above / sa fety implications 
Expected contro l or cont ro ls = Slide r contro l with mUltiple options. The parti c ipant 
~tated that he would expect the tape function to be the central function of the three 
~vai l able. This was based on the des ign of the HI FI that he owned. He said he hardl y 
~ver used the tape function on hi s machine, and that he knew to slide the contro l to 
eft fo r radio, and the ri ght fo r CD. He said that most o f the machines that he had used 
lad thi s arrangement 
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Eject the tape holder • Notes on copi ng stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safeI)' implicat ions 
Expected control or controls = Second cassette button fTom the left The user asked if 
he machine was a single or double cassette deck. Therefore verbal assistance 
equired . I-le then counted from the left to the right of the cassette buttons, and pushed 
he right one first time. He said that he remembered the layout, but that single deck 
nachines had one more button for the record function. 
Insert a tape and close 
Notes on coping stTatergics/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or contTOts = Find the s lot and insert 
~-here were cassette orientation problems 
ales on coping stratergicsl Differences to asslI mpt ions above / safety implications 
Expected control or contro ls = Cassette controls below the cassette tray 
gain, the parti cipant counted a long the buttons and found the correct one first time 
The participant owned a playstation games console, which he liked the controller of. 
He said that he liked it due to the fact that you have your thumbs on the two main 
contro l pads, and could feel in which direction the up down left ri ght option were 
froma central location. Also the four buttons mounted on the front of the device were 
easil y di stingui shable fro m the size and shape on the buttons, in combinati on with 
their locat ion. 
The partic ipant al so demonstarted the use of a hifi remote control which he liked . 
However, he could not name the majority or the functions of the device, as he could 
not read the lables. He used the main control functions for mode select , play stop, etc. 
and said he had never needed to do anything else. 
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Task Sheet- Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L7 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
opes Vision score 8 
Assumptions 
The parti cipant will turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
control. T hey will find the volume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a radio station. They will eject the cassette player holder. They 
will inse rt a cassette and forward wind it for a short period . They wi ll play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portab le Hifi 
In itia l examination performed Yes / • 
Assumed task stages 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Turn the HIFI on • lNotes on coping stratergies/ Differences 10 assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or controls = latching push button 
~he found the power switch a lmost straight away, using the cues of different 
protrusion height of the power switch, and the fact that the machine made a no ise 
~hen it was switched on 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
lNotes on coping stratcrgics/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control o r controls = Push button nex t to CD tray 
rhe CD eject button was found due to the rai sed bumps on it ' s sur face . This was done 
~most immediately, as she expected the control to be next to the CD cavity lid . 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
Notes 0 11 coping stratcrgicsl Differences to assum ptions above / safety implications 
Ex pected control or control s = Slider control with multiple options 
The CD mode was recognised due to the fl ashing LED di splay 
Play the third track of the CD • Notes on coping stratergies! Differences to assumptions above ! safety implications 
Expected control or contro ls = Skip rotary dial 
The participant played with the circu lar array of controls, and when she saw the LED 
di splay change three times she assumed that she had performed the task. The skip 
rack buttons were pointed out to her. 
Adjust the volume lower 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assUlnptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or control s = Rotary dial 
The volume control was found straight away as it was assumed that it wo uld a rotary 
~nob. 
Select the radio function 
Notes on cop ing stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implicat ions 
Expected contro l or contro ls = Slider contro l w ith multiple options 
The rad io function was found due to the white noise when the function was selected 
Tu ne in a radio station 
Notes on coping slra lergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Push button 
The tuning control was found straight away as it was assumed that it would a ro tary 
K.nob, and the other knob of that type had already been ide ntified as the vo lume 
Select the Tape function 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or controls = Slider control with multiple options 
She spent some time looking for some form of feedback when s liding between the 
hree main function types. She said that should couldn ' t be sure, but assumed that the 
device was in tape mode as it was the on ly remaining option. 
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Eject the tape holder 
Notes on copi ng stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Second cassette button from ri ght. Counted buttons to find eject 
Insert a tape and close 
Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
No problems 
ales on coping stratergics/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~ xpected control or contro ls = 3'd button from the right of the cassetle contro ls and 
econd button from the left 
ounted from the ri ht to le ft , and found both ke 
~he decribed the use of her hifi . The function select buttons were arranged around a 
pentral LCD. They were made of soft rubber, and were identica l. She used the fact 
hat rubber distorted when depressed to find the boundaries between the keys, which 
~ere otherwise not di stinguishable. 
~he also stated that she fo und it hard to distingui sh some of the controls, such as tone 
flI1d balance; and had to use them when music was playing to determine their function. 
~he also stated that some of the features were good. She was able to select the 
functions modes with few erros because it re fl ected the verti ca l separation of the 
pontrols in the overa ll machine layout 
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Task Sheet- Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._La 
Visuallmpairement _Not known 
opes Vision score 8 
Assumptions 
The participant wi ll turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
wi ll se lect a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
control. They will find the volume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a radio station. They wi ll eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insert a cassette and forward wind it for a short period. They wi ll play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable Hi fi 
Initial examination performed Yes / No 
Assumed task stages 
Turn the HIFI on 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = latching push button 
This took quite a long time, around 30 seconds. She spent a long time playing with the 
pircul ar array. Then resorted to playing with the controls and found the on switch 
Ising the CD spinning up as the cue to know the device was on. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
~Oles on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Ex pected control or contro ls = Push button next to CD tray 
rhe button was found by use of the texture on the button. 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
Notes on coping stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above / safety impl icat ions 
Expected control or controls = SlideI' control with multiple options 
When exploring the device the hands surrounded the device on ei ther side and worked 
from the back of the device to the front. Therefore the large turning knob in 
association with the slider was noted quickly. The radio frequency slideI' was played 
wi th first and when no feedback was gained (the machine was in cassette mode) she 
llayed with the mirrored contTO l and found the CD funct ion. The feedback used was a 
ombination of the flashingLEDS and the CD spinning (auditory) 
Play the third track of the CD 
Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences la ass lImptions above I safety impl ications 
Expected control or controls = Skip push button 
She played with the circular array for some time. She recognised that the programme 
function was part of the array when an LED flashed, which she associated with the 
lrogramme function on her own machine. She stated that she was expecting the sk ip 
CD track controls to be part of the circu lar array. She then spent some time finding 
he CD skip buttons and said that she had found it difficult. 
Adjust the volume lower 
Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Rotary dial 
Noticed the blip on the volume control (by touch) and described the fact that thi s 
described a scale which would have finite range of motion. This di stinguished the 
volume control from the radio tuning contro l for her 
Select the radio function 
lNotes on cop ing stratergies/ Differences 10 asslImptions above / sa fety implications 
Expected control or contro ls = Slider control with multiple options 
~ lid the control straight frol11 CD to Radio using white noise as the feedback for 
pompletion. 
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Tune in a radio station 
fNotes on coping slratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Ex pected control or contro ls = Rotary dial 
[he radio tuner was found because it was a big turning knob. It was noted that there 
~'as duplication in the rad io tuning and volume control, in combinat ion with an 
~ssoc iated slider. 
Select the Tape function 
[Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above / safety impl ications 
J2xpected contro l or contro ls = SlideI' control w ith multiple options 
iThere was no problem finding the tape function . The user had some vision, so the CD 
function was identifi ed by the fl ashing LED display. The rad io function was identified 
~y the white noise fTom the speake rs. Therefore the tape function was found as being 
he onl y other option 
Eject the tape holder 
[Notes on coping stratergics/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
~xpected control or control s = Push button at top left of cassette tray opening 
Felt the symbols on the cassette player buttons and could not tell the function by the 
~ymbol. She could remember the order of cassette player buttons and so found the 
eject button quick ly. 
Insert a tape and close 
~'\jotes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to asslImptions above / safety implications 
Find the slot and insert 
Had some trouble finding the orientation required for the cassette 
Fast forward the tape for a short period and play the tape 
~oles on coping stra lcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Cassette contro ls below the cassette tray 
[he button was fo und quickl y due to the participant knowing the cassette button order 
lDiscussion about control designs in genera l 
pave an example of control s that she found useful , a Motorola mobile telephone with 
~n array, central select button with a scro ll left and scroll ri ght button on either side. 
~he stated that she found this kind of contro l easy to use without looking because she 
JKnew how many depressions are required to find a certa in phone num ber. 
Likes remote control buttons to have a shape that describe their func tion. Has 
110di fied her remote control by removing the buttons for all non-essenti al functions. 
She says it makes it easier to use because a ll of the buttons are the same. She prefers 
o have different shaped buttons, that describe the ir function. 
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Task Sheet- Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L9 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
opes Vision score 12 
Assumptions 
The participant will turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the contro ls on the main device and on the remote 
control. They wi ll find the volume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a rad io station. They will eject the cassette player holder. They 
will insert a casselle and forward wind it for a short peri od. They will play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable 1-1 i fi 
Initi al examination performed Yes / No 
Assumed task stages 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
Turn the HIFI on 
Notes on coping straterg iesl Differences 10 assumptions above I safety impl ications 
Expected contro l or controls = latching push button 
Even though there was no initial exam the power swi tch was found within fi ve 
econds . The cue he used was the diffe rent level of protrusion o f the power switch 
"hen in the off position. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
Notes On coping stratergiesl Diffe rences to assumpt ions above I safety implications 
Expected control or contro ls = Push button next to CD tray 
~he CD eject bullon was found in 7 secs. Said that the texture was what allowed him 
o know that it was the eject button, in combination with the location being nex t to 
~nd on the ri ght of the CD player. He explored the texture of the mic. But did not push 
'(. The texture was wrong fo r a button, which is why it wasn' t pushed. 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
INotes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = SlideI' control with multiple options 
Initiall y just the fro nt panel was explored for a period of IOsecs. Then the rest of the 
device was explored. The mode switch slider was then found within 5 sec and switch 
d from the Tape to radio mode. The audio feedback of the radio let him know that 
hat was the wrong direction. \-le slide straight past Tape to CD. He heard the CD spin 
nd knew he had selected the ri ght option. 
Play the third track of the CD 
Notes on coping stratergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety impl icat ions 
Expected control or contro ls = Skip push button 
Found the CD skip buttons straight away but had trouble finding the play button in the 
lone standard array . The volume had been accidentally set to zero when he playing 
with the control s, but recognised that the CD had been played because of the sound of 
he CD player spinning up. He stated that he expected play=top, stop=bottom, skip 
back = left , skip forward = ri ght, in the circu lar array. 
Adjust the volume lower 
Notes 0 11 coping slralergies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implicat ions 
Expected control or controls = Rotary dial 
Done straight away 
Select the radio function 
Notes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumpt ions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Slider control with multiple options 
S lid the control straight from C D to Radio 
Tune in a radio station 
Notes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or control s = Rotary dial 
Initially twisted the vo lume control. Then went straight to the opposite control , the 
·adio tuner, and tuned in a station straight away 
Select the Tape function 
[Notes on coping slTatergies/ Differences to assumptions above I safety implica tions 
Expected control or control s = Slider contro l wi th multiple options 
~ent straight fro m Rad io to Tape 
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Eject the tape holder 
INotes on coping stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Second cassette button fro m right 
"'el! the symbols on the cassette player buttons and could not tell the function by the 
~ymbol. He stated that he preferred protruding symbols over indented. He could 
'emember the order of cassette player buttons and so found the eject button quickly 
Insert a tape and close 
~otcs on coping stratcrgics/ Differences to asslImptions above I safety implications 
~xpected control or controls = Find the slol and insert 
-lad to try twice as he was unsure what orientation was required. 
Fast forward the tape for a short period and play the tape 
~otes on coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
~xpected contro l or contTols = 3 rd button from the right of the cassette contTols and 
~econd button from the left 
fA,gain, he remembered the cassette button order and performed the task quickly. 
Discuss ion abo ut control designs in general 
i'-'i kes si mple remote contro ls with as few buttons as poss ible 
Likes the remote control buttons to have a shape that describe their function 
Likes to use location coding, He described having the important buttons on the fo ur 
porners of the remote face to allow them to be eas il y fo und . 
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Task Sheet- Using a piece of HIFI equipment 
Subject No._L 10 
Name: PH_A24_0P12 
Visual Impairment _Not known 
opes Vision score 12 
Assumptions 
The participant wi ll turn the device on, take a CD and insert it into the player. They 
will select a track using both the controls on the main device and on the remote 
control. They will find the volume controls, and lower the volume. They will find the 
tuning knob and locate a rad io station. They will eject the cassette player ho lder. They 
will insert a cassel1e and forward wind it for a short period. They wi ll play the 
cassette. 
Task elements (products) 
Portable Hifi 
Initial examination performed Yes / No 
Assumed task stages 
Turn the HIFI on 
If assistance required = Verbal Physical 
~otes on coping stratcrgiesl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = " push button with a click" 
~ask took around 30 seconds. She spent a long time play ing with the circular array. 
Noted the ' blank button ' (as it didn ' t click) and asked ifit was broken. When I said 
10 , she moved on without prompting and found the control , noticed the sound from 
he CDspinning up as the cue to know the device was on. 
Find the CD open button, and open the CD player 
Notes on cop ing stratergiesl Differences 10 assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or contro ls = Push button nex t to CD tray 
r he button was fo und by use of the textured embossed dimples on the control 
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Switch the machine to CD function 
[Notes 0 11 coping stratergiesl Differences to assumptions above I safety implications 
rxpected control or controls = Slider control with multiple options 
When exploring the device the hands surrounded the device on either side and worked 
from the back of the device to the front. The large rotarys were noted with an ' ahhh ' 
f;omment. She played with both sliders and found the option quickly 
Play the third track of the CD 
fNotes on coping stratergiesl Differences to asslImptions above I safety implications 
Fxpected control or controls = Skip push button 
~he played with the ci rcular array for some time. She recognised that the programme 
function was part of the array when an LED fl ashed. She stated that she was expect ing 
he skip CD track controls to be part of the circ ular array even with the 'false contro l. 
~he then remembered the contro ls below the power button. She was irritated by their 
location. 
Adjust the volume lower 
I Oles on coping stratcrgies/ Differences to assumpt ions above / safety implications 
Expected contro l or controls = Rotary dial 
oticed the blip on the volume control (by touch). This di stingui shed the vo lume 
ontro l from the radio tuning contro l 
Select the radio function 
~otes on coping straterg iesl Differences to asslImptions above / safety implications 
~xpected cont ro l or controls = SlideI' control with multiple options 
Slid the contro l straight from CD to Rad io using white noise as the feedback for 
f;ompletion . 
Tune in a radio station 
[Notes on coping stratergicsl Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
~xpected contro l or contro ls = Rotary dial 
~he had already noted the two large rotaries and so went to the one she had not used 
lYet. 
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Select the Tape function 
Notes 011 coping stralcrg ies/ Differences to asslImptions above I safety implications 
Expected contro l or controls = Slider control with multiple options 
There was no problem finding the tape function. The only not used. Good memory! 
Eject the tape holder 
[Notes on coping stratcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implicat ions 
Expected cont ro l or controls = Second cassette button from right 
~he could remember the order of cassette player buttons and so found the eject button 
8uickly. 
Insert a tape and close 
rNotes on coping stratcrgies/ Differences to assumpt ions above I safety implications 
Had some trouble finding the orientation required for the cassette 
Fast forward the tape for a short period and play the tape 
!Notes on coping srratcrgies/ Differences to assumptions above / safety implications 
Expected control or controls = Cassette controls below the cassette tray 
rhe button was found quickly due to the partic ipant knowing the cassette button order 
Discussion about control designs in general 
Gave an example of controls that she often found useful , a Nok ia mobile telephone 
with a joystick that allowed her to scroll through the li st of telephone numbers after 
he joystick had been depressed. She stated that she found this kind of control easy to 
Ise without looking because she knew how many joystick clicks are required to find a 
celtain phone number. 
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Appendix 3: The glance duration data collected during the simulator study 
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Appendix 4 : The des ign changes made between each iteration of the ICE, 
HVAC and SATNAV arrays 
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HVAC Array deSign development stages 
Design iteration 1 Rational for the first design iteration 
• Circula r shape with an indented interior 
for the mounting of controls 
• Stereotypica l layout of th e standard 
airflow direction and screen clea ring 
controls using a plan view model 
• Rotary controls for th e selection of fan 
speed and temperature 
Design iteration 2 Modifications made between iterations 1 and 2 
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• Addition of rotary bezel for the contro l 
of fan speed 
• Stereotypical layout of the standard 
airflow direction and screen clearing 
controls using a side view model 
• Addition of an Auto option for climate 
control within th e array centre 
Addition of t he hand rest (HCRP) at the 
front of the array 
• Further subdivision of the array controls 
by moving screen clearing and auto 
buttons outside of the array centre 
• Ad dition of a su rface on the right on the 
array for the mounting temperature and 
AC buttons 
Improved tactile coding for the airflow 
and AUTO buttons using a co llar 
• Increased height of the fan speed beze l 
• Lowering of the additional surface on the 
right of the array to improve control 
differentiation 
• Use of rotary control for the selection of 
temperature 
SATNAV Array deSign development stages 
Design iteration 1 Rational for the first design Iteration 
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• Ci rcular shape with an indented interior 
for the mounting of controls 
• Separate location of the controls for 
destination se lection and the 
incorporation of a touch pad for the use 
of handwriting recognition for 
destination entry 
• Layout of the map and navigation 
controls on the 
of navigation voice volume 
• Relocation of the touch pad in the ce ntre 
of th e array 
• Relocation of th e destination selection 
buttons to the front of the array 
• Addition of preset buttons for navigation 
destination s 
the array 
• Addition of a surface on th e right on the 
array for the mounting of the destination 
selection contro ls 
inner array location closest to the HCRP 
and redesign of the map and navigation 
button layout 
• Addition of controls for the selection of 
navigation destinations 
• Increased height of the navigation voice 
volume beze l 
• Lowering of the add itional surface on the 
right of the array to improve control 
differentiation 
SATNAV Array design development stages 
, Design iteration 1 Rational for the first design iteration 
• Circular shape w ith an indented interior 
for the mounting of controls 
• Stereotypica l layout of t he standard 
play, stop, skip forward and skip back 
buttons in the array centre 
• Incorporation of preset buttons for the 
se lection of radiO st at ions and CDs 
I Design iteration 2 Modifications made between iterations 1 and 2 
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• Addition of rotary bezel for the control 
of the sound volume 
• Use of t he rotary beze l as a method for 
the subdivision of the array using tactile 
coding 
• Addition of separate buttons for th e 
sound options 
t he array 
• Sound options buttons rep laced by 
selection by depression of the array 
centre 
• Addition of a surface on the right on the 
array for the mounting of sound source 
select ion buttons 
Increased subdivision of the preset 
buttons 
• Increased height of t he sound vo lume 
beze l 
• Lowering of th e additional surface on t he 
right of the array to improve control 
differentiation 
• Addition a but ton for the se lection of 
sound options 
• Remova l of th e ski p w ithin bu ttons 
Appendix 5: The glance duration data collected during the 'on the road' study 
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Appendix 6: The functions selected for the PTI interface and the associated 
stereotypical control types 
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